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ABSTRACT
All eight poetry projects described in this volume,
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programs designed either to promote changes in teacher training
methods or to provide secondary schools with direct experiences with
poets" through readings and classroom workshopS. Five projects dealt

'specifically with. student 'teachers. Of these five, three included-
poetsand student teachers working with pupils in ccoperating
schcols; the other twc were conducted exclusiiely on college campuses
'with' student teacherS who had completed their practice teaching. -'The
sixth project, was a Visiting ArtistS-progiram anddid not involve
student teachers, but focused on pupils and teachers Aprking with a
poet. The Northwest Project brought .poets to secondtt/ schools in.
this aria of Connetticut, and the Connectictit Poetry Circuit enabled
poets read their work at sevetal colleges and provided a forum for
studentzpoet readings. (Author/KS),
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"Poas'in the Schools" documentS
and evaluates the Arts Commission's'
poetry programs for 1972-73. The

evaluation instruments were
'developed by Mort:is L. Cogan and
the data collected by Diane Shugert
Roger Zieger, and Elizabeth Hahn of
Centra.l'and Southem Connecticut
State Colleges. The chapters were
written. and edited by Kathleen
Meagherfrom materials collected
from the particiAnts in each
prograg4 The Project Director,
Richard Place, acted`as the Art
Commission's consultant in or-
ganizing the programs, collecting
materials; and- supervising the

publication. He-also-took most
of the photographs for the publi-
cation.

The publitation has'been made
possible through grants from the
National Endowment for the ArtS,
Literature Division, and the
Arts and Humanities Program of the
U. S. Office of Education. We
mish.to express our gratitude to.the
Connecticut Commission for Higher
Education, which has offered advice
'and proVided techniCal assistance,
to Nathan Garland for his design'.

'Odeas borrowed from "Artists in the
:tlatsroom" (Connecticut Commission

, on the Arts, 1973) and to the many
wonderful._ who wrote the
poetry, kept the journals, -and
submitted the:reports which make up
this publitation.
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A Collective Poem i

With wheels in the walls of trying #

'I take one path and then another
And all of tbem's-eemed to thoroughly
enjoy

So*thlirig has broken free of itself.

-Go outside in the snow and roll, roll
Terribly expensive.tn"both money
nd,time

Serve balloons for dinner every
night for a week
Where in between loving they
whispeh
The dream of liAting-

Down the cheek of your sunlight
Profesional certification or
extinction would not be at issue ," ,

Be like-the-pain of the earth
No Yes Of Yes, what appeals to

.,
you - - ?)

I senseSis dash toward the blindr,side
Vis41vis. the following:. hoped for
outcomes: .

The- answer lies in,the words ,

The ltimited time available for _

,hinterviewing and hiring
knew -I couldn't stay unwanted

-Stroking his moUstache, gently
,,kissing

I.hope you ..can convince Senator"

Lenge and the Appropriations
Committee 1

Join, hands tn a dance, a oersOnal
dance, a poetry -

Lord knows what .he told his mother
It has been made Clear to the
appliCants-

, r haven't found a way to mold
the report into a whole
I feel so cold yet warm-Yet-dredmy
That,,you knew. I wisWto-say

4

,2

Stop by my house with the sky
It's a strange time in the year
The seed grows into an orange
It's pretty hard.sbmetimes to
stay out of the way
We wandered around the room -and
.helped them , -

Countless milkshakes later our
eyes mee,.
So delicious looking, I had an.
Urge to eat it
Bruised by rel asMg my feet
Thiseis a roug .breadpn.but
will hopefully act
We Made a lot o noise moving
desks and going to the window
Doors--MEN, FACU TY MEN, WOMEN,
FACULTY WOMEN
We had learned to take off our
clothes

-.-

Cover design and Col ective-Poem
: made of lines. by the seople -im the

poetry programs and ranged
by Kathleen Meagher
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.'"fhe ConnecticUt Commission on the
Arts was created to "encourage, within
the.state, participation in, And
promotion, development, acceptance
and appreciation of, artistic and
cultural activities which shall
include, but are not limited to,
Music, theatir, dance, painting,

sculpt4T04.architecture, literature,
films'and Plied arts and crafts...
To this'nOtie agency may join
ar contract -with private, patrons,

individual artj.sts,and ensembles
and,with institutions, local
sponsoring organizations and
professional organizations ..."

activities..."shall be
dlrecfed toward encouraging and
assisting,.rather than in any way-
limiting, the freedom'of,irtis-

tic expression which is essential.
for the well-being of the arts,
Said commission shall Maintain a

survey of public and private
facilities engaged within the
state in artistic and cultural
activities and determine the
needs of the citizens of this
state and the methods by which

/ existing resources may be utilized,
or new resources developed, to ,

fulfill these needs."

Public Act No::579 (1965)
,

Connecticut General_Stitutes l0369.
through 373 '

I- -

I,
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INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1972,,the

National Endowment forthe Arts
(Literature Division) granted to the
Connectigut Commission on the Arts
$20,000 for its poetry in the .

schools programs for fiscal year
1972-73. The Commission in its
grant proposal suggested its,program-
ming direction: Jpets=in-the
Colleges Program -- Students
preparing for teaching careers'im
English will work extensively with
visiting poets as part of their
training for tegeher certifiea4on.
Through workshops conducted at the
college and through prajtice teaching
with the aid of,the participating'
poets, teacher candidates and the
visiting poets will explore the
creative process. in .uriting in _order
to arrive at-new attitudes toward
the teaching of writing and
litarairre in the public schools
and new ways of motivdting children
to, write and think credtiveiy.
. This report docUMentswfive
projects which were, funded-by the
Commission through the special NEA
grant, as well-as three others which
were funded through general federal
funds eatmarked for (Commission

4
education programs.- A*11 projects,,,

(with one exception) were funded on
.a fifty-fifty matching,basis with

ti

4

'

readingS and classroom. workshops.
Five projects dealt specifically'
with student teachers, and of the
five, three (Central, Southern;
University of Hartford) included
poets and student teachers working
with cooperating schools and the
pupils there. The other two college
projects (Eastern, Annhurft) were
conducted exclusively on thee college.
campuses With student teachers who
had completed their practice teaching:.
The-Memorial Boulevard project
was a ViSlAing Artists Program and
did not -involve student teachers,
but rather focused on pupils and
teachers working with a poet. Both
the Northwest poetry Project and
the-Connectieut Poetry Circuit-have
for a number' of years invited poets
to Connecticut to'read and run
workshops, fOrtuderits. The North:,

west project has concentrated on
secortdary schools in\ple Northwest
part of 'Cohneo_ticut;and the

Connecticut Poetry Circujt has
brought poets to readatcolleges
in Connecticut,and has also provided
student poets opportunitieg to read ,

for fellow students while still
attendinga college,in,the state.

,.,

: 1.

half of the funds coming from ,,. I

cplleges, boards of educatton-and J

other local .sources. All eight.:..
,

pOetry projects were seen as
innovatiye programs, designed either
to promdte and facilitate changes.

i'n teacher training methods or
to provide schools with direct'ex-,
periences with, poets through
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PROJECTS,
COLLEGES

Central Conn.
State College,
New Britain,

O

PARTICIPATING
SCHOOLS

h

Pulaski H.S.,
New Britain
Litchfield H.S.,
Litchfield
Timothy. ,EdwardS-

Jr. H.S.,
SOitth Windsor

POETS

9

ADMINISTRATORS,
SUPERVISORS

Gerald Hausman Diane Shugert
Roger-Zieger

,

Southern Conn.
State College,
New Haven

,

Mich6e1 Whelan
Jr.H.S., Hamden
Hand H.S., MadiSon
Branford Jr. H.S.
Branford H.S.,
Branford

Ross Talarico ElizabethHahn,

)niversity of Bloomfield Jr. Terry Stokes . Lee Yosha.
Hartford, " Bloomfield
Hartford

Eastern Conn. none Jim Humphrey Jim cacey
State College,

Willimantic

Annhdrst College,
WoodstQck

none Leo Connella'n Helen Bonin

.

*-)Visiting Artists ,Memorial Boulevard :Leonard Halpin James White
ProgrAff: Schbol, Bristol

Northwest Poetry listed in chapter listed in chapter William DeVoti
Project,

Conn. Poetry listed in chapter listed in chapter Jean Maynard
Circuit
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Thi& report also includes of working with Morris and Kathleen,,
an evaluation of the peojects at as well as the poets, 'student
'Cejrtral and Southern Connecticut teachers, teachers, supervisors

ate CollegeS. -The instruments for and pupils associated with the
the evaluation were designed by ejects. The collective efforts
',Morris Cogan of the University of of all these people have made the
Tittstromil School of,Education. projects and this reporrpossible.
Dr. Cogan is a professoi. pf The intent of the report is
education and chairman of the twofold . . . first, we hopethe"
Universty'5. division of eacher--

His major int rests
= chapters convey the personality of

education. each project and provide useful

iare the' educa-Xion,of teac ers, information on how each Poet worked
curriculum, upervisioh and with-either student teachers-or. .

internatio al education. He is pupils. Teachers and admihistrators
alsO a po t and photographer. thus-may gain insights into how a,

__----Severi.rehroters 'n this ee ort .4--.' poet's understanding of the creative
ri wereedited 4), Kathleen Meagh r. writing process might aid them in

Jean Maynard Wrote'the chapt r on their teaching. Secondly, the
the -Connectic4I-Poetr Cireu t.-- -clinical evaluation of the
'Kathleen visited a projects .Central.and Southern projects will
with the exception of e Visiting hopefully provide educators and

,

Artists Program at Memorial planners critical data on how the
Boulevard School in Bristol in participants felt and thought about ,-
preparation for the writing of this , their involvement in the two projects,
publication. Ms. Meagher' is a which most approximated the Arts
poet from North Haven, Connecticut. Commission's projectdescription.
She has publis

-band has taught

Haven Schools.
administeative'assistan
Arts Council of Greater
and is curre tly enroll
Goddard Coll 'Extern

Program. The tedious of

typing the final copy fbritthis.
publication was done y:M.Oureen.

Ferrara, research asSistaht with
the Arts Gommissiop. Her:;patience,_

and .expertise:have,Ceeneritiral
to this report being completed.,

As project director for the
program and supervisor of this
report, I have had the pleasure

ed poetry and articles While it was our intention to
in anumber.of New focus on the-classroom eXperiences
She has een an of student cteachers and pupils, we

With the found that,the'innovative nature of
New Haven, theprograwtaused numerous administra-
d in the tive difficulties. Thesefar
1 Degree reflected`through6t,the evaluation

report and at-various times are
touched upon in'the,chaptelsV,..
although in many cases,it was not .

possible to present detailed accounts
of these 'difficulties. :While-it
has/always been a policy of the Arts

problems of this
be helpful 'in

, some situations
o unravel with

10

CoOmission to expos
naturb in order t
finding solution
were impossible



.:-

fairness to all concerned.: Those
who actively'par.ticipated in the
prograths and presentethmaterials for
this publication will, hopefully
find ttreir passionsexpressed and
their concerns reflected in the
cliapierS. This was our intention
and we hope we honored it. Most
of all, we hope_that this publication,'
will inspire those 'engaged in
education to seek and develop' diverse ,
and exciting programming forprospec-
tive- teachers arid pupils in elementary
and seconddry, schools.° to, feel
an open 'and ,p-robing :attitude is ,
criticil at;tbis ju'rk,cture- iii
inieriCfn Education, and we
respectfully submit this report-
for Jour explorations. We hope
you have an enjoyable and worthwhile
adventure;
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DIRE,4TORY OF AMERICAN POETS

2
0

A Directory of AmeriCan Poets,
pUblished in 1973 -through'a grant
from the National Endowment for
the Arts, has an alphabetical

, listing by state of,poet and
writers available for readings and
workshops. It gives (their addresses,
phone numbers, teaching preferinces,
and langu4ges fpokerl 0 each author.
There is a second alphabetical,
listing of minority w-t-ters:l.c

Black, Spanish-speak TN, Chicano,
As /American Indian, Asian American.

A service s'ection'in the back offi"." ;

the directory lists antKol s,

films andvigeotapes, Materl fat
Writing teachers; infOrniation:a out
-records, audiotape tattle magaz
grants ana awards 1-able to U.S.
Writers, suggestions or organizers,
and othef;materials.

Copt th Dir story cost
54.00 and may be rchisedifrom

POET AND WRITERS, INC.
201 st 54th Street
New ark.; New York 10019

We ould encourage any educator_
inter tedIp working with poets or
proliding resources for teachers of
creative writing to obtain a copy of
this directory.'

t 3
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CENTRAL-CONNE-CTICUT STATE COL,LEGI.
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

"Ooo-look: "

The grass was cool , damp, sweet.
Five of us 'wereaSpraw)ed on the lawn
kicking and screaming ,in delight
like children. t.

1,1-r: Goldstein said
"Thosesdisgustihg 'kids are having
an -orgY'."

Our shouts of "Ooci-look, and "I
wane:"

echoed in the rijight:+,
.s

Hi s:\wi fe said ,,
"No.,-%dear they're -eeing things.
'They ip,tist be on drugs.'",

:nn'n

s

', (I =gue's they didn't k)i'oW about'
the Me or shower.) ,; '\

4i1 Noren,npupil
gh. School-

, s '-,Whatjatpens whenWe putrour,"
imagnation pre4144.1 reality ?;
Di.f;db we 1 i then'Conflibts-..?

kria; able to:.1 i ten, to, whet people`
area saying: thse ambivalences, -the
conttadictions, h9w an' outcome

.

"

f.fers-\ from an, exkectati dn? ,
.,At Central Coh'nect.i cut \State

College fn:New
POets:,in-tai e7tollegs
is' in its iecorid*,yeat',. FargitcaOty

-.with, the progretiv:and "o4areful.t.::- 7

planning with-:-defiftitenWo,lect',;.
purposes and ol).,1ectiV.e:.6e.c.ked
by inripvative ide.progi taln:infen- Sn's

ti ons did not. pfeVentjrior spfeciare
1,enyonelfor) the tNrObiln'in-the`:
Spring.. 1973ssemesitn. '

previous year's program (des-.
'cribed in Artists In The Classroom,
Connecti cut Carol ssi on on the

,Arts,,r1973,.pp., 98, 104) telations
strained to the, breaking point.
BlereeWas placed mostly on the
pdet for,recalcitrant behavior
and inciting. the same in students.
nAdministretors conceded failure
of project, objecti yes. However,

, s year. \a' spirit of willingness
from what was learned froM the pest
launched the,new program with-
energy and positive feelings.

Poet. Gera,ld Hausman, 27,
an English Lite.ratUre major' from
New MexIco Highlandi!thiiVersity, ,

taught wpodtfaff,and creative
writing as a camP:counselor for
six years. A teachbr of,Efiglish
and Creative Writing'sin a private -
school fOr five yearS;she.ran".!....:
poetrytiorkshbps for' .children

- in. the Pittsfield, Maesech'usetts-
school syttem,

-,hi,Whi.rd book of poems,
Meaffort,_ The Boolistore-PresS,-
b:N2 of -the-ed4prs of the Berkshirt
kotkOlogy, is t4artner in a
pUblishing company: .and. frequently,
does, pbb1 i c readings.- What
Gerry call§,. hi s'''-story ,", in its

''''-enti.rety.as':he wrote it,
fficluded th4s 5.hapter following

.thereporti.of 'student teachers.
three 'Schools. Litchfield,'

nintlt.graders 'from a-weelthly_New
England vAllage in the. s ceni c ,

Berkshi re; foothills.Timothy .
-s

Edwards,,ighest level eighth _

graders from, a middle class section
of Windsor, a town On the periphery,
of HartfOr,dis urban', sprawl; Pulaski

r
.- ' ...c

""'



honor students and non-college
eighth graders, many of them from
working class families with strong
ethnic ties,, New Britain, also
in the Hartford area.

Student Teachers. They speak
# from their journals, from the

schools in which they taught in
the above order.

Administrators, Diarie Shugert,
Methods teacher and coordinator for
the poetry program and Roger Zieger,
supervisor of student teachers at
Central Connecticut State College.

LITCHFIELD HIGH SCHOOL

Bud Stillman cooperating teacher
at Litchfield asked pupils to write
their thOughts about the.three
weeks. of -poetry on the last day of
claS. The kids didn't haye to
sign their names. The following
sections'from,their papers are,
for the most part, those bracketed
by Bud as representing both personal
and honest views..--

I got to know a little more
about myself and even- more about the

' other people in the class. I don't
like to write about incident's or
factu'a/ things. I like to write-
about thoughts, something like
Indian Summer. s

I liked the idea of not having
any form for the poems?, It gave'
me a much more flexible'way to write.
I think it would be easier to write

t now than it'was before:
.Readtng d writing poetry has

turned from a.boring thing into an
enjoyable tizing. And I wil/.want
to rep4 more poetry now thatI kno16

a

With the assignments" we have,'
been given, they made my-I4fagination
grow and made me think more about.
my writing. I learned to describe,
and show feeling..-The best_thing
thatI liked was that we 'coul'd write

-

what we feel.

The poetry we had to write and
listen to was different so it was
worth writing about and listening
to.

.I'm not the greatest poet in the
world,, as a matter of fact-I
thought .I was the worst, but
Gerry said, "Nobody can be d bad
poet, an ous have our own
styles." .

I found for the - first time
_$ince.sixth.grade, I. looked-forwa4-
to Engliih class. '

I've-learned things about
poetry and-about my feelings and
ability to deal with poetry, that
I either didn't know or was afraid
to show. Before Gerry cope, I
think the class didn't take
poetry quite as serious and would

ligh at any gut attempt to really'-
gPeakup.

Another reason I liked the
three weeks was because we had -

no homework. 'I think it is great
to be able to
withoUlalways running -home...kb_

sit inside and work more..,!'.
I I like it' when you. skip'

doing many things instead of -

just working-on one single' boring
.

C

, ,;.--.----- .

Thi'past three weeks. have begn ..

very good. What we did helped us. . .

to use our minds instead of just
grammar, or books. We'got experience ..

in wi?i'iing good poetry, -and we

Za-

.



got it from a poet. I thought .
the workshops were excellent,
having three teachers (poet,
cooperating teacher, student
teacher) instead of just one also
gave a flavor to the class. '-

didn't really care for the pOet,
ersonallybut when you get going

on something; I guess it really
deesn't matter. Some days you
don't feel likewriting or you 4

feel kinda shitty; bUt we still
had to,write. : thought it was
good because it let me 'get my,,

emotions cut in writing. It
alao,was nice to come into class
on a Friday knowing there was no
homework and there won't be any
over _theweek _end. ,__

To tell you the truth I was
sho-cked to see that the school,
let him.in. Usually theyturn
down anything worth something.
got more out Of this clabs than
any "lecturing ". Another
important point was that we weren't.
always being treated as ignorant,
iittle "bleeps." Gei'ry'ept
tetling.us that we had something'
and that we 'weren't a Crock of
shit.

never realizdd how mangy
different ways there were to
Zook at poetry.

He didn't care about grammer$
usttthe'poem. I wasn't' forced to
do something or what, the teacher
wanted.

On March19 when I made a
visit to the Litchfield,ninth-

geade, opinions about a class.
assignmeht dtffered. Gerry' read -

part of a story froth Hemingway and-
asked the pupil to finish it in

, 1.6
-

theirown-wayf--A41Tae, student
teacher, thought this was too
difficult, that the kids were
puzzled and didn't understand
was wanted of them. I fell there
was confusion and ris:tanct'at
first, bit kids.-s-tirted writing

when Germ---ighted theyjdo it
anyway. \He told them to listeh
and try and findout what happens.

Jim-Simoncelli had caused t lot'
of trouble, in class as part of a
group of bays who put down poetry.
But he wrote an.ending,to Hemingway's
story,'"In Our Time":'

I was the first reporter
there, they would only let me in.
It 'was up to me to get

tht.top,storo,n_the_,--faseet-
amount of-time: War' was all

around us, bombs, frOm the harbor;
shells from the ships. Death on.-.
the pqr. It was the year Zoss.
The'nuclear weapons, that was-it.

.

The new babies didn't have a chance
with the bombs and radiation..

the dead were put in the water
until thewater.Was dead. What .

a story. Now will be the 'top-'

reporter in the U.S..
Gerry read or described other,

situations asking pupils to write
their impressions quickly as these
came. Jim SinclicgTli continued:

He was my great great grandson:
He was 79 years old, Ile was a-
bankerin the' years i o tyipough ,

2970. .He was a hard _man' but

wasn't that bad. He.waS.the head
of part of the world,-he7dealt
with money and of coarse.whre
there's money there's going to be
peq0e. One unfortunate person-
bas so confueed he kilted my

N, w
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great great grandson. It's been
a Long time. The visit will be
fun. I only see him through my
television scope that pictures
earth.

Gerry preferred to work in
small groups of eight or ten
pupils (the same with student
teachers at the college). He

feels It's- important to get to
know students, and in a large
class this is imposSible. Ann

Blake, Bud Stillman and Gerry
planned workshops with three
rotating,groups of about eight
pupils each. They worked on the
same agreed upon assignment using.
their own choice of materials or

did_separate_exercises. Gerry
felt. thisWorked well. Ann didn't:
"Groups made for private sessions ,.

hard to record, although the class
,was good and the results were.-
good." Gerry stayed with:the
same group of nine 6oys.f.,Ann
said there was "blataqt'biason
his .part."

In her jour al Ann records the
first week.arinteresting and fun,
but WWWdnesday of the second .

_ week`week- (in retrospect) the program
went downhill. Ann: Bud's role
emerges as recorder:of Gerry's
sessions, not a leader or
participant. Me off on my own
with "Some small bag of :tricks

. culled from work at Central and
my own "reading." She speaks of
two succesSrUl dayswith her
groupbutjelt the growing:.

." constinrus was, after initial
excitement wears 'off whafis the
substance? She took another

.r*

. group. l kids were feeli
justifiably let out. Per'xly

took them at my urging. NO
) directions from Gerry. Do what
you want. You know z.thatto do.

Poor results. 'Gerry complained
of lethargy and Zack of;creativity.
First tirade on,schedulles hindering
creativity ... why should poets
have to buy into thOsystem of
time modules? Why:does he have
to suffer with first periods and'
last periods. Gerry complains .

of Bud's non-p'apticipation...
On Monday, March 26, beginning

the last week, Ann writes: Gerry
very Late. Bud: and I have nothing
planned, Gerry arrived with .*
,Seegr's indian'Summer and_ _

,played this. Kids write poem
telling what they heard. 'After
.some discussion (mostly boys)
kids are asked to rework., FirSt,
time some writing discipline has
been asked of 'them. Some reshape,
most did not since Gerry was ,

reading aloud. Shugert'and
Zi4er observing. Fair results.
Those kids with, powers of observa-
tion, insight, etc. do,well.
However .aZZ are writing. All
kids are daught up in poet
charisma:

The last three .days, 'no poetry.
A mix up aboutaguest poet's
cancelled reading.and 'Gerry didn't
borne to class; a day of autographing
hie.books and reading his poetry;
photographer'in class; a day
with guest' poet, Gerry very Late ...

I had-to keep, on going about nothing
until he arrived. Nothing happened.
Gerry -sat and talked with idolatrous

18



few ancl others did What theyt
wanted. Bud left. I falowkd
shortly.

From Ann's summary:, Ten
days out of the potential fifteen
kids did some writing. ProgroA
should have ended after second
week. Nothing accomplished in
third Week. Rotten feeling
engendered within the English
Department and. between Gerry and
Bud. The kids benefited mostrifirom
the program. This is phe.one-
area for Which have something
positive to say. They enjoyed
the thi;ee weeks and were obZJvious
to. the growing dissatisfaction.

They were- opened up and freed to

Prt,e_what_they wanted- _AcrCeptance.:,
worked wonders-. But anything was
accepted. 'No disCiplined writing.
Zhe ex4Ocises'Were an-end unto
themselves. Gerry"iijoal was,.to
have kids discov40.0epoetry in

themselves. And they did beebme
genuinely excited about theiz
power over paper... But the pupils
who worked most excellently
'!quality of poetry) did so any4ay
and in spite of, not because of
Gerry. .What the students enjoyed
most was their "jail - break's.'

It was my extraordinary task' to
return them to academe aft4r
Gerry. What I learned was in .

the Main inverse or negative -- close:

observation of wOrkshop techniques
in the methodscourse served me .

better than nonr,directiel; from Gerry..
Ann's conclusion: bitterness:. ,

"It's hard to separate the
personal experience of the poet.
from the poetry program,"

/9
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The events at Litchfield
are given at length, not because
they are negative or indicate
failure. Broad differences abotit
what education means are behindi:c
much Of the conflict. Some
objectives o:f the poetry program,
far the kids, did happen. It.
was the adults who could not6,
communicate with tone anothen4ld
who 'seemed to labor iR

1.
TIMOTHY EDWARDS MIDDLE SCHOOL

At Timothy Edwards Middle School
the pupils liked the poe0i'program
,so much.ithey continued tO tirite

on their °A betWeen

A boy on a fence clithaftig

trying to get to greevr pastures
smiling at the sun , *ling its
setting 4

rays warm his skin. Mer it is
gone he comes igifroniCtile dark
now waiting for tomofroves sun.

(no name), pupil,

,

The BlackboardiL

A black piece of .04,.
where you write edlicational things
with a piece of 046dentrated dust
It uses these this -
then they are erred away
and fall to the ftpor.

where.nobody,no0Oesi them
.anymore. e4 ;

(no,name)1 oupil
.rj
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Spring is nature's distribution
of love. --

//
,

%

- - (no name), Rdpil

Parachutes billow end they look
like they're stretched over,,
a big ball. Hi.. This music
sounds like a merry-go-round
and in some places like merry-
go-round music. Tuesday is
green. He sounds like he is up
in the air, maybe upin a

a balloon. Shadows don't always
look grey. Rotten rafters ,'

splinter with long jagged edges.
Tinny organ music always
sounds like a death march.-

if it's notes 'are
'drawn out and long. .Moonlight
glows. Even silence is noisy.
Flowers grow slowly. I wish I

could watch flowers' petals unfold:
Day. can feel 'darker than night.

If you could hear a knife
slashing through papervery loud .

I know what it would..sodhd like.
You feel very heavy when you're
sad. Sometimes whenI` in

church, during prayer', I''feel as

though the bench is way up
almost on the ceiling. I

like Thursday. Elephants look_

quiet. I feel like my desk is
enclosed in a shell and the
rest of the desks are outside.

--I'ye never seen a groundhog.
Turtles' skins look pebbley. Those
carpet samples look flat.

;

- - (no name), pupil

Debbie Forghetti, student
teacher A Timothy Edwards,

N

thinks maybe her expectations were
'-.too high. ""At the beginning many'

of the.. upils were hesitant to
write, didn't know what to write..
These highest level eighth -grade
classes need to know exactly
what is being asked of them. ...They

want an explanation or an end-
product to idive., toward."
Debbie thinks creativity
flourishes when unrestricted,
"bat-the-re-should be a tying

together of activities, some
sort of continuity, and a sense
of purpose. This is an area
which could%be Unproved upon
for future programs." Is the
problem too little structure,-..or

that pupils, (and student teachers)
are conditioned to expect to be
told exactly what to do? ,

The attitudes of studenC-.
teacher Susan Hayden, also at
Timothy Edwards, were affected-,
by Gerry'swork with pupils.
"When I discovered that Gerry was

. going to explore poetry with my,,

class I was apprehensive.-- I had
some pretty smart kids and they
used their.intelligence-fo get
away with every trick in the book.
They were-con artists'and trouble
makers and they were anything
but afraid of authority or anyone
who tried to get them to do
anything. My first class with ,

them they tried to send me screaming
out the door." When Gerry came,
"They looked up at him and they
stopped trying to figure and they
actually listened: They were
jnterested!" Just before Spring
vacation the kids "began to run, .

stele., We took them out into

20
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the orchard hoping td give them
more stimulation, but I don't
think this was extreme_ly successful-
They were more interested in
picking dandelions and -climbing
trees than writing poetry., These
were seventh graders and still
very much little*children
at heart." Susan mentions
in her journal, Just being
able to call him Gerry instead of
Mr. Hausman was a big factor in
how they related to him. He
was not an authority figure who
would stamp them into the ground
if they did not perform'weli.
The poorest performagee was seen
when the cooperatiWteacher insisted
that everyone- turn'irP,a,-poem.with

their name .on it,,Ahei last time
we met with Gerry:We split into =

groups and discussid each others'"
poems. I felt sure that they would

' take personal prejudice.

not seriously discuss
the poems. I was happily wrong
again. They were very critical :

of the poems they looked at and
:,"..were even objective toward-their

own poetry. SuSan definitely felt
the poetry program was successful,
"The pupils loved it and continued
to write uninitiated.,P

PULASKI HIGH SCHCOL

Mark Kostin,:student teacher_
at Pulaski, felt his wit learning
was 0:eater during the liethosis

course;' and working with Gerry
in the poetry workshoOs,at the

t college iMprome,z1 his writing

2Z

talents and gave him direttioh
for teaching creative writing. b.

He began with .poetry workshops

on his regular practice teaching
days. The honor pupils who
petitioned to get the course

. enjoyed writing poems; but
they wanted a wider variety of
assignments. Mark provided these,_
the pupils reacted favorably,.
and Mark decided to leave 'the

pogtry workshops to Gerry's
visits. Pupils also worked on
outside poet.6 projects, and
the writing equalled much of the
poetry done in-class. Mark often'
'comments that'the pupils and ,

the cooperating teacher were
-confused-as to the purpoSe of":
assignments. They felt instructions
were unclear. When Gerry gave

-two Successive readings in cliass,_
the students,:enjoyed listening..
"For the first time they understood
where Gerry `was coming from./ If
he had given' a reading earlier;

they might have reacted more
favorably to him'."

The general confusion for pupils
as welPas the Cooperating teachers
Mark blames on the school. "No
one was ever told what was going
on. The classrooms were often
filled with observers which upset
the pupils. 'They didn't like the
idea-of being guApea pigs., Only.-
once did a supervisor from' Central
Sit in on the 'class,. When asked
if he would partake.in the workshop,
he refused. ",

'The last paragraph in Mark'S,

jOUrnal, "In.:the'beginning of the
program the morale -of the'Engli'Sh

iK



Chairman and the cooperating
teachers was high. They, like
many others, were impressed by
the magic word 'poet'. It

soon became evident that their
morale'was going downhill. This
seemed to be a result of, 1) their
not knowing what was-going on and,'
2) I think they expected too much."

Ann Dorfman speaks frem her
journal. I really enjoyed thq
cpoetry program and working with

pleased with the
results and so are the students.

. From their beginning attitude
of wanting no part'of a poet to
now, the end of the program,
they admit to liking it. The
class liked Gerry -and thought
that for the time he came, he
was worthwhile.

I'm confused as to the aims
and objectives of the program.
This confusion should be stated
as a complaint. No one (myself,
the cooperating teacher, or Mark)
knew what was expected or how to
really'go about it. We were
supposed to work with Gerry but
never really did., If the poet 0.

was also.supposed,to help the
'student teachers teach, I received'
,very little help. Neither
Ba24bara cooperating teacher)
nor Gerry offered the guidance I
needed, and it could have been

. -so much better. With Gerry
,-not even coming the last week, "-

I am ,just very disappointed-and

can't make any judgement as to
Gerry or whyhe didn't come
until he tells me himself.

A

AV other Majbr complaint has
to do_with the organization of
the p2V,gram. Why-How-When-and
What. The teachers, pupils,
and student teachers should be
fully aware of what°S expected.
We were not. The program should
definitely be continued but
with better *inning,

I don't want to be redundant
but there was so little supervision
and guidance. For a program of
this nature, I was hardly observed
at all. Never mind during my
regular-classes but during
Gerry's'visits--where were the
people.from the college? One
visit from Roger Zieger on an
off ---Ay is hardly enough and I

should think Diane Shugert
would have been interested

',enough to attend. But that doesn't
surprise me because she never
attended one of Gerry's workshops
-during the methods course., One
brief word on that--I learned very
little-during either of my methods
courses and was totally (or almoA-,
totany)- unprepared to face a redZ
class.

The clasS- Gerry worked with is
Rx C -lever group (communications
non-college). The kids are so
conditioned and structured that
it almoSt,can't be broken. I
ha:YU-no doubt that Gerry could

communicate with these kids but
there just wasn't enough time--
six disorganized workshops 21)4U1
unclear goals just isn't bnough.

21 .
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After a discussion wi ichard
Place, Gerry, Barbara-; dark and '

myself, Ann wro . "...it was'
then that ound .out it Cthe
poetry'prOgraM) was considered to
be a failure. I didn't understand
this and discussed it wAh.Mark.
Despite what they were all,,saying,

the.kids were writing poetry--
.

what more could anyone'want?
Mark and I wondered just what the -

programwaysupposed to achieve._

GERRY'S STORY

Te-1-1 It To George

The school doesn't belong here
huge buildings on .the orchards

plowed-out fO make baseball mounds
live 'had a-Aot of thoughts in mind
but. where do you put a school
like -nine?

Beck's Butt

. I see a pen
on Beck's
earend. ,

. Spring

*'" Spring is the' heat of the sun
it's so hot I can't'write

.

any poems for you.

"'So you can't read
any of my great poems
so that's the end of that

-

(from Timothy Edwards)

All three poems reflect the
feelings of kids who are happily'
out of the classroom.

The first two titles are
examples of my, emphasis on putting,
down what you see, hear feel,
exactly as it happens. When
unable to write another kind of
poem, express your own. inability
to write.

In,order to go outside during'
schedUled clas$ hours at TiMothy
Edwards, the teacher must submit
a reason to the 'princip40 This
can result in making the' teacher.,

feel, consciously or otherwise,
that the outdoor experience iS
only useful.if the ,kids really,
produce something. I *saw this

implication in some of the
students' writing: it was forced,
produced under the unspoken, but
ever-present demand on their
heads. I. think I helped to loosen
some restraints by sitting with
one group & urging them to enjoy ,

the sun & to write about dried-up
wormy apples, or'a nearby baseball
game, or not to write.at all;
just listen to conversations
floating in the blue air.

Poetry is in our.headsybefore
it is written down. It comes-from
a state of mind - the',seqe of.
"I can do anythig...OliMb
ladder to the sub. "'

I work all the time trying to
create an atmosphere where poetry
is at least possible.

One girl said: "But what good
is it if, I feel free"for,oneor ,/
two hours ?, I still have to go

I

I



to school, & there's all that
Reality out there.'
All That Reality is what I'm,

fighting every day I enter a public
school where the kids have to have
a reason to go outside-with their',
teacher.

Late,, everybody left,
Didn't know" where they were. 7
Went out-to bench,'
DrUking
Went back in,ii
Danced A

Went back out'c-

Finished it off
WENT BACK IN `"-

WENT BACK OUT
Ran intopicnicAble
Went:
home

.-Moonlight swimming
IMi-ge-of, a shark

in tie moon:

(.fromrtitcOield)-

I got a bunc rowdy boys at
Litchfield- igh into, a small
circle & told them a story.
4'Write down only what you
want to hear, only what interests
you when r'm talking."' I told
"them that there was great poetry
iii everyones'eVeryday voice; in
jabber heard & misheard, in ,

interrupted conversations, snatches
of words overheard in the hall-
just,plain,talk as in William,
Cartus:Williams' poem about

4'

Fr'

the 'plums . I emphasIzed that
their "pbee'taken from my story
should be in the fomof notes
& jottings ,k-should be as illogical
as my thought patterns. Following

my story, each student told one
' of his.own, which the rest of us
wrote.down and afterWards read
'aloUd so that we could hee'how'-
the spokenvoicei were.tubtly
transformed into poetry.

Noth* to do or say
just sit around.watching
the world change with us

Lonejiness is the shadow'of the
weak,

Following; sttckin
to their un-1 ed upon bodies.-
Until one ay,

, they fall dead and decay.
1----But who cares! Many more'

will Tallow---'Witktears much.

.(froriLitchfield)

24
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If you don't preach form or
order in poetry, 'if yout4juAt let

it happen'by presenting something
-*for the mind's eye to take hold
of,,(as I did with a photograph
portraying two old people in
-The-Berkshire Anthology), surRri-
singly,_you'may get a poem rich
inrform, a poem that springs from
the' unconscious with pure &
dhiing exactness.

The preceding poem, "Nothing
To'-ay", is a joy to look'at

ti

.,



forme because it proves that you
can't ever presume to teach anyone
where_or-how to break a line, or
start or stop a poem. (Notice

poem's careful placement of
words use of.pUnctuaion.)

. .

Trees sleeping
Peacefully
Not worried

&Out tomorrow.
Houses

Made 'from their

Brothers and sisters

(from'Litchfield)

-Gazing outthe-wtndow &
4aydreaming are our greatest
passtimes, whetherwe like to
admit it or not. I encouraged
Danny, a boy_ who was par. Indian,
to look out the window with me &
stare-a---,while; Then I wrote a
quick imiem about what ,I saw orb the

same page, Danny wrote,his own
vision.

Who am 1?
I am one of the

Infinitesimal parts
of .the one split
into dust like
a.diamond 7.

-*ushed:by a hammer

(from Litchfield)

..,-Aater, after I'd shown him.
-"chow closely related some concrete

poetry (Clark Coolidgp4'"The

Which Ways" in The Berkshire
Anthology) was to mat---Danny's

best subject, English being one of
his weakest - -Danny wrote the above,
which I think isa remarkable

,poem for anon- writer.

At is where the end
of
that is.

The end of forever
is like the end of
never.

-.The 'beginpihg of the end
of one'

is none
* _

(frof LitchfieT4

Each of the above were written
in the style of Clark Coolitlge
by Danny:

Dream''

It's an, old penny'

It's' a monstrous penny

_There's two of them.

Hey, they're probably worth.
money'.

There's an old man coming
toward me,_,

"Come in my house."
I goin and see dirt. AO over.
COBWEBS, COBWEBS.
A watch. It's very:dirty.
Too bid.. I'll clean it:

-
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Now it's nice and shiny, runs
like a gem.

,(from Litchfield)

Out of a class; of thirty,

only-one boy responded to my
suggestiori-that everyone write
down 4::flream heor she had --
this was to be done et home, while
all my other workshops happened
in the'claSsroom. 'I wasn't

disappointed that I only got one
poem the following day because
the boy who handed it to me WaS-
a labeled "troublemaker &wise-
guy" whci'd produced nothing.
He'd been kicked out of the class
-by the -cooperating teacher on the
second day & had returned because,
he said he rea -lly wanted to.work.

-He was an eXiremely intellige
boy:who'd used hig brains tolbe_
a. lousy kind of leader; who
ruined - classes by,,treating _

everything as a joke. He was
looking out of new eyes when he
decided to scribble his dream for
me and he remained an excited
an:dhelpful learner Who aided me
by showing the other boys he .

.could,out7write & out-think the
best of them. More than once he
provgTilimself_the_best:poet in the
class. His dream reflects his'
"change ", his duality, his pleasure
at seeing himself in a changed
light.

San Jose California.
On.my'1000 cc Harlej

.''''...trjoinig:to see

:all there is. 0
'have all

the'fime 4 2'5

in the world,
ain't nothing
going' to

hold me
back

(from Pulaski)

I base many of my workshops,

op --the idea of free-association;
,having'everyone write tons of
words on the:board & then

one'or moreinto_poems.'
Or I try just going around the
room writing odd, illogical;
crazy words on the students'
papers. Sometimes I try toohoose -

words which.fft with a-particular- --'
student's dress, facial expression,
or something-he says about.his
likes or dislikes. The above poem
was written by a,pey who was almost,
failing English. My associative:
words w'ri'tten at the,top of this

paper were "Black-Madonna Blue
Eyed'MOtprcycle Queen."

Later,., the same boy wrote a,

motorcycle treatise called, "The
Mai o in Flight" which had the
s yle of Ernest Hemingwayl,slongerv,
sentences. If was a full page -of
writing; truly vivir, about
motorcycle race & t ere w. n't a
Ongle grammatical erro

School is
a rotten old r
a princip
th a

1

ic k-Udi ldtng-

ith-a tie and - briefcase

ows you4round
ways hay to do

witha party car with no Windows
which takes us to sthool
a
by nu

axboM surhunded'
ooh, whattodo!

.
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.a period-outside watching a car
go by
some people we know
one of those things .

a.tire to stay home and sleep.

:

(from Pul4ski)

I sketched an outline of words-
and incomplete sentences which

/ the student incorporated & utilized
/ in the above poem. He'd dropped

into the morning class wit
/ nothing to do & some curioSi
/, about what I was like. This

student was a gang merber,g.LACropout,
a blackjacket wearer, who had,/'
absolutely nothing to do with.
school. He seemed to _appreciate'
my beingsore kine6f outsider
& we h eral raps together

-b ore he wrote .his poem.,

In this school,

you travel fromclass to class,
not walking,
but on motorcycles
tearirig around the library

obeyirg the sign on the librarian's
desk; NO QUIET PLEASE.
You can leave your worst teacher
in a loud of smoke
and rack ydur old chicks uprack
around the spokes. \

(from Timothy EdWards)

. .

The above poem was written by
fi11 at:lather wise-guy who bugged me

right -f kfi the start bytalling me
a "poet:psychiatrist" when I asked
him.tp tell me how he felt about
a bunch of posters in the classroom.

2c;

He became cooperative, but
usually grumbly later. on, until
one day we' (about 6 or .7 kids)

met in the library & talked about
the possibilities of an ideal
school,,a school where anything could
happen. 'He refused to'write,
complained & wised-off atfirtt.
But,when I told him I worked at
a scho01 (Berkshire Hills of

MasSachuietts),where the-kids rode
their bikes into.clatS (a Otal
fabrication),his face brightenedt:-
he asked to hear all about it, and
while I spun' my fable,, he wrote

his poem, AfterWards, I, told him '

rid been kidding,but I made
Kim realize his poem was givat
and I showed it to the clap &--
they praised it atoudseeing in
it their own failure to describe
a scOol,not in platitudes, but
in concrete, poetic:terms.

From the day of your birth
Til you ride in a hearse /
Things at werebad
Could have been worse.-'.,

-(from Pulaski)

i didn't help in the creation
of the above poem & its very,
possible that the boy who wrote it
unconsciously ripped it off
Ogden Nash, or someone like.him.

Itatit says is true about teaching '-
poetry. 'The "bad" poems that 'I
got always showed something, some
growth, sore reaching, some ,",

ishing... and wished along
itkthem,

I\wished for the school that
couldn't.be dreamed, where the walls
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were scrawled with nature poems,
or openly natural graffiti.
(Incicrently, one of the most
creative poems at Pulaski High was
written in chalk on a brick wall
& referred to an authority figure
`"eating breaded praying mantis
'dtcks").

Pwished that I didn't have to
gxplainthat my "Pocketbook" Was
a bookbag fashioned to look like
a pony- express pouch.

I wished for a school' in the
leboVitakistritere for. a whole week

we lay about in the grass while
I read THE ANIMAL FAMILY by
Randal. Tarrell, & talked & joked
about peepers making love & 'how
moss grgivs deep on the dark sides

of stones.-
,I4vished again for-hat schoOl,

,b.ut in my wishing-I included
4l-1._ the loud or shrunken boys who
had b14:1.iikesleaming'in'the sun.

B1 ack Jackets ".
So-you have put-me tb the test,
.

you have laughed at my:Poetry
to my face, -

not out of anerwrkiness
but slantwise
as you would slice a ti,re
in the parking-lot
as you pissed in some withered
,teacher's desk./ ,
,on purpose
but of Pettiness

6
. jou placed yourselves

World of lacerat d leather
& left Yourselves ,the e

.

a:9

I have de hen past those rusty
'-e;junkscapes of Hartford .
.I. have slept under the pink

soul glare of the .Stanley Shovel
Works, .

where,' one' by one
you 'will fall out of leather grace
into the greater loneliness
of steel spark eye sockets
locked out -foriver
your dream,of 1000 cc Harley.
Nothing Can Stop Me Now!

yes, something stops you
something more unforgivable than
poetry-laughter

t

something with larger teeth
than your Harley's sprockets'
Bigger eyet:;'
that those madgloyspokes
wheeling yo ,r ambitions
away from mercY,

something,
somethtng.wi th
the bigges-t eye

thelitiggest tWn,
s. .

a merciless _nothingness
., with no name -

? . that will turn you into s o much
/ stuck on the sideway,

scraped off shoe*

as IT'has laughed at my poetry,
IT Will. laugh at your lives

listen:
s:

haye something
to tell' you -'.

.

Gerald'Hausman

i.28
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DIANE- 'S RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary concern at
Central Connecticut State College
is to prepare students to teach,
and administrators and faculty *,

at the college are well aware of
social changes necessitating,
education reforms. However,, in
theory, the most diverse people-
can agree, only to find in

,

. practicethose divisions that
prevent them from working together.
Diane Shugert's final report contains
this introductory statement.:
"The way the poetworkeith the
methods class, the studen'ts'
response to it, and my and'their
evaluations of its effect on them
and

. .

Alupils is where eve should be, ,

4' Diane:sees the poet, by nature,
unable to fit into school routines.
InlIerry's case workingwith small
groups is incompatible with tht
reality:of twenty or more pupils.
in a classecom. Diane'sjob is
tto prepare teachers. It is ,her .

-feelings that for CCSC-students,

theory., because there was no
opportunity to observe the effects
with pupils:" But, as the student
teachers,in the CCSC program-point.
out, pupils are the kids in the
schools, the ones we are'-trying_
to reach what is happening with

.

it possible to reverse-thr and .

a:kalf years of impoted onditioninv
and become an active articipant?
Gerry's answer,,mtg Aye, no,
unless westop worrying<about.
method and 'first get to know
'peoples' feelings.

Diane says:- ''Tire poet's method

is built on 'fine as you are.'
It runs head-on -into 'fine as you
learn.' He emphasbzes the person
I emphasizethe teaching." She
belieyes his method works in small
grOups--her students Agreed that
the poet .did alitt them

.

-

pasitivelyand: "It alSo works
in total environments where
tgacners and students live together.
No public s'chocil_has tiny classes

"4-and-flVe-initUdehtS.":-

Speaking about objectives and -.:
administration Diane says, Everyone
feels that, `somehow, the program
should have been moie thoroughly
adMirlistered.. Tke cooperating
teacheri should:have'beenttold
mare and their intelligent parti-
cipation solicited. .The student.,
,teachers should have been guided
-.earlier and better and more. It .,

should haVe been 'possible to
* . 's A

resolve difficulties. for the poti..,
between .the poet and the,pOoperatirig

'fetchers, between student teachers
and tht-schooll. But considei, the

afterthrge'and,a'half years 'of time necessary for those dctivities.

0 ,e

being acted upon,the methods cpUrig Diane and Roger Zieger, the supervisor,
is the only place far, them, to ?hare asked to meet the program's '
*judge their performance in the : demands in addition to their regular
classroom, not, on a personal basis duttes, She feels there are easier
.bilt.according to pupils' interestsw.', waxvto do the.pbetrk program which : ,

and responses. In -one semester is' . would still benefit "all the people

4").C'
' 0 .
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and untangle-some of the program's
continuous snags. Here are her ideas:.

. 1. The Commission should place
some poets in, secondary schools,
contact CCSC, and CCSC would try
to place a student teacher here--
not with the poet butwith access

_

.:to'hiM. Time perthd would be.
,,., much.shorter.. , ,

?.--Cat*-next spring will have-
-:iniljeted a course for pre-student,
teiching'-db-Servetion.:-"CCSt would
take C sion's.poet placements7'r--atid Send some interested Students--

to obs ve and talk wi ooets'..

`-:' 3. Wer themantle of, at
..: course or another. course, squired -.

',of prospective teachers: t not.
.J0k scheduled.forthe_studi ..teaChing.--:___

semetter, tCSC and the Commission
jointly 'would fund a'several weeky
workshop with a poet. -

4% CGSC and 'the Commission jqintly.
Would fund a several weeks.'

workshop with a poets Not for
- credit, but open to interested
--proSpective teachers,. ,

- 5: ,An optional cOurse would be _ .
offered'as a workshop adjunct to.
the.metbods. course. Poet would
teach it but would obt interact ,-

With the regular course. - - .

It is Diane'Shuggrt's feeling
..1., ( that if more time had,been allotted
:.s for the Poets-inW-COleges Program

at Central it would have been , .

admtnisterdd properly. But-for poet
Gerald ftsman.and.some student,..

:. teachers, it seems theoproblemsi:
4,

woyldcontinbe to exist'asiong
. as there are, basitally oppdsifig

-views. about Wat education0eans.
f.

- 44- - .-
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SOUTHERN.CONNECTICIJT'STATE COLLEGE
NEW HAVEN,--CONNECTICIft

The Poets-in-the-Colleges..Program
iSabopt What-Works in-_
one school may not in anOtler.---'---Mat..
turns kids on in subUrbs may also

. turn them on in an inner city. Or
it may not.

Ross Talarico was poet-in-
residence at Southern --for_ the .

spring semester; He taught an
Advanced Creative Writing Course
and an-eight-week undergraduate
course, Education 497, Poetry In
the High School. It was ,from- this
course that he went with student
teachers into the three -schools
for five meek workshops. - -. He spent"
part of one day once a week in
each school. Ross had, attended
Syracuse University where he
received an MA-. in Creative.

f.

Vo-Taes7.--ite?Wants.--.te know. what
- his to -sik:I:6;Its:;s_if-Ta.:-.:..-- - ---

-

The Body
....-

I've been he-r6-;11.1 tki-s
Port lon3 time.
My winds -bit&
If -:I _
I know the' grass will Cover--ne.---

.- And spread-any strength
I have left
To the huge sleep,
Of. the "earth.

'So
moment my: life:

, Settle into the 'barren
.:Writing; He has published a smalt- Of its-posture.
book of voems, Snowfires. In his ° :Sunlight drops some dust

. class' for stidentt teachers he On-my shoulders --`
. concentrated on the study of As I step-fcirward ,

'contemporary American poetry and Out of the body
development bpoetry.-exerciies.- TbaV 'stands tn a field for as,long'

A,slimman;swith-equiet voice, .,' As. 1`m walking away,
Rods speaks aboQt poetry, with
unmistakable reverence. "This -

is what I like doing most,
, sitting and dreaMing, seeing What

-happens, what-words can do." He

tells. pupils. he ,enjoys the exer:
tises: he\wi 11 be doing With, them
becaUse he discovers-new poems,

. new parts- of poerlis in himself
from -listening to what heand
pupils write ''`.fie. asks them ;

.
-- Ross Tal ari co, from Snowfires

;Ross thinks pbetry is for ,
the "average" pupil. He questions
its value in -inner- city schooTs or
for pupils who 'may haVe too many
prOblems. "Poetry is not therapy

:,'or.,bvead'on the table," he stated
in an wintery-4w. PerhapS this

'skin, his prefere'nce for -a particular
Isn't -that why we read,poetry, to . teaching environment ratherthan a
hear other voices;-t,tb_ find the --.7.---bell!erthat poetry won't wort in
voices speaking to..us-An-a poem?" areas of varied 'social background.,
Often Ross does not imean peoples'_ 1

*...
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'HAND HIGH _SCHOOL ,. emphasize the image of poetry
-,

--- -.....,'.. ,. -:-- _ - -. -__as,a-.pr-e_cious activity limited to
-A....class of junior honer' ---- - a few people with -talent or L

pupils frot a wealthy?.communi-ty -----.-. -. -genius. He wanted_ kids toknow _; .,-,,,,,_ ...can _ feel as inhibited about poetry great yiotks were not, expected-A-:_-- -'0- i
as other kids, tilt. for-_diffe_rent -,- --:7--,:,. , =Of --ifiefill --to : rreli.eve-their.

=------ .,..-. -reasons-. Daniel ..Hand. Hi gh School atrixieties so they could write
---=-,-..7--z----,-..-.-_is--setaii-,:thezoperi-sl-country.otrtside- ---7 "-:;--,abOut-""tfiefr

_O
every day-liveserytay-_,-live$7-340_town f.Madi son on th- RosS4 iepettotOfTki-'t jrirf.j-

- ."---,:.,'-`-1... ,,--,-47'4;riedi'cut-..-s-hare.,"
. -4,hell

you-;;Z=::_=,,_.Y:i:tr-tinfirti,71...-t -have to try this; jt---_- ,..---
prOud -and protective of an- . t riallriiiatter ttiat inlich ;" .-.

' historical tradition maintained in _ you don't have to write poetry,"
-,:-._-_-,--.thes:restored-0101Ttat hdinesiAnd..,

... was picked up by Gretchen and
tusiv-gardens---= More

--, -f'-S-
inr-.0t h'er- ....7:-_gc.t_-!.:-.crp arably jegativ, ereacti OD

shore towns reisiaie.t ci:- ,fro tfi kids What h
----, . indurSiOns, itOInes Madison- but - ,1.2--- -- in most cl asSeS was "well, if it

-doesn-l't matter that much,

'why are we doing 'it? why
j.._tiatheill'_7_,And-soffie-ti-mes-

..--,..,df-Ons-t. f: _ __

in a way which teems- to -S,ati-sfy.-.--
-the. or whys ii vethere - At

for
zbac*piions..-about what poem should

tanzas
and.--"poeti Wards -and phTaS:

When Gretchen Woeffle; student
teacher, eXPlei tied thefi

2.-exercise combining 'three o jects
and three activities the kids
complained they-couldn't write on-
demand. Ross explained that
playing with word, Shuffling'

d into different
positions getS -crur--4magipktion
out' of old ruts and-sends °
exploring.. Still, the kids .
had definite ideas about what.a
- poem Should b_e. When asked to

.".N read what they wrote, most of
them were shy and reluctant,

, even ;though Gretchen insisted
4" ' this was not poetry bu,t word

gamest- Ross read his 'poem from
the ,exercise -and--the. kids felt
intimidated. He tried to de-

,

then .

should _

they-----'

Although Gretchewspoke in the
beginning of her journal about
the class- being highly motivated
and talkative, they-remained
unsure'about reading and`writing
their own poems and were more
interested in what others wrote-.
Shfelt enthusiasardwindle,
in the last days Of the workshop,
"there was outright defection,
particularly from the 'writers.'"
I observed that exercises and

.

assignments were given like
directions to be fol 1 owed-Land
being fol lowed.
The las.t5entry

journal,, May 17: 'tut
accept, the poetry program without -7
complaint, without-much clear idea
of the -purpose,- and she-adds, ."I

sympathize With this Tact sentiment.".
'A freshwomen-men class, also at

Daniel' Hand , is Where -Wi 11 i am Lutz .,.
.

.
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did his student teaching worksh6p.
As the juniors were called "honors",
these kids were called "slow
learners". In this system knoWn
as labeling or tracking, kids
begin to perceive themselves
as perceived by teachers And th'e,,
school. Pupils= are afraid they \
won't live...;up- to-the achievement s.

-4..evel expected of them, and
therefore won't experiment or
take'chances; or they internalize

--the role assigned them by
_,...authority and rebel,,-some part
-,deep nsi de..tel 1 i ng- them-, "No,
it's not true;i- I am I and not
Them, They. "- One of the poets

another poetry program remarked:,.._
0 .you know.,...the way. kids -are y

divided up, sparrows, bluejays,..-
.cardi T...

'March 3, Witliam
LUtz's journal: "First meeting
with- the pupils . ROss"-vias new. to-

-4them. He _bad_ th attention of
4 the ,c1 ass We did one ,exerci se :

list your-favorite song and its
first Ude. :Switch papers. Said.
they didn't want to write about
other peoples' ideas." Tuesday,.
April-3: "A disaster.' Ross was

. no longer new to them. Attitude-
of class was very belligerent."

-The day I visited, the pupils
wrote poems ,to the three objects ,
three activities exercise. -These
poemS were fresh and fun to hear;
many were personal., direct state--
ments..of -emotions-:a Ross said one..
poem was so much-like the_p-oetry_
a4poet friend of tits writes ttiat

___he wanted'to.shqwthe poelp to him.;
The- _troy -Was f-Oeli gtrted. But Bill

continued "toifeel the pupils
weren't goinnywhere When
he read a-owl/fit "They enjoyed
listening to Inii-talk about the -

poem mach morie.,,:than they enjoyed
writing." Ont.:Tuesday, May 1:.
"In a word, OviAsted day., We .

went outs i de .041 accompli shed
absolutely noting. Ross didn't
feel like work.ing, I didn't
feel like work tg and the kids
didn't feel li working."

On the last, -ay'-there was open .

hbsti 1 fty and Cooperation.
Bill. wrote: 'Is class needs,
very strong le4rship, and U.'
was unsure whelilier I was leading,
it. or Ross was :4 The pupils
filled_out_the:valuation queS,,--___--

tionnaires--- -ley said-they liked
,

,-,the-program-betaarSe was
different. Bil;rwas unclear as to
the purpose. 11;t. think if done
in the future fit should be planned
much more carefully."

.Where do we Nook when the gap
widens. between iopectation -and-
di sappoi ntmentt it unfortunate
if. a class of sip., learners or
honors can ' t perf, cirm for_ the _

enthusiasm and V put exerted?
-Maybe we should_ tic other questions:
who are, the kils. what do they want -
'to know? how do-; e go about learning
together' And :fOr all-of. us involved
in this 'Prodes?:' am I. fallirig back -
on_ old concepts trather than constantly--------

-re -exainining what is, happenfing or
not happeningrl don't -see' the:

feel live Workiffg"-f-daY
fai lure. Theret'Are some days
people -don't-fee:1 like work-lifg!i--and------
It's best 'to admit it; maybe we could

34
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be doing something-else we like. If
an exercise' or lesson' "fails ", At 'is
usually because we perceive pupils
as conglomerants to dump conclusions'
on rather-tnan as individuals who
can- make choices. The attitude of
schools oftentfosters.this view.

.Thereforei, Olen a school becomes,
involved with an innovative program
Whith aims at individual and personal
involvement, the pupils do not know
how to react. For example, when
a poet comes- i n aSking -the ptipil
to bean individual, she/he finds
this a strange request, an
impossible or bewildering task'.
And-ultimately, the pupil again
may feel -failure.

.

BRANFORD HIGH...SCHOOL

Branford is a community. of
20,444' people, also located
on the shore of Long Island Sound.
It is an active town, mixing 0
small -businesses and 'leisure -
pursuits with.efforts to keep
its history, in .the old architecture
and rural spaces-. Middle to upper
middle class, the peoples' back-,
grounds and vocations vary widely,
and there is a strongfeeling of
,community 'spirit.

C,00perating teacher Roy Ogren
liast_tWo--courslfs fOr sophomores
and juniors: "Surrealism". and
"Children and thq World of
Imagination." Several classes-
of pupils took ,eacti,--or these = course's

744d the-poetry workshops-weft
conducted as part,of the curricula,

'DonnaMattei, student teacher,

remarked in her journaT that the
pupi ls' in one of her classes were

_unenthusi-as-tic aboyt writing
,poetry. When signing up for the
course they did not- expect or
want poetry included., Why weren't
the pupils consulted or the poetry
workshop adjusted to meet their
interests? 'This was ea class Donna
was dangwithout Ross. After

. seeing Donna and Roy Ogren'work
in the classroom,-I think probably
they'did adjust sassigninents to
pupils' concerns.

During the five weeks, Ross, was,
at Branford 'High, Donna found'he,.
convinced us more' and more that

poetry is langUage beautifully
arranged, and- if we- -try- to-express
ourselves in a liberated, free
faShion, we willbe able to
create poetry. The pupils understand
they are capable of creative power."
She saw-that word exercises, with
their restrictions-, helped free.
OA mind to explore the possibilities
of-language. The pupils sa4d
they felt they Were .using words in
a strange, way; but.few of the lines,
in their poems sounded strange
or 'contri ved. Ross stressed
evdbiday wards._ He said-big
words Creep-Into-tad poems-:

--reality-, fantasy, freedom- -they
mean everything so they-mean,
nothing. .
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_They-sat in the_field
sun .was worm and..it

invited them,
Then they talked' for- a While

-And.. the sun,. invited- thein again
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The people got up and went away._
Ignoring the warm invitation.

"Chester, pupil
(

In some of Donna's-olasses
pupils were interested in the
-craft of poetry and there were
discussions about, skills and
tools, meter, form, rhythm, imagery,
symbolism; and they read modern
'poets. Darina waisure that the
.atmosphere'of the poetry writing,
periods, being relaxed, unpressured
and ungradedIllowed,,pupils to

remember poetry writing can be fun.
I visited Branford High on

.APril llth;and talked with RQY
,,,Ogren before class started. He

bego'Writi-ng again after-
leIting it'Ago for years. In the

fall semester he is going to do
mriting'workshops based on what
he learned from Ross. The

exercises spurredhis imagination
and led him ta create exercises
'of-his own. While Ross and DOnna
did the class, Roy sat with the
pupils and with obvious enjoyment
participated in the writing. If

"pupils=responded creatively, as

_ Donna's journal indicates, my
_- -guess is.tbey-felt their interests
were-being listened:to.and shared
by their teacher. This kind of'"-.-

atmosphere is Supportive to the
-poet, and Lthink Ross was able to
givemore of himself because of it.

"Upon obSirvidg the pupils'
. .attitudes.toward a poet coming into-

ci ass I was fmpreSseckby the fact
thit th0r interest in poetry rose,, -

'and the :were stimu3ateeby'his

'

presence,4, The clissroom was quiet.

I feel this-was' due to the pupils
hanging omevery word-RoSs sppke
and respect for-him as.a poet."
This is-Jugth Bowe speaking in , .:

. her .student teacher's journal about 1--

her claSs,at Branford High. She
says she .benefited from the Poetry ,

in the High School course at the
college and the poetry program.
"Now I can read poems and discuss,
them. ConteMporary poems are of
interest to high school pupils.

. The' Language is.relevant to' now,

and .they can Understand modern -

poetry and relate -to it." For

Jmdy, the program materials in.the .

woe of word exercises did encourage
pupils to write art helped giye

;(

them an inner sense- ..poetry or

,what a-poem-is:- An- ncomfolable
moment came when Ross felt that
a batch of pbems_Judy had chosen , -

for the class came into direct
conflict with ideas he had been
trying to stress. He dominated
the class and she her lesson
failing. She tried to switch to
another exercise, but the pupils.
were uncomfortable and.so was she..,.

Judy- told how in one class- she

mixed pupils',poemswith those of
.famous poets., Some poems were
'ranked.equ'ally by the pupils:.
"After that,, they wrote their, names'

on the-ft poems." A good introduction
to a poetry workshop; the pressure
was off, and the kids opened up.

Ross oflhe student teachers :

usually started the first day of, the
poetry classes wtth the object and
activities exercise. .It always.
responded.- It was a game, more

%-active and physical than most . .

wrfting-asSigPments. Fold A paper

4,
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1.

;
in,half. On one half, list Wee',
familiar objects (a window, a desk,
a book); on the other half,[list
three common actions (staring,
eating, walking). Tear the ,paper

in half. Collect all the objects
tamed and re-distribtite them so
no one has her- or his own list; -.do

the same for the actions listed.
Write a poem of 10 lines or 'less
using two of the objects and two
of the actions, or"all three if
you wish.

I walked-into the class
Sat. dowp on the desk, when
I noticed the clDck had yawned.

ir just drove., away from the
sea of my pants.

.-- (h.° name ), pupil

As the frail penci 1 dropped. to its

-death7.

Its neighboring Wok screamed, and
The window slowly:fe.11711,--.,...._
Countingfts steps to the si41..

.

(no name\ pupil

As I walked to school,Ahrsun 'feeding
the flowers, I noticed how beautiful
things like a' bus could be. As

the bus zoomed by it-44as like' -

a bee flying through the air. . .

Whensrl-ooked down at the, books
I was carrying, it seemed as
though they wanted to, talk to Me, all
those words clogged up inside
eating away the pages, yearning. for
someone to. read them.

=- (no name), pupil

Donna Christian, cooperating
teacher., Sat in the circle with the
kids and wrote with them. JIer

highly personal responses ,to the

exercises when read by Ross with
the otherpapers, showed Donna had

,
lived and felt in ways the kids,_

,exercise 'about memory

and traveling into the past
she wrote:'

Headiq on 'the highway' to
My past.

Route 28 back to Cyeveland_,
City .on the lake;
Polluted and dead. (-)

Then on to Cedar Rapids,
Cement,-City- in a- hog's

Cornfield.

City,of my- grief and despair;
The anguish of my'Youth.
Highway again ;

This time on to Pittsburgh *

And its Golden Triangle.
Nostalgia' scenes of 'innocence

And pre - puberty days.

Traveling on to Lake
T.-Mohawk , i_dyllto Jersey scerfes

Foie 'Preschool-- days and

The worlds of imagination.
Hit the road for . -,)
'Stamford 'where my

Memory must have been
IMprested with.suckinf and
Feeding, exciting and crying.
Hit the road again --

-. Back to my mother!s womb- -

And thetr ,on. to the gleam in

My father's eye. , ,

35_
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Dead end.

And the very beginning,
Of me.

-- Donna Christian,

cooperating teacher )

t

MICHAEL WHELAN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Michael Whelan Junior High,
Newhall Street, Hamden. This is a
big, crowded., city school in a
district bordering on the town
of New HaVen. Some classes are
held in,an 'old building where
window glass has been replaced .

by nearly opaque panels. Rooms
and- hallways have an abandoned-
look. The life in this building
is all in the people, sitting on
desks, going in and out,e
classroomsgatheringin groups,
to debate and discuss. There is' <

lest repression and little of the:
resulting chaos so:often feared, :,
'as'a consequence. Not everything
is smooth, but there 'is vitality
and relevance: Several teachers,I ,

met, ,end others gathered at one end
of our'table 'in the lunchroom, were
warm, concerned people, intensely'. ',

interested in what is immediate "'
to the pupils and how to provide,
this.with guidance and varied
educational possibilitieS.A

Today'S P'oeM

. -The scent of the winter rain:
remains like ruins

season of,iin melts into memory
The 'days divide us

r

- ,

As do-the 'minutes that bring
us together A-L

Does the .light really fade from.
the night?.

Forgetting my grief
Only time is left...
Under leaves and dead 0-ass
'The first blossoms

Caution my clumsy feet.

-- Third period Class,
Collective Poem

Susan Juliano and Barbara
.0Unningham, student teachers,
worked togethe , with Ross,.in
three classes o about fifteen
pupils each,,two ighth and one
ninth grade. Much of Susan'-
journal describes exercises and.
responses to them. Enthbsiasm .

,high at first, but in two---'-

"classes interest slackened and
attendance dwindled. "At the
end of the day, Barbaraand I
'both felt that although we were
-quite efficient in giving the' , .

exercise's, We just could .not. handle
talking casually tothe.kids,about

: their feelings and .responses ,to
poetry ..- though we lacked this,
it was a vital part of unning a-

successful workshop." Susan's,
comment is applicable in many
.classrooms: the teacher's'ability
.to'be efficient but her/his inability
to communicate With pupils. In

their, second period class,,she.and
Barbra began With a frank 'anci open,.
disCussion on why'students chose
voluntarily to elect the poetry
workhop. "They seemed so disln-
terestbd.mott of the' time that we

. , t,
4..
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felt as if we were forcing then
to write. We got on with the _class
by giving them an exercise."
What does it mean to "get,on with
the class"? 'Should More question
be put to the pupils? Ross begin
most introductory sessioft in the
schools with a series of questions:
"Does it matter whether or not we
write Poems? Why-are We all here
doing this? What is this' program
about? -I don't know; do you?' But
often these questions were rhe-
torical and did not stimulate
.dialogue...

Tnjs pupil found her own ,

dialogue.

Si tfing by' a.tree.
s Writing a story,'

,as .told to 1114. by

the grass.

and: .

1peopTe build walls".-

instead Of bridges.

*

Sue Perrotti , UOi 1

Because of a sch dulfng system'
called "packaging", ad English
-class might.have a choice, of Mot .

making, short story writing, Future
Project, etc. This meant there
were no cooperating teachers

' during the poetry workshops
' since they had to stay, with the

regular English class. Barbara

' A

were candid In. their answers to

:

works) if involved in it."
During the Poetry .sessions various
students did not attend because-Of
other interesting things going
on. She thought a pribr commitment
by pupils to stay in the poetry

.

.workshop may have altered the
attitude of this. 'least responsive
and- a patheti c". asS . She feli-
Much more could have been'
actomplished with four .Or five
interested people, had the others
'.been allowed to go back to. their'
classes. In a sixth period class - t

consisting of fifteen eighth-grade
volunteer pupils where'-the 'same
coMmitment was made, Barbara
writes: "This group was without
question the most: respons i ve , --. -

vely and talented. It was an
al lTgi rl group with 'vi vid i

'imaginations and marvelously

cooperative spirits.willing.to
- try anything we might -suggest. They .

questioni asked by the poet.-- and,',
all df them seemed. to thoroughly".'.
enjoy the experience. Their work

comment in her journal that
"This was a drawback fn 'my Opinion,,,
for I feel .thAt the gathers would,
have benefited from d enjoyed the '

.

'

.4, .

-was ,simply wonderful." '
Barbara' commenting on practical

problems: "At Whalen, we' faced 'many

obsticles. We were mOviqg between
two buildings, the old'where the'room
was far :from conducive to creativity
Ond the new; Where'we had been
scheduled to share a.large room
with another teacher. ,We carried
on classes in a home economics

lounge, shuffling chairs from the'
"nearby kitchen area :each Week:.

When we could, not tolerate. the

noise In the shared room, 4esitere

given 'another- room back in the : it

old building..:
; :

t 3
'.
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In the description§.of her
experiences as the worksipps
'continued, .Barbara found-many

l'Positiste things happening.
We shared all writing, not.
reading 'noines if the .students

:chose to reniain anonymous.
A11 of us participated in each
session -- gave the exercises,
wrote our own poems, read the
'students' works and ours, and '
discussed aspect's of poetry...
:students-were given the choice'
of writing .or not writing as they

wished. . . Students lb' .the ,mdet

part were proud of stir work and
'were very willing td:read a1.624d.

--We as teacher 'always .wrote, and read
our work as ,well -...; .After several`-

-weekly sesions 1.1ett freer- and-
was able to 4,,):rite more 'readily

do .,fioel :lapked, the expen,ience

needed to carry on -casual'. conver
sation with, the studentt in leading
thgrir up to the exercise.
poitsry course -.(at the college) -

chid not offer quite the- needed

area.
~

.

..:....."From.abook of Oeins, A
Bouquet Of Words by the' poets* At.

MiChael. J.; -Whalen junfOr Hi.gft:

'Now not making a sound.
I' felt he was unfortunate
Because all that he could see
Was everything black- and..whtte.

And I courd,see in colors:
And then suddenly,
He crumpled into du4,
0,1 the street he lay,
And I, . ,

'A11 I could ddwas leave him
-for another day. .

-- Beth Hardy, pupil
..

I .cOuld loie

. .He could not-
.' Icould

He could not.
I could play

--He. coutkliot

1 could dance
-'' He could not "

could say peace
He woyld,not.
He' could-hate .
So-'could I -;

ffe cdold shout.
So'cOuld I'
Hecould fight

So could
He 'could get angry ." 4

So could..1:2 , ... ..
,

-....My 1i4ten.d.
Wel took a' wal k

-.-
H 'k-

.
, ?- He could say war'

:
. s

.

1.41 s bsonq. fubbect .tpgethgr.

. And tielnadi;t,:kuitki. ng:slind.,.
As;te-ion4s:Otr:hil fdet

t *altee 04eitly..,''slowly.

SO:tpul d. ;
-,\Ou see atibe like, him ,

litit11.e can!..Vbe like me....

:-Wonder. if -Oars* to my jdvantage-:.',

:
Sae. puirtl---, :

nisAsicie-
- brutey'..

-.
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, WO s s 'seat,
. A noble 'throne; .

-'A:SMali

Whizzes : -b3. a
His Ituck foati through 'the.

. .

It 'breaks. :t mi night. black,
The 'stedy i .Of, the-tires over
The highway
Li ttles.wings. .

Beating ftirioUsly s.
'At'the truck..diver

-.upO'n. hi s. throne i .., .1

'name)',

khen;ight patro.lman.wataled
.. '_ttrough.th.e.,44iretern,ce..:A:,:the.

area beyond:: ,
The.. 'shadow from:the 'streets ,11 gh
Macie.him'appear.to.have.stripes?'

, ''.Grasping,te fence. iryd fOrCing
his face..'againt...i.,t, ..
Ms.-face appeared to, he: a, pi a&
mask. .

He thought -of Flow ,he .was ertcaed
and a.l one

w

-

, Drffertneshadows. save the impression
of him kay.ing

','..bushy tail, and sadly,
He' s-urveyed..the .ottslite viorld Wis:th

4
. . . ,.

,Critt nariie), 'pupil - ::', '.
.:

%, _

A rock, '. . .., \
--Being pushed aropnefrOmiside.tO iicle...,

_ Letels ifself to the:feel of the.'
earth,

..

.

Feels, he rhythir and Sound. of
- "

the job of 'being:eptatrisof-...

7,. . .

-
A

the wOrid.,
And quietly
ever to quietly,
Drifts asleep. '

Anne Pearl in.,. pupi 1

Color

z

All the tears i n the 'worl d
combined to form gray,

. Revenge and anger formed to make,
,

Giggles Ad laughter formed tO"
make ,yellOw.
.Vainess and sighing fo-rmed to-
'make purple:
Surprise and shock formed to make
ret.
Blopd hair a'n.d.Olue eyes formed
to make pink.
White was made of trust and faith.,

I

!2 Helena Whelan., pupil:,

A shade:

It fought back the sun -agkin today`"
°NW-pressed to keep it from
over-heating my-room,
'It hangs on desperatelybody half=

-- curled,
half-,limp; waiting patiently far
the end of the day
Never.movingstaunch defendei!
.1'11 stretch you out "-now''
So you and I may fall asleep,.'

-- Barbara Cunningham, student
teacher-

,

Thefirst year
The dust said nothing

.=r,
.
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The second year ,t,

,The dust said nothing...
!Decades .go by47

--- 1 The dust fais/ nothing
But, now i speaks,

says-'-"I hate you."

What a pity.
All that ;/aiting' for nOthin9..

4k

, 6

-- Helena ,Whalen, pupil .

Here I' stand,

o quiet and peaceful
The water flowing so' cooly,
Feels soft' on "my fee

I. feel some nerVousn
Because someone might ire rude,
On my silence.
I want. to.dance and sing '

Because I am, altsne,

But I fear that I might stumble
Over a very large stone.

.

Beth Hardy, pupil

-

As the venetian blinds blinked.
I in the sunlight
'I thought of,liow nice'.4 day it was,
I thought of how it must be for
someone fighting in a war,
For no reason.ex.cepthe must,.
On a nice sunny day like today ,

ve-net-war.

-- Andy. YOrk , pupil ."
ti

' EVALUATiON". RESPONSES'

C

..

,and ',that criticisms of m
were used-as excuses far failures.

/ or fa is in the pro ram.
Administrative peop' e, in the
EngliS Department t saidlos,s was

often unavailable and inaccessible.
Elizabeth Hahn, supervisor of
student teachers, in her assessment
of 'the Poets-in-the-Colleges

-Program,wrote: The college'
prepared-carefully for the poet's,
stay;` acted on impressive cre-
.dentials-from his uni.versity, and
.received a good contribution
from the poet whilehv_was meoting
only on campus. 'His Wrk with
,high school st4dents was also
'well received. When it was ' 1

necessary to remind him of
pre-Oise planningandPrtParation4' .

.with the student teachers, ,.1' .'
did so, -both in writing and

,
,,'. "_:----

orally. I held a planning session
..,

in my home for the grOup,-with
. Ross, as, wel.l,das on-campusconftrences, '

to assure hii-reliabilite:
Al though Ross' -working relattclnShip

with student teAchers'yas beneficial

. At Southern Conneati cut. Sta te ,

Col 1 tge , agai administrator's and
- poet disagreed. ,Ross Talariso

felt-unreasonable 'demands were. made

ti

,"

to' them, his yelation

College pers-onnel pro
ElizabethHahn to con

"4 resent hi s 'exploitati of our
-gooCrti.-1--1 -and his failOre carry
.tkrough on a job he began-Well,."

In wilting his'report for this;
book, Ross began: .r.alirrost

',decided oft no introductiOii atatl-=

Zetting,the'taPe, conversations,
.evaluations', etc: suffice- -but per;

haps a general statement might, "in -

some way, by helpful:
If thgg busines6 of education;,

d4ring t is pilogram were left

1p to
pted ,
Tude': "I

4 0 '
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if

_ _
ti

ti' the Cancans of the parti-
cipating\poet and .students,
would have to say, the experience
was a very successful one. The

stb614-47grey: then got 'to 'tizoii
some basic.ehments,Qf contemporary.
poetr; thep Mere abie-to.talk
intelligently and with diiictiom.
about the literature; they riot' ---
only learned the techniques.ofthe
writing exercises, 'but they absorbed
the excitement that comes eith-such
exercises, and they were able,
in most of the cases I observed,. to
Pass the excitementon to high 1

school pupils.; Of course this is
onZP a beginni=ng, and whether
they wilt be,encouraged to
create atmospheres of openness',
and freedom in the classroom (no
ifi-dent was ever forced to prite'-
a poem, or sign his name, or hand
anything in), I don't know--
certainly there is some kind of
contradiction between operating
such a'cladsroom and, translating
it into -"lesson Plans" that '

adMinistrators and educators ask for
in order to formulate some-sok
of "plan" that any teacher might
use when thesocial sympathies

..dehana it.:

But the business of education
settles in thp graVe,hands or the
acininistrators, supTrviSore, etc.
And in this program, for- the most
part, they remained uniformed,
uncaring, and. yg cons.4.te4tli

-bothersome. I didn't mina-the
rudeness I encountered 0,aLthe
three deans. I came in contact, -

with (Xuslan, Lowe, and Cole),
but after a day with an ..inspiring'.

-

I

or

\ \class, or after obserVing a
.student-teacher, -and feeling .v.od

-\c,J.wut seeing the learning proC6-ss

\ia'ke form,- I-wOndered why.there

s'atwaya anAltempt to involve
MR --petty dikeernsas if

*-h41Pings-and-work were not
correlat,kis: Even the

_supe=isbr:waS corittdAt4 r rlinding,
Me that I za4Ifs.'1,-tucky!! to have

such *id such':a,sChedUle.. It
is the old notion:, ane makes,
himself virtuais by%convincing
himself he is deeply involved in
a sacrifice to the arts-L.444:
case everyone was I'doing 47a
ftwor.," and I was going to bd...

reminded ofit! It was this
attitude tRfft has Wiled me to

question\thenature of the college's
involvement in sudht program--
I don't see how the school can .

embark upon theNprogram without
having at least a 'reasonable amount
of respect forthi artist. Of
course, the students It the'
schools were the Last concern:
while the deans spoke to )tle of
trouble here and trouble there";, and,

the supervisor'spoke soberly, of 'the

"negative direction" bf.th 'program,
over'half,the-stUdents told me
that the course was the best one
they had ever had at .the college.,
Indeed, if it weren'tfor'the
students,' I would have left in a
week. ; i

I hope-the program gos o I
believe in it. But I hope the
4ollege will tftke it seriously, and .

think of it as essenticarto the
student as a Chaucer or a

...co4p10. a It is.

. ..:-.
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UNIVERSITX, OF HARTFORD
HARTFORD, IMNNECTICUT

', For two years Terry Stokes.
has taught in the Poets-in-the
Colleges Program at the University
of Hartford and in th'e Bloomfield
Junior and Senior High Schools in.
the economically diverse-town of
Bloomfield which borders Hartford.
Three aspects of-this program
'make it unique when compared to
the other Poets-in-the-Colleges

experiments .sponsored. by the'art
Commissi-dn, It is the oldest,
continuing without interruption,
going into its third year; it
runs for the full school term,

from September until June; and
the same poet has worked in the
program slue its beginning.
The effects of continuity and

r

-7 a P-000

-4

e.

boY.'. "An outlaw wrote it and.
forgot to sign it," answers

.another. The pupils are excited
about what they like .and "dislike
In the poems. Without serogd
',thoughts they speak out, laugh'

and remark' back and forth with
each other about their personal

. reactions. They share their
feelings, if.contrary or iwagree-
ment wi th the poems.

'Today js,a holiday. ,What day?
Buzzard-Day. What'ii'sthe story

, .behind Buzzard Day in Hinkley,
hio?" Terry-tdlls the story
ab ut the,town,years ago bringing
in buzzards to get rid of rodents.
Because,the buzzards still come
back, although, the rodents are-

the advantage of a,familiar person
.

for returning students- and-pupils

can be compoatively viewed along
side the turn over and variety of -

shorter scheftle's and workshops.Yin.

the other poetry programs. ,

4BLOOMFIELD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ,

A "typical "..poetry day 'at

Bloomfield (I visited the school
twice, six sessions inrallYis
not-confined to the classrooms.
In.thelialls pupils greet Terry;
want to'stop and talk, ask-him
when hesis coming to their clan's
again, and warmly joke witb.him
as with a friend.

The eighth-grade cliss.
ilegins_with Terry reading student
poems. Hi'doesn't-tell the writer's-
name, ,"Well,o.what da you think ? ",

Terryks.' .!'Copied," answers a ,, ::-.:!.;

,-

41.5- ,

sr

gone, the town has s-a day of

celebration. , Terry says,,"Write .

a pOem, The telebration_of Buzzard
Day.'' -,-

. .

Buzzard Dky

Why do the 6U1Zards-keep on-
coming back?.

They ate all the rodents they were
hired to.catch:

Maybe it's.the climate maybe it's
the-pomp.
Maybe it's just the good old
Hinkley Ohio swamp.

Matt DUfort, pupil

There is a lot of fun over this
assign.qmnt,(Aany of the poems-sere
humorous, others talk about food'
and feasts - -a livorite subjectwith'
the: kids 'Another assignment

A
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,growing out of this one is "A ,

National Holiday For Us, A Free,:
Day. ". If we had a holiday for

ourselves, what would we do with

Independence Day or Changing Day

Ail t students'become teachers
allthe chess students
.,all the chi en adults
all the adults. ildren
all flying creatu land animals
all land animals will fly,c
The gorld's big-day hai finally
come when Cows can fly and
babies rule the world::

--: Bill, pupil_'

These eighth graders share
many oPthe sameattitudes and

-seemto be: in sithilar"places in
theirlives, ...They Are gregarioUs
and lively, Their teacher is at
ease .with She shows her
enjoyment of what is going on
and sometimes writes with the
class. I.,

The feelng in another room
with kids in the same grade is
entirely, different, Half the
ptipils 'are black'and half are

white, andthey tend to stay
"together intheir own groups.

"Today you are going to interview
yourself."°-Terryis manner .is
almost stern. He is warm and
friendly but directive. He moves
aroundthe tfass and sits on hii
heels to be at desk-level while

talking to the pupils; The class'
quickly gets to work. Many of them
decide they want to interview each
other. This is fine with Terry.
He gives his attention to the person
he it talking to and is not - concerned
with disciplining the noisy conversa7
tions.

is
awareness of the whole

'class is apparent, He is quick to
. notice a boy who starts to leave the
room, comes beck with him and after

.

a few minutes 'of talk gets him to
join a small group. An argument,-

,begins.in a corner of the' room.
Terry sits down with these kids. He
works with them for teh or fifteen
minutes until theyvv able to get
into the interviews again on their
awn. ,iigilance is needed to keep the
_cl Ass._ to ?ether _Alertness- and-constant
mobility.' Terry, can'handle the strong
demands on his energies, but there
is .no denying .the increased strain of
working with kids who'are,rebellious
and distrusting, who, don't go -along
easily With anything happening inside
school walls: There is not the
response that often can mean -.

satisfaction (often deceptively) but
only a tenuous sense of communicating.
with some kids som of the time:

*-

sA Dialogue' 4
,

i.

Jim 'Morrison, Duane Allman and Jimi
Hendrix come to life and reveal some

- secrets.

Hendrix: !I thought Woodstock was
something, but this heaven is a goo,
Duane: Hey man;., that expression
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.weht out a century ago.
Mortrison: 'Hendrix, what are'you
doing in eaVen?
Hendrix,:, I got advanced.
Allman: 'Youvere down there:fOr
a while.
Hendrix: You got any stuff?
-.AtIman:_ Don't even mention that
word up here, ',The great one will
-send you down there again.

-Hendrix:" So let's do a, gig:

-Morrison:, Who's gonna drum?
Allman: Who's gonna play Organ?

. Hendrix: What do you do. in this
sacred joint?
Allman: Meditate.
Hendrix: Whaaa::
Allman: Heck ya, and commune
with mature.
Hendrix: I'm )eaving.

T-7---Wilman:: -Don't-burn-your soul,:

too much down there. ,

While the kids 'are doing'

their interviews, the cooperating
teacher works at Kis desk seldom
looking up. At several.points

. when the noise Or disruptions,, rise,'"

he expresses disapproval in
annoyed .glance's. ,A f.ew verbal,

exchanges with,students at the
beginning of the class-and=the

teacher's withdrawal as Terry .

lbegin,s, indicate he sees himself
vcustodian. ,

n the ninth grade self-con-
s'ciousnest-is strong, andthe
.same assignment, the Interview,;.

.is-difficult, particularly for
.the,giris; to read out loud:
'Subjects for thet4s often have.
to do With sports and ihlitating

.'

#

-

,television or radio announcers

or what.the kids will be when they
grow'up:

.Q.. What do you 'want to be when
you grow up?
A. Football player.
Q. Why?
A. I like football.

,

Q. Do you plan' to get married?

Q. --,'Are you going to college?.
A, Yes. Vermont State.
Q.', What are your interests? -

A. .Football, basketball and eating..
Q. Are you into the government?
A. No
Q. Whdis your -favorite football
player?,
A. Greg LandryLand "Mean" Joe Greene._
Q.. Are you satisfied with the
present government?
A. No. I think we should mik up
our government and the Communist
governments

And ambivalences:

#

_Cain, a quiet fellow.

GOrilla, speaks for himself.
Cain: Why- are you so hostile?. It
is said that he who is hostile lives

4.not a peaceful life. .

Gorilla: Roar.
Cain: Do you not think that meat is
harmful to the attitude of one?
Gorilla: ROAR.

'Cain: How often 'do you meditate?

For it is said that he who meditates
.

daily will live a secure and fulfilled /

life.

Gorilla: R 0-A R'
Cain: jhop'Chop

4?
,
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For the girls, the interviews are
more personal; they write about love,
boyfriends, marriage and having
babies._ The teacher, a woman, and
Terry are embarrassed and impatient.
She accuses the girls,of being
silly and says, "If0,ou have
written something, 'teacrit, and
loud enough for all 6.c us twhear; .

I don't know why there.should be
giggles." From my observation,
girls know their ideas.often lack
importance in the value system of.
our society, just as.the boys know
the importance placed on their
choice of careers and spprts
activities--thus the reason for the
girls' greater self- consciousness.
Unfortunately, no one was question-
ing_the_painjand_shame).thrust
on the young women by a sex role
that denies their f611 person or,
for the boyt, the restriction to
"masculine"! options. A series of
open-ended questiOns might be
asked about what else kids want to
do or be;,what can they fantasize
for themselves? can these fan-
tasies becon.e.a reality? how? why
or why not? Writing is'a process of
diving,into who we are, and we
don't get very far by accepting
socially defined roles, categories,
casts, libelsother peoples"
visions'of us :rather than our ovih.x

Generally, Terry encourages
everyone to read but does not
insist. -If,there is self-conscious
laughter, he shows, by listening,
that he takes- pupils' words.
seriously. They .pick up-his .

atti't'ude and begin'te listen too.'

He dOes-not make,judging statements

tt .

such as, "That's beautiful.
That's nice. I.like that."
He reads with force and directness,

-respecti_often asking who wrote
the poem or he reads the name.
He adds an affirmative smile 'or
"Hmm" and goes on tothe next.
The absence of judging comments
allows pupils' minds to'roam
freely and to criticize without
shutting down in the pretence
of the poet's prejudgement. Terry
seems to imply; "Take it as it is.'
What do you think? Listen,
that's all, listen."

Whin asked to write a dream:

, .

.I am flying around on,a field of, embers,
waiting for my squirrel to come
out of
the garage and get his fuel changed
so I, 'can

ride off on him to the Bahamas,
when I get
there I'm going to lie in the-sun
and race
'pollywogs, and then I'm going to
climb a palm
tree, and break coconuts with my
left ear,
then I'11.take a walk ,on the

and pick
up pebbles with my nostril;
after that
I'm going to.join an octopus for'
a pizza, and
then!I guess I'll -wait around for
a St. Bernard .

and.sgim all the way home::
r

, .

4 5
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.The last group for the e

mornipg is two combined-classes
of efghth-graders. 'Terry talks
'with them about the differences
in-Composition. "In writing
what you truly want to write your .

voice will come through." A
student asks, "But if you 'don't
like what we write how will 'you
grade us?" Terry explains that'
writing is a matter' of structure
there are different structuresr,

'different ways.ofslying something
and not a right or wrong way.
"We will make ditto copies of our
poems, and at the end of May we'll
have a poetry reading. YOu can
read your own poems, the ones you
like best." Askihg the pupils
how_ they_feel _about _the _as signments_
leeds-to a discussion about the
different ways of looking outside
ourselves, how this increases the
understanding of our"own feelings,
and makes it possible for'us to
write a better shoppinglist,
an essay or apoem.

A Basketball Is Like A Person's Head

a hafturger.

a persons cheekt
the globe
a bid baseball

a round hockey puck '

a steering wheel
the letter o
a shot-put

a big golf trall

a door knob-

`1,

A

ball bearing

a billiard ball
an orange
a hub cap
a pond or pool
a rolled up, poster

-- (no name), pupil

- STUDENT TEACHERS'

Student teacher journal,
by Stephanie Wander, Freshwoman,
University of Hartford: When we
walked into the classroom.theeighth
graders immediately took seats up
front. They sat in mostly separdte

--groups of-boys and girls. _After
. the teacher called the class to
-order, Ive told them about what
they were going to write.' Our
topic was the,Time Machine. We
told them to put themselves in a
time machine. They were to go in
any direction of time. we suggested
writing about ciplade they would
like to go to--the perfect place.

While thef'were working' there
was co5ptant talking going on
between'the groups. They were very
enthusiastic about writing' and

" talking obozit the piece to their
friends. We asked them tO stop
fijkteeri minutes before. the period

was aver..,A few of the pupils
volunteered to read their own pieces.
Many of the pupils traded with each
other and read their friendepieces.
There was la constant demand for- us

A to read our paper's. One of fee did,f` \
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but we were more interested'
in hearing what the class
wrote.,,

Most of_the _boys were___very_

explicit with what happened while
they were, inside the,time machine-
Their place dealt mostly with
wars and bombers. _Not too many,
of the pupils Orate about a good
place. When talking about the
future there Were many pessimistic'
views of whdt was in store for
them. When writing about the,
past they usually dealt.WiTh
changing the course of historY.
_ When class was over they were
very enthusiastic to leaVe. They
handed in their papers; asked what
happened to Terry and: left.
They were a very easy;Class-to
work with. Especially since they
seem to enjoy writing.

A Review page by Debby
Pinkiert,-Freshwoman, University
of Hartford: On Thursday
March Z, 1973,1 went into
Bloomfield Junior High" School
and taught an eighth grade:-English
class. I was quitt.surprised
at their creativity and interest
in the topic that was chosen for
them to write on. It was about
a caveman coming to Bloomfield
in l973,- what they would feel
like and their reactions.

Upon re-reading the pieces
I found most -of them _to, express

a certain amount of-discontent
that the children feel about ,

their aurroundings. Discontent
dealing with the so- called
"jet age", pollution, people

41

and their behavior, etc. Some
of the children had the cavemen
waking from sleep or just walking
in, but in each case their opening
lines were "Ugh!"

From just this one experience,
I saw so many things that I
wasn't aware of at this age.
They're so 'much more aware of
their surroundings and so much
more sophisticated than_kids'
ten years ago.. It was quite
refreshing and invigorating to
find this

Belief,confidence, enjoyment
and flexibility are qualities of
a good learner and teacher.
help guide pupils a sense of

_ direction,- not-from a predetermined-
lesson plan but from live involvement,-
is essential. Student teachers,
whether in-their first or fourth
year have an opportunity y-during ,

the poetry program to re-examine
educational concepts in'textbooks
and curriculums. The "Caveman"
piece Debby speaks of, lent itself
to exaggeration and acting out
reactions.. Another exercise which-
brought- out.a tbphisticated range.
of feelings was title'd, "An Entry
In My: Journal March 15, 1978." by' g

Jennifer Stone:

Prnata day I had today.
not going to mention anynames,:. ,

-._just in case anyone gets ahold of
this. I hate it. when people
laugh at a cause I believe in.
During the. past five years I've
convinced many people about things 1
Ibelieve in to help this world; 0 .

f.

,
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but it makes me sick when people
laUgh. There are a few people
who I've tried tb convince for
about five years,. but:they
just thin-it's one big .joke7- They
don't care what happens to.the
world they live in. It could
rot and .shrivel up for all they
care.

There is a saying that everyone
is, beautiful. I don't believe it ,

anymore. Everybody is crueh,
would be more 'accurate. Not saying
that everyone is duel; there, are
some really .beautiffil people
in this crazy world of mixed up, .

People., but much much more, 'people
are cruel:air:I:Yr-beautiful. Whoever
thought of that saying is really

woke-back to Union yeSte-
. day thin)4ng of )uying-a'house.

kUrned sitto4 =other BDoom-
yield. is the woiid coming
to? ;that was 'the-941y
ever 'believecfin. I've been
buottdiig up too many ,dreaik for .1
myselj> ggt to .stop
1,1 I-dorft. et,op, pretty soon

wilt- be completely-out of reality, :Alpt

a

t .then?,01'd 'Probably, be happier.
eality stinks: .

I.'m going to eolorado. I. hear
that s a beautiful 'place to-live.

it. --_ Another
development is_ beilig 'put 'up--

f_gri)_?:__9_0_f.-to _get -out of this place.:

Upper level. students -from the
uni verreity8tere-,.- in- Terry4s-
11 a 1 itele. more -teacheriih- in their'
approach to pupils_ than the

$s"

0.

first year ."..stdden. ts " He said`,
Eabh 'time the seniors returned''
to the Creati;e Writing, class',
they woild-hitch and moorri -about
how un--cooperative .the junior
high school pupils had been;'
how bored they were; h,ow the
assignments had failed; how the
pupils were not motivated to do
an,y 'persona writing. Then,
they would read a few .of the
picas the pupils had written, and
iwmost cases, some .pretity. exciting-
fstuff had been written. I had
worked foith the sme class at
the ,junior high school they
first semeste, and, at times,
felt the same reactfons.

lained tO,the unsug24ity
--students- --tdliff-pantieular

clafs- at .thf,diozior= hivh school
rzeedid',,Orong, direation, Ott

= was Ittof;the,i_kitak of OZcibe
6.azia..uiciit into d expect.he kickitolftck up' a pencil qnd

in writing,.15ecaup-e they enjoyed
a4lass of.kid,s .z.dho

. ;4emse Ives, as_J'aVe'Page;;Ighd:-Izad
g =eit feeli* 'of 'int:de cy; whc

wanted to just get- by., t we'
..were asking from them was far more

- than this, and hence, perhaps
we --vere creating even greater,
anxiety' for them.-

The first half of the university. 7-
class was spent discussing the-___
situation atthe j1.iiiivr.hi-g-h sch-pol.

. Terry says, We tried to dev.i.ae-sets
of-_exeriises4)hich -
modified if one of the exercises
"failed", wasn't interesting to

48
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the pupils, or didn't seem
expansive enough irt its concept.
We discussed essays on "open-
field composition", poetry in
the classroom, projects set up by
Teachers and Writers 'bollaboriatve,
apathy in the 'classroom 0 the

,

necessity of being a teacher who
writes as opposed to a writer
w4o teaches, etc.

The second 13a17' of the class

. Was spent discussing the university
student's .writing. Pie worked on

developing critical methods
which could, theft -be used in the's

junior high sokoiel cicfses.
Hopefully if the university
students' writing was evolving,
the junior_high school students)
writing. would.atso !be evolving "

" % .

.

,!

.,.

decide after the fact if -a piece
was--actittally 'a poem, .or prose

piece.,', T.tol'dthe university

. students that' we weren't Creating
'poets' ;; we were hopefully -

helping the',fouPil's reckon with

,,their own personal, writing. Any,

kind of ioriting thqt they wanted
tto do on- their town\ wczuld be

possible if we showed them how to ,
"ann:OunC" thipsetv es .

At the same time the uriver,
vty students ;were running their
classes at the junior high
school, TerrYlwas. miming four

.classes of hfs owe. I wokld
let the university students know
what- I was -doing' whkt end I was

---striVing, for, an`drhaw sucCeSsful

particular assignments were.
t'he're was a great sharing of
materials; possibilities. I
,suggested to' the university
Students-that
-work We concentrate: on tjusgood
.elements in a piece of biri-ting_..

In this way .we Would be giving
positive reinforcement. P didn't
suggest --t othe---fr niverstty7students

that we stick, to just poetry: .

Instiad we should concentrate bn
having the junior big school
tudents

e t?- - 52
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From,working with Terry students
were willing to try an exercise
they had' made up;'and if it didn't
go 7as they expected they were
able to Actmytor an41yze. rather..

than consider 'it a failure.,
An excerpt from university'

student.Pamela Theh'-s diary,-.
March 8, 1973: We asked the.
kids. to write a story;'' in response-

to the reading of their comic
strip. Their story Could either
be the ending or .the previous.,

story -leading up to the comic
strip._-They seemed reStiess,'
unattentive and uninterested,
which, was probably' proVoked by '

the rainy; dismal morning ... One
boy said, ','I read, this comic this

morning ,and, Y, know the ending.".-.-..

Very! typical of ;the responses.

These- Comics" limited their

oreativqpozvers because they
thought there must be a definite

' wag ce,responding. ... At the
beginning of class there shmid
be discussion rather than having
us throW_ out :an ide&and have*
them work only j'rom,there.: ;Mrs.

Gas ter (the cobperatina.teacher)
',,suggested writing words.on the

s
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board 'and-have. them make a story

usitlg words. This gives them'.
4 direction, whereas the comic did'.

not:

Another universitS, student;
Madeline Rusk, writes: W.
brought in a record, Fachmanino4f's
PY'sle of the Dead" and thought we
wouZd make it more interesting by
asking t'hem7.to write their own

epitaphs while Zistening-to the '

music.

We presented the assignment
,

but did not get much discussion
so we attemptedto tr9 it. After
about ten or fifteen minutes we
realized the Whole'cldds could
'not or would not get involl'ed..

After collecting and,reading'
some of the papers the pupils
told. us that the subject idas too

dismal and only a landfill' of kids

'respiAded to it.
0 Discarding the music and previous

dssignment we laid the 'groundwork
for the next.- "Zap" -- you are
invisible -- what would you do?
This seemed to= arouse more.qtention
and the class wrote some really
imaginative, and quite funny
experiences:,We read these aloud
as /dal and the group was much
more alive ancrinvolved now but
unfortunately time ran out.

I feel we. out them' short hy.'

'not;havingthe time at the 'end
to talk about each paper; but
it. Was better than continuing with.
an assignment that fell flat.
-- I would Suggest M., the next,
Iwo people who go' into theClasi''
that a music inspiration idea id'.

_

53.
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good but perh*s with different'
.

kinds: rock,IfOlk or light classical.
They could write (gout the moods,
'they feel with the music. One
hints. if they artnOt interested,

izave:something else in mind to
try'. Wje don't want to waste
their time but help to bring out
thtir own creative potential.

Susan Fieirman speaks in"her
Paper about the troublelpUi3i1S
had with her exercise; "Animals
Moving To Music," relating images i

of the animals to the sounds in'the
music. At times I ti,.ied.to

demonstrate the movements of
certain animals, but I think this
confused them more. A few of their
papers were really good. Some .

of them wrote stories using the
music to guide the type of action in-
vOlved.

When'a_pupil had difficulty, I
tried to start him writing by
asking him what animal he liked' .-
to Zook at. I had him describe _..

its motions and then askedhin-17-T
to see if he could relate it to
the music. Some of the students
came up with good descriptions
'even if their work was -not directly
related tosthe musk.

it was during their second
semester that university students°
went into ,the-clastroomsAn
Bloomfield on ttieir. own (at opposed

to theeam-teaching approach of
the first semester). They would
return to the university lass
immediately therdafter and' relate
AtheAaPis events.' Students found,
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sags TOrry, "that by working
at the junior high' school in
small groupS the pupils god in-
volved .and mere:more responsive than
in the large classes. In' many

Cases, the university students found
that the junior high schbol pupils
were able to utiirize the assignment'
better than the student teachers

i4 hod in their writing'. Very.little
theory was introduced into the
Alassroom at the junior high levelk;

/ the assignments themselves were ,the
theory." This became 'known as an
eyolving cUrriculum; developed but
of FieNsignments. (And a variation
of_ junior high pupils gave
assignments to student teachers, who
dtd the assignments and 'cane
and gave-the same-assignment to-
the pi pi

. As a senior.majoring in education
Madeline Russo took the Creative'
Writin c bdCause this had .

always e ri an interest of hers.'

Ptvisiting the. junior high, school

*as the bilnus for the colirse.

When I registerdd for this clOset
was` not aware that we Would be
teaching also. Listening to what
member? Hof the class have done and
researdhirig ideas myself to use
thatk broadened my.ref,ertoire of

writing 'activities,, We have ,-
,o

gotten'into iomf really interesting
our lnction

and th6 impact on the'elass
We have poored'ide*, sharedifrus-, .

trations anid lea *d. 19rson does
hot.even 400-tobe intereetedlin
teaching:and,aill44, on 'assignments
thatiwil:l 01 the kids exbitero,

qI corn-Wrthise ourie to be a,
wo7ksh9 'hhre.w0a0e.shared our

'
: ,

I

,

O

interests, our thoughts, our
feelings and our',talette:. Input
equals output 'here, for it:calla
for printicipdtion thZQUgh written
or verbal expression. One could
-learn from lifting back and
listening but when each person has
so much to offer, I feel, it is
essential to be involved.

He comes home to tea,
beating thresholds:-
Hands n lead.

'.Doors t_at give.
under blows of bombs:,
Life's half brother
makes house'dests,
paises out loiTipops%
to lemMingsamaittng:
the- elipit entertainment? on

..,slx feet of earth can afford
ly-

,.

-- Ira. Greenbaum, university student

"This poem explains one of my . ?
views of death," says' Ira.

Poetry, at 'one point in' his life wasp

"a,ltterary form used drily by
young Women and senile Men. My'

'masculinity could not sahction
it." P, kfreshman,-has
changed his.M1nd. When speaking
about the development 'of his own

writing Ira says, give an
infinite amount of gratitude to 44
my English.professor, one Terry
Stokes, and say that the remainder
of the change caqe,from reading,/
other, mostly contemporary, poets.,"

41ie' Schecter;in the same-
,

class with Ira, was helped by
an astignMent in which she'had to
Write in the style offivepoets.

OA,
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"When writing in sorrkeone else's
style," she says:,,"yqu,learn
different sapproaChes'O. poetry.
I, wirote in the styles 'of. Ginsber
Roethtte; Wright, Hughs\ and"
Tayfor and came to understand
their techniqueS." Julfe went to

lae .poetry - re'adi'ngs' field 'at the
. Utittersity ,of Hartford: "These;

affected-me strongly; I became
.more aware of myself and my
desire to write, to use 'all of
my images: as openly' as possible."

,EVALUATION, RESPONSES,

Lee Yosh , chat rmanitof, the
English department'-at the '11niversity

_ of Ha rtford,_ i s .pleaseci_W fib _the ..:.
program., It has proVeditself as
aii effect-11404er ati.-Ve' to', .,.

traditional fadUca Ofi "p{eth'bds:
!He is esPecialliy. hteresOd in/
coptinuing the course , ,' .7
for treshwOMe`h and freShMen. --
"Their entritisiasm in that first'
experience' in the classroo)i is:
important." , For those icihti continue
in, educatioh, it acts as a balanCe
td standard'' courses and, the precon-
deptiOns ,hat develop When 7

,.abstract ns , are learned'before a
--student' ets- into the/classroom.. .

thel futurdi of the'
POefs-fiti=the -Col leges Program, lee
YOsha, Suggests in-se'rVice
iwri Ong works 40, 'for teathers,.
Ter agrees..., lie feels/44.1s
-essential to ha 4,e the support

kotthe cooperatihg teachers.
Their 'atteptance of the poet and ri

/ the tri p,cpiye inter:est: in the

:writing projects,maki for a
livelier class where pupils.,feel
they can let their imaginations
go, .

Commenting further on the
reaction of the teachers .at the

-junior high- school", to the program,
Terry said: There wasn't the
terrific enthusiasm we all felt
from the teachers last yea24' at
Bl6omfiebd High SchoOl. .-The range'
.of emotions of the teachers
seemed to be: amusement, amazement,
indiffrence; acceptance., Some
of them did use ,olipe of our assign-

nts, 'so ..6e did-reach them - in
° s ine .Tt/seems to me, that

' there is such, an eriphasis- on'skills
at this ley'el of .education that
_the-introduction-of a -creatiziet. .
approach. to composition is very:
'diffi for./ junior .high school
t ',dog r ick4, thig; is. a Aryi-p,iefo,//:
hick'cr of ho. to AelvA.,/

'Sore th It *ktat,if
th eren' `being gracipdfor' 'the

1, Wc7, ',in.
g -41tV tVoMe of thff ers

fY ted2 only "to be gb,fre, rth rs, no
ctive participants/ e assigniiltzents.

I wouldn't force stu,de ,s or pupzls
to write if they refusied to an
dbsignmfnt, pi2d'therefa.rf4
couldn't ask the ?teachers to /wite

they didn't want
,And-fiabout
p,r,ry continued: Tiltnimot quite

sure how the ji,tnio44 high School
kids iieczeted'to having different
students' come; into the classroom

,

' each Week. The only ,stable facgr
in the classroom was the progression
of, assignments. I think the sense
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of'intimay.the pupils wanted
to' feel with Itthe "teabhers".was

ab&nt., not-sura how to'
rectify this situation. .7 and
that some of. the classes ,at the
junior high) school were a liittle
angry that I wasn't in the classroom
the second semester. I think this
pralem is inter-related tb the
previous' one, in that 'I had been a
stable factor in the classloomi.
someoha who was "always-there".

. .=

TERRY .'S TEACHING PHILOSOPHY

Terry Stokes had,taught for
three years at Western Michigan
University when he was offered the

_ .visiting artists job. at -the

Universitof Hartford and
5looffifield. On a leave of
'absence in order to do some,wrtting,,,
he was not enthused,by the prospect
of another teaChpg job. For ,

him, the schismin his role as
teacher - writer had. been intensified.

The tools 'I used in the classroom
were.'teacher' tools; the tools
I used in my,study were 'writer'

tools." 'But Terry took the ..

visiting artists.,:job which began,
as a ten-day workshop. Three and ,

a half years later Terry,Writes:
" "I "think we all'4Iikovered -that

eacifojece of writing*had its own
form.'Pjo compare that individuai

pbem or a
'well-made' piece of prose with
the.sime concerns, waeunfair':
Each new, 'piece' beCime.its own
model with its ownterms:" He

saw that the writing-teaching
role could, be unified. "It'I

A

moved into the:situation of the
student writing a ,!piete', I.

was actually writing the 'piece'.
myself, the writer-teacher became,
one person. We don't need
'profeSsionals'in the'slaSsroom.
What you, do need is teachers who
'_write' themselves; teacherS who
go thrOugh the experience of,
,getting themselves on a.piece of
paper." How language is alWaYS
making new language is exciting
to Terry. He talks about a poem
and anything &student says in it

twith tact and honesty, always
'probing:for responses, questioning
, reactions. This is where

personality and metKods merge-
The student teachers' attitudes
are, affected; and changed attitudes

- mean changed methods. Mary Calvert,
-seniorin the CreativeWriting
purse When Terry first asked us

to write areaction tb the col.irse,
how our writing had changed, etc.,

told him that what-had happened
was,'my writing hadifallen apart,

He groaned and said, "Another
success story!" and evg,ryohe--
laughed:

But sometimes, your wrstIng-has
to fall apart, lor'you to pui'it
back together again-in a new way.
I've-written one-poem this Semester
that worked.: I've written all

. sortq of things tlidt' cli,dn!t work. w.

written aZZ sorts of things'
that rambled around and fell apart
all by themselves.' :I've' written'aZZ'

sorts, of things I didn't want to
read-in class, because I was afraid-
they weren't any good, or no one would
like Or whatever. I've".ch4sed

elusive sounds; moods, 'feelings,
. ,

t
.
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people, happenings and hon-
Aappenings). . -

What has happened is that this is
'the first unstructured'course.I've
ever had in .my life, and I've.
learned how much I've been depen-
dent .upmstructure. Take it'
away and Ilounderk Did you ever
try to'fl'Ounder'4racefUlly?.

I've learned that the'reason
I write such good ternl.papers is
because I like being a'pompoz4s.

ass, making all the judgements for,
the reader. :I ve Zearne that I.
don't like to shareomy,fai2ur0.
I've Zearned that"TworrYtoo much
about someone's ,approval'..- Anyonel
approval. We have one!more.plasa .

session and I'm just beginmng to
underetand what-it's all about%
My son W.,Me hOme tk,e other day from

a visitlov a ,famn-with a pair or
cheap hand-,me-down,redsfDannel'
pajamas. Therth's a.poem in-those . neighborhood theaters
pajargas;.if,I-can,only wring it_
out.

But the dtory'of the course is'

se'es visions.and,dreams dreams.
Andthen,s0 do we.

',.^4415.c5.5.

Terry's sixth book of poetry,. ,

Crimes of Passion, was published this.
year' by Alfred A. Khopf. Natural,
Disasters, New York University
Press, was published in 1971 and
A Season' of Lost Voices in 1972. -

'Terry Writes reviews and short.'
stories, and his poems have appeared
in over eighty%magazines and several
anthologies.

,.
A

Things To Do In The Country .

Watch the light from the house
begird this house
crawl -into the stream.

'
Look up the movies inthe slinday Times
soon to come or now playing in your

Read a book-abou the inierhal-
combustion engine

1

TerrYi -Becatise'he has .-a Ph.'d. Land . andyifs refatiOnship, tothe.heart,
no one ever even -cohoidered calling ground fog; and antiquated gold 'stars.
him "Dr. StOkes.".,Because'you can . ,.. ,

, .

say anything to him. Bgcause you
can write anything'for him. ..

Because he' knows more,!aboutlanguage

than anyone I've ever known. 4
ambition' in,life'is'to be dble to
understand everything Terry says;
Ultiviately we Orb-not teach with.

Play Chess -with My brother, let'him
have the Omen early in some
*pawns brooding fbr the rest,of.,.
the night..

'Check all the compood.words fn the
dixijonary thinking of thel

techniques or'texbooks or curi.iculu67 . ,lying on the Couch Which turn's
guides or.methods or learning into our bed- in your apartment. .

.theories. ricfs teach with our per- This is before the bulldozers come,
,ception of the world, by sharing it & the 'weather light on the MONY
:.with other human beings. Terry . building 'is steady yellow/.

it,p9et... He hears voices rand , %,,You.khoW.whafthat meanmeans,.

. ' \

a 5
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Pat the cheeks of my three-year-old'
niece,
let' her know I love her -

-and will go anywhere she wishes, if
she will stop jumping
up & down on my pulse,

4, and lying to me
about her needs.

Write a contraot offering 'you'rnother
for the squaw in you,

horses, three' hands high, each.
All of them smile, & are never
very hungry, & they have teeth like
icebergs
at sunset.

Right nov( I'm-mixing a drink
that would have killed Socrates,'
& I guess I'll give you e call in
a lei./ Minutes,

;

just to see What ,you' re .doixt,k,

r(Orfgi ally published in the ,Carlito-n
Miscell 7;1 included in CRIMES OF
PAS-SION,' A d_ A. Knopf, New YOrk,
1973. Copyright 1973, Terry Stokes)

-
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. ANNHURST COLLEGE
SOUTH WOODSTOCK, CONNECTICUT .

Annhurst is a 32 year -old..

Catholic women's college.which
opened `its doe)* to,, male students

in--19.72.: Located 'in an isolated,
rural part of-Connecticut near
the small community of Woodstock,
the campus is the center of many
activities in the region.

For two months poet Leo Connellan
'taught a faculty. class and a

,-creative writing course for students
who had completed their student
teaching the previous fall: Like
Eastern, the Annhurst poetry
program began in the spring, so
it did not include Poet and,
students going together into the
high schools.
. Also,-on Wednesday.evenims-for
six sessions, Leo held a
xrdative writing workShop open. to:
'the surrounding community. .

Annhurst is encouraging the use
of its resources to bring the
.college and community together for

increased growth in learning and
.the arts. A recently completed
arts building has a largeand
small theater; sculpture, painting'
and pottery rooms complete with
easels; wheelsi.kilns; and music
studios installed with extensive .

hew sound equipmeht. Academic
Dean, Sister Helen Bonin, in Leo's
words, "has been' both kind and
exceptional' in allowing a' complete

freedom 'to accomplish our intent
without interference and, rather,
with all the help she.could provide."

'Obviously Leo felt this was
a comfortable place -to work, and he
resPOnded by giving extra tfMeand
energy to. the -poetry prograiii.

. ,

S

c O

lie spent an additional day on,
dtampus each week-to be available
for conferences, and he Welcomed
students for coffee at the beginning
and end of the day for discussions
about their writing or poetry.
Leo has plenty of writing know=how
to share, as evidenced in his
two books: Pleasure Through Poetry
and Poetic Thoughts. Three books
of his poems merited awards and
grants. His.iatestWork-in-progress
is tentatively titled, Crossing
America. Leo 1.k/es with his wife
and daughter in Clinton, Connecti-
cut. HeAlasreceived literature
grants from the Connecticut
CommiSsion on the Arts as well as
from the National Endowment for the
Arts., While at Annhurst Leo
read his own poetry and arranged
fOr three poets; Constance Carrier,
William Packard and*James Lewisohn
to give public readings at the
college.

This is consistent with Led's
philosophy that to identify with
established writers is important for
people who are learning to write.
This gives you encouragement,
tells.yOu the 'someone out. there' who
seems remote and exceptional has
experienced much of what you
experience. -the feelings are in
all of,usi and the only difference' .

is, the writer 4s able to write
them." Edna Freeman knew what
Leo's words meant. She was a
participant in the evening
community workshop for beginners
in writing. She said Leo cleared
the air the first night by telling
his personal experience of how long

60
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it took him to write his first
poems and how difficult it was.
"I had thought it was only me,"
Edna said,- "but I wasn't afraid to .

keep frying after that." She was
encouraged, to write more personally
about her life:

Her Day

She sat among her children and the
families they had.

The gathering was chosen in her honor.

No one addressed her directly, no
one sought her opinion--not even
on the weather.

Wordlessly, a-paper plate Containing
small portions pf-,festive foods
was placed within her-reach as
stern voice admonished that-she
not spill.

3-7.'

Once I saw hir fumbling, torte
fell upon the colored'patio floor.

r

I would not have her know I was
witness to the choked badk tears,
the -white head held erect, the
cutting rebuke for awkwardness'and
uncertainty.

So she sat.

,Anheard, almost,unseen;on 'this day
her. children Set aside each year to
do.her honor. - ,

=- Edna freeman

57
62

,

of the weekly two-hour
workshop came poems, fiction,
essays and oirs. Sister Rita
Louise composes rigs and music
for her guitar,w c se
by performingin class. Of
'the ten women- and two men;

attending the sessions only-a
few had triedto write. One
woman' who signed her papers,

V.P.,, wrote a persbnal essay titled',.,
"Self-Discovery." It is about 4;
What kept her from writing for
twenty years and the struggles 4.

toward awareness, confidence arm'
understanding which became c)ear,
to her because of the workshop.
I realize now after listening to,
Mr. Connellan's lecture, one
point made a vivid- impaaf-,- caid---it

was: "If you get in your own
way, you cannot produce." I
strongly suspect that's ghat
happened to me when was a
,teen-ager. Somehow I feel I
had latent tendencies to aspiring
author-ship., But it was smothered
and crippled. It's unkind to
Warne my father (now deceased) but
I strongly believe he was the one
that stifled my:desire for creativity.
He was -a stern and dictator a'
parent. I remember more discipline
than encouragement. More ridicule'
than tolerance,.and more impatience
than. consideration. She goes on
to write about a hard life with
parents who came from Ftnland and
how her attitudes and beliefs were
olded by her.family and twelve .yeays

ubiicschool education. For-

the first time, in Li() tonnellan's
.4



evening. workshop, she felt the

encouragement and confidence to
write.- "Suddenly I do not feel
as threatened or, insecure as I

the past thirty years."

writings her family

o did not insist people
'write 1 nly one form for an
assignment. f,prose, essay,
story, criticism came easier

-

than a poem, that is what people
'''?should write. To give a better

sense of an assignment Leo often
told a story about himielf. When .,.%

Nmorking on the problem of associa-
tion and identification in

Writing he described the time in his
chirdhood of his mother's death

.

and tne:touszekeeper who beat him..'
A young woman -in, the cl ass ,
Gretchen Henerlan,, d never,"
according to Leo," "been able
get a line down. on paper," wrote:

,

And she is

oir.

Shawn-

-,scifebrown,dger-eyes gazing up at he
unflinching:at my ,threat,,
wondering--

little boy,

tiny,four-year-old elf
curious., destructive,. in such
need of attention,

eager to help yet unashamed to
confess your worst deeds,

staring up at me with those unafraid
eyes

.

I grow impatient, you disobey
and still-your eyes- look up at me
free of guilt

challenging my authority, threatening me,

so I slap ybu,

and finally you turn away softly
crying,

Oh little boy, what have.I done?
My position is, affirmed, but our
human bond is weakened
and yoU are hurt

and I.hurt all the more, now
realizing `

that, my needless abuse could
scar You for

Your e es,
so innocent,

couldn't I see?
It was only love you were asking.

-- Gretchen tienerlan

Leo had a particular talent
for reaching- people who considered

,

themselvei unable to,gb beyond
the ruts and routines of their

lives,-peopTe who-had settled into
the acceptance of self-failure.
He *Limped over and over "the
right to fail in writing allows
you to try for something more."
Was it the acceptance (a'nd'self-

acceptance) that allOwed people in
the evening community workshop to I

Took at their lives, in,a new way?
Everyone agreed,-through varied
forms of writing, what had been only
a vague-dream;of impossible value

,

to themselves or others; now they
could do; the dream had become.a

'reality.

In connection with ihe'classes,
at Annhurst College,f6r. faculty
and student teachers, Leo wrote. 'at
length in his' report aboutthe



creative processand the teacher's
role with pupils. "Many people,
feel' that writing cannot be
taught and that a human being
is either gifted or he isn't_and
allthat can be done in trying to
teach creative writing, the creative
process, is to go back to what we
.know has been. created and show
this to our'stUdents..

But I believe in the creative
person working 'with a teacher so
that together we can,helpdevelop
our capacities to create, The
most important single accomplish-
ment of this course is that we aZZ
arrive at how to,get through-to'
aZZ children. The next most
inzportant thing to g.et _through to

each and every child is that
they must never be personally
mortified or in any way afraid of
failing. Our objegtive is to
show the child how to .come out of
himself, be-himself. Then bie can
realize that we can make poetry,
whether the poem is a piece of
pottery our hands are-- shapiv, or
a po'em, of words We can 'bring out

of ourselves into a real' form.
An example of.this is the following
anagram written by a 'Oupilin Leo's
class while he was teaching in a
poetry program in Maine. "She

was a 17-year-old senior," said
Leo, "who hadn't written, since
the fourth grade."- The word
chosen: MOOSELOOKMEGUUTIC ". .

Found 75 words, used30,

He comes soon, to thevater;
There. He looms, a lonesome shadow

..Under the tin moon.' The gem-like
°, stars

Are beyond his ken, but he looks
And sees them. He sees much from
this site:
1.16-g*uileofthe coon that
Licks,hisRands as if to clean his

The men, with their guns and smoke
and ropes
Trying to lock up the land.
The sun as it rises and sets,
Adding.pages to the tome of time.

The moose moves from the slick
Cool water that tugs at his legs.
He looks back-Lat the'moon, the stars,
The_signsof men, the raccoon.
'They are all beyond his ken,
But they.ard still his kin. -

As if on cue,-the moose unties
The spell and melts .

'Into the trees.

-- Kim Ward,:pupil
..Yarmouth High Sdhool,

.Yarmouth,Maint

Leo goes on to say, Children must
have complete trust in the teacher.
We are never inter ested in One child,
but in .the possibilities in aZZ
-children. No one is on any 'talent'

sdout hunt here for certain
favoin:tes who show promise. We
want children to have -irtore freedom

than ever' to explode, in their

. abilities, but our concentration
is on everyone, the shy and the
disinterested child who has never
been ZoVed enough to be-atiown,how



lovely and beautiful he is and
how much creativity is in him. For
too long a time children have been
turned away front developing their'
own creative capacities, largely
from fear of failure. I hope to
convince teachers to'convince
studerits that there is nothing
.wrong with failing, that there is
so much to be learned even in the
"attempt.to write.

,

Looking ahead specifically to
courses for teachers Leo said, I
would haVe the teachers implement
various, exercises designed to free
the student Of self-conscitieless
and fear of failure. Of c se, I
can't emphasize enough-the factthat

___the_teachers
these exercises and,what t'e are all
trying to do, before they can direct,
them. Therefore, much time would.
be spent examining and trying out
the exercises-in groups and in

f individual counseling.' mdiv teachers
are unaware of the possibilities_
such exercises can-develop. In a
sense, allihe teachers has:'to briv
to the-program course is gpen

,
mindeaness, cooperation and
willingness to experiment with new
approaches.

From his daily report of. classes
we can see how assignments attempted
to translate basic ideas into practice,
"February 27, 1973. Each of .Cis look

'into ourselves and find something
that has disturbed us,.moved us,
bui we haven't tried to write it
down 'before:"

Pandora

Be brave -

Do you fear what might come
from within
Does it pain you to think
No: ..Keep the cover locked

Do not yearn to view the THINGS
Go to the zoo -

Laugh at the caged-in animals
What harm can they do?

(noname), student teacher

"March 6:' Go to 44e student
cafeteria. Look and write about
this every-day place we know, and
realize how much we miss of what

__we look - -at every. day."--

Criss-drossed trays crowd the sturdy
shelf.

Steam-bathed'scholars, in 'clinging
jeans, sweat and shout the washroom
choreography; 4

toss greasy silver and coffee-stained
cur;
de tly stack sticky plates for

4eratipn Clean.
"You going out toni tn "Hey, quit
that horsin und!" -\

all the e filling the gaping
buck hungrily awaiting their stiare
of today's menu:

crusts ofenriched bread (builds
bodies imtwelve different wus!)
daintily set aside,by'delicate

.appetites;

half-nibbled appleS,,prideof last
fall's countryside; ,
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untouched dessert a diet-stricken
conscience changed its mind'about;
chickenlegs spurned bx disdainful
lips--

too bland or spiced for their
sophisticated taste:
carrots quite beneath their dignity
and lettuce gouged out of BLT's...

The stoop-shouldered bracero lifts
his weal) back, mops his brow,
and bends again: The kids need
shoes so bad,.."

A haggard young woman of Calcutta
ogizes at her son's bloated stomach
and emaciated limbs and weeps
despairingly.
The small Vietnamese child scrapes
his rice bowl;

passes thin fingers inside, 6 catch
that-last preci6us drop.

-- Sister Cecil Forest

"March 29. Our tri-dimensional
selves and more. We.are always
the person we really are, then wd
are the person we show to the
-.world or pretend to be, and we are
the fantas'y person we-wish we were:
Write about this fantasy' person.

Translucent
rainbow - dotted ,

bubbles

still dripping soapy strings

Delicious

cotton candy.-

that smears,

t'oth.cheek and tangled. hair

t.

C.

Amorning bud.plucked in its
dewdrops . .

Leaving the stalk and,the leaves
behind.

How can they say that life begins
at forty.

When long before
Bubbles have burst and
Candy has melted and
Blossoms have wilted and died.

Unless life be, asfor the two-year-.
old

A whirl of perennial.-awe.

-- Sister Blanche

"March 13, .Take an experience we
saw in childhood and now seeing a
similar experience, how do we

- relate the two? A collating theme."

66

Sea -s cape

when i was six, i remember
wading in warm, shallow pools
trapped high on the beach:

once, seei'n'g a-crab

OdetOshing from a tipped stone
watching over his shoulder,
hurrying into a narrow cave
between my feet.

and wondering why it made me think
of how i felt the first time
'1 told a.lie.

'

-- Sister Helena Brand

For.the teachers, the students-At
Annhurst-allege arid for the adults`
who came to the evening workshop,.
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-perhaps the rebirth of -the child.
Was the beginning of a natural but
104g losttreative impulse Leo,
knew%cOuld 46,expressOU.

Sitter ,Helen -.Bonin might agree.
'-1;. "Our s tUdentS,and faculty fel t

the program wag eminently worthwhile
as Mr':, Connellan*demonWated.
writing techniques and methods of ,

teachilig-wxCge to students and ..

aaalts. .Mor r, he ins p.,' red

his students to do some fi e
writing."

.Although ii his own p etrx, Lo
Connellan writes from the darker.

'side. of- fife- (or bedale f

. Truth is pa: action *Shot
from ca.rrals, 'lasso wrist flicked

instantly,With ,

eigtlt seconds to rope and tie or
'.,Tose. Shoulders',
cstraping the cheeks of steer's

earth cut by .

grooves of his boot heels,'while
thase,04rng that could
cave in ribs, turned until the
fold's in the animal's
neck looked like it's-spine would
split through skin,
yet didWt in this master's. hands.

!Leo Canneflan
he was able to help pe 'he, taught ...

to acknowledge their paint, thdiw
darker side. If this meant facing
shame, anger, guilt, tsar; and,

loneliness ,- once -touched Ippar1,4,-,

it might alsoopeo the way towaAK
other perceptions Of

Watching Jim ShouJ erS

When dialCaly ',Woo
dying:

Never. in New Engla

Neyada, iide
screen. doors with

.dulleeby fifty c
But in' jai drado s

like ffrst'yeammuni

blunt 'mountins.
on.horse bad, the
same class-E. and as
that vat
'America of ranges
wide: open space w

c

.

wake to its

v. .

d or In Elk.D?
.

'egal girls, -

nt splits,-

air an snow-

on"-lace on ,-,

He was Mantle

,

From "Knapsack and Stars-11--
AS Appeared in The Nation, 1970.

Fran ces-Kornbluth,-because7pf_the::,

creative writing class at Annhurst,
has changed. - She- is passing on
these changes .to others. l'hdve
resumed writing poetry_and also
overcomethe'block I felt toward
writteh-connunication. What has

..,been a tedious and often over-

_whelming challenge now is.,
miraculously replaced by a sense.6f
flow.

AS work as teacher `of the
=program for gifted children in our .,

comunity has been greatly enhanced
.,and_twenty-ninetyoungstere now
share added div,idends,in their .

creative writing and appreciation.
injure0, out of

e
ranches, vast

ere
sj lence.

4
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EASTERN _CONNECTICUT' STATE COLLEGE
WiLLIMANTM .CDNNECT I CUT.

"Any Work of, art which ,is
not a beginning , discovery, is
of little worth. 'Each poem must.
be a new and strange adventure
if it is worth -recording at all."
-- James Humphrey ;poet. ,

And literally, recording is
the method Jim' Uses for picking
up ,immediate sounds, sensatibns
and. awareness to expand, and
translate images into words. .In
his -firs.t'poetry workshop for _

student teachers at Eastern
Connecticut State' College, in
Willimantic, he played audiotape
col 1 a-ges , sdUnd effects mixed

.with music and voices. "I ' ve-
'found that-pupils like the

collages best if they are, fr
five. to twelve minutes in _

length. (I play the -tapes- over and
over until the kid's are through

;writing. It's a gobd idea not
to ask them to write about

spine-One talking about social
security.; a 'train roaring, down
the ;tracks, 'a rocket blasting
off, a, submarine beneath the .

ocean, 'children playing,-
-The student teachers' at

Eistern were English -majors who
would beteaching at the secondary
level . Few of them ,had tread,
poetry or thought about'writing.
in ways different_ from what'
they felt was required by insti-
tutional, assignMents. F Each tape
Jim played was; followed by, reading
poems former pupils-had ,written in
resPonse. Jim beleves,"we need ..

oto get into 'the actiOty of
experience rather than. passively .
writing -about an idea. For

----anyone taking- their first step
into the wilderness of creativi,ty;
whether pupil or, prospective
teacher ,.needs to open the senses.

something specific. Tell them to
let 'their imaginations 'go and
write about 'whatever they get
from the collage." Jtm.makes, a

:lot of his own tapes and says they
'are not difficult to do. `tie

--. suggests simple equipment, and
borrowing it 'if you have to. A
reel to-reel recorder is best. for
workshops because the volume is
gdod, and he adds, "I don't--
hesitate to turn it up loud." One(2.

tape took him 12 ,hours to make.'
There are sounds of air going
out of an inner tube-rroldiers
marching and counting cadence;,,,v

- rock and folk mgsic, a clock
ticking, a stock car race,---Big
Ben bonging, a power saw,

-
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Listening to A- Tape of Many Sounds

I feel like Pm falling through the
Streams of generations and time
I feel- the agony of war
The enjoyment of Peace
And the happiness of 'love
I fe#1... the world'good and bad,
go by.

7- Dan Banks, pupil 8th grade

Thoughts
.

The .wind blows.
The- waves splash upon
the rocks.'. Cry of

0*
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sea gulls iseheard.
4

The ocean roars.. The
water runs up upon
the beach and wets the
sifted ,sand.

.Yousure can think about
alot during a mathclasS,

---Mitchell Karas, pupil,
7th grade -

Untitled

In the' 4ndutrial Madness

people tryoto take the lead,.
But for what?.,

Through the stere
the Writer writes.along

ngs his s
lly sound

and the singer siong.
The words aye rea

building higher & higher
to the moshooting-tockets.on.

It's' All I can do to keep ahold on
Myself .

a

o-typed c

.

,or I'll drown in the population
But how can people sit and do'nothing
while others go off to kill?

Politicians running around Promising'
this

But giving only more ptoblems.

I wish.1 could,escape

this, Flash-Gordon Fantasy World.-
and go some place where I could be
myself.

A computer can take my place.
in fact ebglad.
and live away from this place.'

4

4.

0

I've just gotta get away-.

-I need a change

from this world where
religion has to go.

People should believe in beauty
Not God or after life.
They should,be alive now
in-this world.

tiut how could someone look forward
'to such nobility?

Maybe I should look for a world
inside
this world

where we could .live in peace.
I've just got to get away
I just can't stand it
the stress

th.e monotony

IJf -I don't escape
I'll be dead soon,
just me and.some friends,
e few cats and dogs

0

and my guitar

Yes, most of all, my guitat
twhere P.Can express my. mood,
let.my feelings come through.

How can I explain

I'don't know:where to go?
But I'll find it
and When I find it
I'll find myself

70'.

Ron'Boretti, pupil
8th grade rw



Because of the amount .'of

time kids spend°in front of
television sets Jim wants them
to know more about what they see.
Again, not give into the passivity'
television engenders but react,
listen, be critical: how is
this -affecting me? Jim taped
a solid 30 minutes of TV commer-
cials. 'The following are poems
written,* pupils after he played
the tape in a class.

My TV Says

is best this is bester.
This is great this is greater.

How are w6the people to *now
this is white this is,whiter.

This is longer this is longest
This-is better this is betterer

This is getting silly

I like this but this is better
He may say, it's good.

But is it really?
0-6 .

Jeanne.Lynch, pupil

Buy Buy Buy

Buy, Buy, Buy,
that'S all the commercials
are, they are greedy and
all want their products
to be used. But did they
ever, think it we want

71

their products we would go
the` store. antbuy them?

-- Elizabeth iaunsell, pupil

WhileWorking in the program at
Eastern,,im Humphrey was also
poet-in-residence at the Grafton
Elementary School, Grafton, .

Massachusetts, teaching fifth
graders_to write poetry., Last,
year he taught at the South .1.-F

Braintree, Massachusetts. I

Junior High School and was, the
1972-71fall and winter semesters,
poet-in-residence at Kennebunk,:
a Maine high school. After eight
years of teaching Jim thinks" it's'
important for student teachers.
to'know how a pupil feels when ,

he or she is asked to write 'a
poem. He says, "They're scared,
they can't think of anything,
they say they can't do'it."

JiM had given ditto sheets to '.

the student teachers in which.
he briefly summarized his convictions.
about poetry.' "The writing 00'
,a poem is making the words 'do

What you want them to, notthe
words dictating to you. LiSten
to yourself,first, what your
emotions are saying. Go froth

there into your head where words
are put together from your emotions."
And he told them: "DoWt
generalize or stumbleinto vague,
cliche language, through a failure
to be specifick the reader wants
your poem to be personal, wants
it to be somethingonly you could
write." He then put on the chalk
board, and asked student teachers'
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to write it down: When one of -

my students shows me ;his poemi,
I don't Zook for, something that
shares my situation of experience
or 'my own commitment to the
terms QC,what they have wr4tin.
Each S?fident is different from me,
and I have no rightto expect hiM
to share my attitucs, opinions,'
experiences, etc. in his living and
writtle am,t,Aaching to help him '7
in bAe polaibility, some way.
I am not teaching tocmake;him,Zike
'me, or a shadow of,myseli.

.v,

r
4

ten minutes Jim asked the
student teachers how they were

4 doing. They, wanted. more time.

"This is too hard, I can't think
ofpnything to write, what I.wrote
sounds corny," were'a few of the
comments. When fifteen minutes of
class time was left. Jim asked for,
Oblunteers to read their poems.
No response. "I don'tforce ktils
to read," and he,suggested they
wring their poem's up and leaV'e.;

them face down With the pictuk
on his desk. "Someone come 0' antil

pick one at random to read.".:.
Richard.Place, Arts CommAsiOn
consultant, was visiting the

vorunteered. There was
a definite' warming.up to the idea
tas students°cime*to the front
-,of the rdom.- Sdiin they, Were-

'eager'to join in., listen and make',
comments. Hearing.someone

'.else readpoems we have written
helps los, to take whatme say more
seriously or critically.. One
student said,'"I 'really liked,
the way Ann read my poem; I,never-,
could haVe read,it.",,.

"

Black Is Beautiful

I'mtorry darlin'
but we can't have
that-hovte: We

black. NsloVe you
though, *qty.

That pale motha'
Who the hell is
he? I'm really really
sorry darlin' but,
.we are black!

-- Don Macrino, student teacher
r

. Basically Jim is not a man
to talk theory in class; he wanted
to get started moving, writing.
The day I visited Eastern he' did
.an exercise from photographs cut
out of magazines. These he placed
around.the room pn desk tops and
windowsills,. "Get up end walk -

''. around. Lowk at all of the pictures,
pick die you like and go 'sit down
and write about it." After about

"

Por.trait

Dust on a splintered wooden post,
Timewith an angry. face,
The green=fresh 'voices-

' Break -the calm; cool Air.
Nothing left but brittle pages
And epape6; brown bag'
Sliding intd shadows of tired.
Wrinkled streaked eyes.'
And` dimming 1,i4ht:

. . ,-

A crusted tear dries on weathered' skin
--

0,

. ,
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of eartti beat ,on. sagging,
shoulders. ,

, .

Fyn Gilles0,' student teacher

Scene

Dirty table tops marked
with sti cky 'rings

put there by the 12 to 1,
lurid) slobs,

My' hand reaches" across the.4,,

table for love' >.

but all it gets ,is. soggy

sugar, grai ns ... There 't

a clid breeze that comes
thrlugh the door...marble',

cal d...formi ca; is

'.-cold..r.1 am cold..,

C. Schoembs, 'student, teacher
AVP

alk

IS

A A discussion Wowed about
working,with pupils. Student . A.

teachers wanted to knoit, h' to
'give enough individual 'attention

ip creative writing to:thirty*.
.._,. students. I , suggested, -pupils .make

two or three groups. The teacher
can sit in!with each group,*
taki n9-, part- in their exercise% and

later they all come together-
`as a whOle.4ass to read thei
ppems;. I've tried WS, and kids

.

likkthe, c011ibination of independence ..

ring. To questions about;
g and punctuation Jim

, "In helping students;
poetry, the spelling.and

panctua on is secondary, ,and
the teacher Of poetry- writing

workshops .should be awareof this

ss

S

and imprgs it-on`their
students. The important thing
Is to-get on paper whateVer- it is
,you want to say. Don't-stop the
flow of energy and intensity to
spell Or punctuate."

,In, private sessions in his
apartment, Jim and the student
teachers met in groups of ,four
to six for wine and 'talk. Only
three of the people had wtitteh
poetry before... One was ,Joann
Castagna.

f

_r by don't they throw their hate
on me , ,

:they' Wave it about ;

lying ,in red and.:grey clumps pn
_...the floor

fillingp the hallway ' 4
clogging the drains

.

can't avoidthis left-behind. hate
can't cut" it up, can' sweep it away:
Why diet they throw it at me
let me catth it, let it wrap.
'.'round my body

if i caught it; could breik it
in my, kends 4

.

if it- touched my, body rilytirarmth

- wquld'melt it

but ft flies ,about,. dead: and decaying

tries to tri p. me when i walk -around' it

tries to chokeme, falflpg from

deny:;

, studeqt, teacher

spelli

answer

to wt i

73

the ceiling tit .

tries to kill me
this hate that, they

Joann'Castagna

1. r
e

. Jim said about these. meetings;
, of us were' able, in these small

.tessiips, to discuss in detai l

?%
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° further s for encdUraiing
-.and stimulating st dents to write."
'Jim det.cribed expeiences that 'had
'worked for him. In-a New York
City school this meant bringing
baskets of fruit to the workshops
along with large sheets of art paper
and asking the students to write ,

poems with the frult. It's great
fun, and whatever happens, happens.
Sbme students will Smear the fruit
on the paper. It becomes a visual
:Poem:- Another approach with the
fruit is to slice it in the workshop
and pass it.among*the students.
Ask them to smell it before they',
eat it and then ask them to write
about the smells ofthe fruit.

'It's fun to' write, a poei7rfrom

a poem title takenfrom, volumes of,
poetrg by professional poets. The
more e-unusual the poem title the
more freedom the student has to'do
Whatever. Each student should
have a different title.` Contem-
porary, .poem, titles are usually
bestibr.this.

.Fire drill poems. ',hoot ones
' word out verbally -to the whole

workshop --as an illustration, the

Word.;knife,TheOellthem*to write
on a piece of paper all the words
single words, thatknife,brings.

mind. If the studentsre-in:
.high school give them 30 seconds,

. , to da this junior high, ,a minute,

elementard'students, 2 to'3 minutes.`'
When they've done this ask ,them to,
write a poem incorporating all the
words they've written down. Set'

,

atime-' limit on thin toa. Five
minutes for high,schoOt students
is.long enough; more.time for
junior- high and elementary students. .

a

.

This is a discip linary exercise,
so be sure 'ydu don't allow the
students to writijeyond the time
4imits you set If some of
the students haven't completed
their poems have them stop writing.
They'll geeit 4fter a few tries.'
As always, ask the students 'to
read'their poems, have them, pile
the poems' on a table and whoever
wants ta read can read as'long
as they don.'t give the writer's
name.

A record Zike'"Songeof the -

Humpback PhaZa" is good for
workshop ueNiion't identify it
before yOu,play it or while it's
,pZaying.

Have the students all close
their eyes, and. say, ."lbwhave ,
just been "struck blind. Where
am I? Can I. get out ofthis root'
out of this building?. Then' what will

dotwithmy life?' Who will take
care of,me? What career OiZZ I
follOV?" iTheh say, "So.. nuny
,Ugly'distractions are gOne, so
many ugly things and people I
Won't have.tOook-at, now I Can
develormy inner'Zife, balance the
life of ineinory with the life of the

imagination." And from here ask"the
Otudents_towrite.a poem. This.
exercise was thought up by ,the
poet, Paut.Metcall.

-',jhe next 1pgical step from..

.talkihg about exercises was to
make the resources that inigt
needed: Armed with a cassette,
,tape recorder I tooksome of:the,
EngZiSh majors dowitOwn and
recorded whatever; cars ooing:by,
honking, people taking, cash '

peginters cangi , coffee beikg.



poured, popcorn,po ing,-bowling
balls knocking Ei ?per, the
clicking o.p000l s,.noise
from,a'staiT machinecigarette
machine, :n ether words, whatever
was availal.ile. Stopped by a TV
store and recorded a couple of
minutes from a soap_cpera. Came
back to the aartment and put what
we had done o'n a reel-to-reel

tape recorder, mixing it z.lp and
`t,

putting music in from the radio
now and-then. The students dug
it, and said they coulcint-wait
ro make one of their own.

Jim asked volunteers to, prep,kr,
exercises which they would use to-
conduct the last workshop. John
Muzljakovich and Don Matrino taped
four contrasting,songs The
sittdents:(poet included) were -

'asked to 'write whatever the music
made them feel and not to strive
for a -complete poem, but to get

figs on the paper. George
Landue and-Stephen -Dunn -Ted
blindfolded =students through a
maze-, one 'at_a time, to touch leaves,
gratite blp-a, branches, tin can
with dent's, stone, nickel, chestnut;;:
furry boot, e, blanket. When the

-blindfolds were taken off each
person wrote poems about wtilft the
unknown things felt like or the
feelings they stimulated._

Two weeks before Jim arrived
at Eastetn, all the students in

- .E-ducftion 466 were asked. by, their
instructor to write about how :
they would conduct a 'poetry or
writing workshop. Now 'they haVe

'done i t.

Sy

0

Jim's last nig t'on campus
the students surpr ed hip with a
party, "The best pa y I've been
to in my life," Jim .aid.

In state teacher t -ining
schools (Southern, Cen al,
Eastern) the problems wi the
.2.oets-in-,the-Colleges-P am aims
and objeCtives are more ex eme
tharLio liberal- arts Colleges
(University of Hartford, University
of Bridgeport). Eastern was no
exception. Schedule changes
were made after the program started
for no apparent reason except that
once the Ologram began, and the

-presence of the poet was e reality,
his 'methods and techniques were
unwelcome. Phi 1 omene Duces ,

cooperating-metheds teacher; -felt
the poetry works- hop.intruded on

.,class time needed for'more important
work. She wanted-to know about
the quality Of poems, and the
qrical standards one can set for
measUring:the value of a poem.
James j.acey, Head 'of the English
Department at Eastern,- said Jim was'
successful in shOwing student
teachers-how to getyoung people -
to write imaginatively in a relaxed

: open situation. But Lacey's more
conservative views and the
tradi'tional' concerns, structures
and expectations of the English.
Department contrasted sharply kith
Jim's 'point of view-.- Dbrin-§" the-
brief two-week period 'resentments
were not resollied; bUt-Jim feel's
he put aside resistance tb -his
presence and was abre- -to work well
With the student teachers, even
in. these difficult surrodiglitts,4-.0

. - .
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Poem Written
With tly Son's Pen

The rain coming down
as always in the Spring

but-here now, me,
live-, April 1st, 1973

No ma. Saroyan, myself, '

planting flowers

t is afternoon
the rain'

oaking"wet, laughing .

hrowing:mud at each other.

he toughest winter
of-my life

behind me.

No planned rejoicing,
but het3e now,

rejoicing, if
for no other reason-,

rejoici g ourcbeing together.

Somewhere it's'aS windi day.
Kids are flying kites.

Farmers are inthe fields
, -planting seeds, their wives,

their eldest children
. doing *Ogres wherever

they should bedone:

AThe ir small children,
.urtoundgd by hens;

t0

feeding them, listening
to the sheds creak. .

,Somewhere, right now,
a Poet, reSding his Poems '

James Humphrey
Attleboro, Massachusetts

Jim Humphrey's first collection
of poetry, Argument For Love
(Kendall, from The Sumac Presi)
was published in 1970; followed by
two chapbooks, The Visitor
(Hovey Street Press) and
An Homage: The End Of Some More
Land (The Job Shop Press) in 1972.
He won the Authors League Award
in 1972 and the P.E.N. American

--CenterAward.for -1972 and-1973.-
Jim, Norma and their son,

Saroyan, live in Massachusetts
in the country in a renovated
railroad station where'eleven
trains a day pass by. How'Jim's
-life is his poems-was commented
on by the writer, -William Saroyan:

:"I think HuMphrey's stuff is
getting it, getting the idea,
getting to the idea -- that living-
is the first poem, and getting
that understood in simple-true
words.is the second." .

#
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MEMORIAL BOULEVARD SCHOOL
_BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT -

A 70 year-old poet bridges the
generation gap. Leonard Halpin,
who lives in Wethersfield, Connecticut
spent eight
school with seven eighth

week the Bristol

. graders in English, music and art
classes. Memorial Boulevard
school -is in the economically-
depressed city of Bristol, south-.
west of Hartford. Although the
city is growing in both population

. and industrial development, it
still had one of the-highest.
rates of unemployment in

'Connecticut in 1971: Speaking of
Leonard's age, one student
commented: "He doesn't seem old
at all;" and "I wish my parents
were like that--he doetn't have

-any-prejudices," two'pupils
commented. Leonard encouraged
discussions,about various issues

. 1about violence and hate, about
racial and religious matters, about
care and concern for other people,
animals.and the environment.

He read poems of contemporary
events to kids and then askeifthem
to .write their feelings about
similar subjects. Some poems were

,related to sensitive matters, and
Leonard expected there might be
reactions frbm parents; but 'as
far aslie-knew, there were none:

The American Indian movement,
particularly the ,uprising at
Wounded Knee,-black and white
confrontation, -Vietnam and eV-en a'
phate of Buddhism were read abgut,

.bdiscusied; analyzed And used to
t.stimulate writing. "Some sections
4L-especially in.the Vietnam poems,"

said Leonard, "caused a little

- t

2
1.

O

squirming' in the, seats, but

seemed to reach,.in the-majority of
cases, an acceptante as a needed
part of the poem,"

Agony

Take a man, put him alone
Put him 10,000 miles from home
Empty his heart all but bloQd.
Make him live in sweat and mud.

I'll hate yoU''until the day I die
You made me hear my buddy cry
I sawhis.arm a bloody shred
1i/heard him -say, "This one is dead.".
He had thegutsto fight and die,
He paid the price, but what did he
buy? 1 S.

Agony

Pure agony. 2

-- Dawn Daniels, pupil.

Escaped

We are black

black skinned, that is,
and some of, us are white

"white skinned.

Our skins have nothing to do
with why we are hated.

77

-It is because the light

from our thoughts and actions
intrudes into the,gray.

Remember the Kennedyt
John and Robert?

411
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or Martin LutherKing
or Gandhi
or Christ.

We were born into the gray
and,'nb doubt,
will-die in the gray.

Daffin the gray...

O

It is like millions o.littiv'stones
with shining sharp edges
tossed into'a steel barrel
rotated by powerful hand's.

Ground to a smooth hothtngness

We escaped the barrel.

Sdswe will be hunted
imprisoned
murdered.

Perhaps our only reward will'be
we shed a little light
for a moment
'into the gray:.

Leonard Halpin

ApprOaChing hi's first job as
a visiting artist, two thoughts were

.uippermost in Leonard's'mind:
would old age andlack'of.academic.
background get in the way of
copunicating with childriti
and teadhers? His formal education
was-in the public schools of
northern New Vim*. , He attended'
a business. college, became, alarm
worker; served with. the military
tm Woeld War I; was a ,papermaker,

.

and an office manager in a

-7"" .,, ,
0

,
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department store -IIn 1935
hwas ineepaZitated by polio.
He then became assistant manager i.
of the Olympic bbbsled run, and.
'after that a laborer in an iron
mine, a time-study engineer, and
a landscape architect.

. Ann Metzinger, music teacher at
'Memorial Boqevard School, wrote
in her report about the Visiting
Artists Program: .7he kids were
fascinated by his many experiences.
For some,` the idea that'Leoriard

had grown into poetry rather than
outgrowing it, coupling his
endeavors with a myriad of- jobs,
was heavy food for thodght." The
pupils,in.4pn's two classes were
poor reader.with little or no-
background in poetry. Their f-irst

attempts to exprets.t6eir .

- thoughts were somewhat awkward
and self - conscious, but soon

they began writing store than just
one poercwhen given an-essi'gnment.'
One class, which did not respond
with much written work, enjoyed.
'discussing ideas. What would it
be like to be an Indian?, prompted-
some lively ta-lit.on Wounded Knee,

the. Indian's regard for,animals and
the land, and the concept of a'tribe.

In Elaine Maitz's art -class both
she and.the pupils felt themselves
fortunate to share in'the genuine
warmth Leonard brought to their
weekly,sessions. "We discussed
the feelings and inner meapings of
Leonard's poems," ,said Elaine.

to

of the children were smrprised
to find that an,tolder man' could

':havesuch beautiful thought* How
was it possible thatths gray-haired

0'
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gentleman with the soft voice,
once as a Child, would have
become so emotionally wrought when
he killed'a mother woodChuck,-that,
he vowed never again tO'bUrt or
injure another living being."
A respect,for nature is of primary .

importanceto-Leonard. Karen --
Kowalczyk made this the subject
of her poem.

As I walk down
t e streets of this town,
hat do I see?'

I see bottles, cans and paperS
on city streets .

I see garbage all'over.
the ground
Don't people think before they
throw?

I smell dirt and filth
in the air we breathe
The rivers are-dried with
trash and debris

Doesn't anyone care?
.Once this`was a.beautiful
town

With life untouched by man
It can be beautiful
again

.If people stop to think before
they throw garbage all over,, the'
place

Iffactories stop pouring wastes
into our air and streams
They maybe this town can

, be beautiful again.
If.only people_stOp to.
think.

a I
7- Karen Kowalczyk, pupil .

u.

A typical class with Leonard
Halpin, reported by English teacher,
Kathleen Healey: Frequently he
began by giving a few pupils
recognition for ideas that they
had expressed particularly well
in a poem written the previous
week, giving ,each of these pupils

' a chance to read his or her poem
aloud. 'Next; because he is
very concerned with the world ,
as itlis right note" and the

worldas it could be, he would
talk about an uprising or a war;
or the ambulance death of an
infant refused adMittance at a
hospital. With integrity and care
he worked to'expose the underlying
truth. He- taught that people

ihoullcare_aboUt other people. -,,--

He-,made assignments to write poetry
of any:length about 'the truths

' underlying current situations.

Leonard chose subjects :he
hoped' would stimulate kids' minds
.and promote awareness of their .

own'capabilities. Perhaps 'this
pupil ,spoke for other's:. "Before

he came I clever knew I could write
poems. But now I know I can."
And it was.all:right for-whimSy to,
stand alongside the serious,,

so

7



Mice

I think mice are kind of .nice

Their tails are long
Their faces small
They don't have any
chins at all.'

Their ears are pink
Their teeth are white
They run abopt .

the house at night.

They bite on things;
They shouldn't touch'
and nobody seems to
like them much.

,But I think they're nice.

.Maritza Cbrdero, pupil

The Ocean = My'Ocean

Gazing over a lovely sight,
I see the full moon shining.
Below this moon is the ocean,
Below the,ocean is my heart:

As,dawn breaksi.softly,,
.The high tide lies there calm.
As the seagulls, swoop low,
Thesun sets peacefully.
Quietly this deep blue ocean,,
Whispers the sounds of my
.Life.

-- Debbie, pupil

Leonard.belped kids individually-
to improve the form of their poems.
"When I.had made a note -on their

81-

'writing that it should be
put into more expressive form,
they brought it to me and quickly q
grasped the reason for certain
changes. Admittedly,4 he' ded,
"this was limited to those merit
either in depth of understan ing
of the subject of the poem or
where a sincere effort to express
a thought was evident."

Speaking about .the poetry program,
Leonard felt he could not have
achieved the measure of success
he did without the assistance of
the dedicated teachers. Pupils
and teachers agreed that eonard,
in his "dignilfied way," s

Kathleen Healey put it,, rased
the generation gap by ex mi ing.
the .simple_truths of.life t' '

are common to all men, women, and
children."

-4
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NORTHWEST POETRY PROJECT

Something to do with the-
Middle Ages

The television sets us
to a distance

with its voices gray and curving
like fragile buttnesses

we do not frawto'listen

and I have never said
the thngs,I had to say:

My gi t to you
is s lence

spread open on. my Tap,
slid t-coated bat.
I ave worked long'on these
ar iculations .

rving-their'nests
into any arms. '1

t flies, my.bat,'
tapping a cane

:along-these walls .

we've made
do with; .

your dependenc,:
and mine,

shoved back in our throats
. like sand.

ruthless
while you sleep-,

our desks
_ for thin' we said

that,you.coUld forget;_
I take them back
`as-relics

one wouliibuild a church
. -

around.
4 am repossessing

our'relationship;
and in return.

yoVeav46breathS

Je

-s

pile your life
like old news. onto mine,.

moving with the weight,

careful not to wake you,
the'floor still creaks
like bones

with every step.
I am committing you,

mute as.a madman
to my merry.

-- Nina McCabe, pupil,.
4 -Simon's Rock School

Mark Van Doren Poetry Award
Winner - 1972 .

The annual spring contest is
the concluding highlight to an

active yearr,of PoetrY.for students.
who live in the Northwest

Connecticut-Southwest Massachusetts -

region. The. Project now Ain its
fourth year, and still. going

=strong, presently consists of
seven member .Secondary schools:
Torrington High School,,Salisbury.,

School, Housatonic Valley.Regional
,High School (Fallt`Village), Berkshire
:School' Sheffield, Massachusetts),
Wes,tledge School (West Simsbury),;
The Gunnery (Washington) and-
Hotchkiss School (Lakeville
Simon's Rock, interested in
promulgating an early college image,
started its own program last year,
inviting poets Phillip Levine and
Michael Harper. 'Visiting,poets

come to the schools'for a day, give
readings, conduct talks and
informal readings, Mostly of their.
own worksand the writing process,
and hold workshops for interested
student- poets. ThiS year-from

77 -October 15 to May 25 the.program'
scheduled Gerald Hausman,_;
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Ron Atkinson, H
Carolyn 'Kizer,

Terry Stokes, Th
Hall and Galway

The poetry proje
'a-lot of work by
Back in 1966-Wil

t9achinii in the
public schools.
attended a serie
organized by the
Poets, in which
each week came t

old Bond, \

ck

m Gunn, Donald
inneil.

t is the result of
a few people.

iam DeVoti was
ew York City
A poet himself, he
of courses
Academy of American
different poet
talk about.

A

potry and to students. The
flow of impressions, the personali-_,

ties, the vital life of the Project
can be perceivetvividly in a letter
DeVoti wrote when I asked him to
tell about the program for this
report:

i,ear Kathleen,

Sorry to hold youlkp-on this- -
the Kinnell reading took a lot of
my attention and I've been going
through a lot of intr spection about

writing, reading.and teaching poetry. the whole program,animy pZace in it.
When DeVoti left ew York to come I had to make some-decisions
to the Housatonic Valley Regional before, Tz5i76te y6u, and P.,11
High School En§li n department probably make some-as I write ...
his department ch irriih; Don ,

Four years ago, when we had the
Kohler, suggested they_start,a, _, _. , ._ _ guidance of that. good and wise __

sinifiar progam f r the Connecticut- man and great poet, Par* Van'
.

Massachusetts reg on. They began Doren, we conceived of this
by arranging a melting with Mark
Van Doren and rep
the area schools.
Barrett of.Tortin
:Chris Carlisle of

DeVoti formed a st
t,and things were un

een poets came to
year. The foTlowi
poets were invited
periods of
possible for stude
teachers to work in
with the poets. -T

expanded until the
in-school and even
readings:.

' As coordinator
realities--difficul
joyouS, of pursuin
to do. :He' is 'dedi

a

sentatives of
Frantes
on High Schod1,--'

otchkiss, and
bring 'committee
erway, Seven- . attached to a sys't-km, at least to
the area the first Zook atother
g year fewer : specifically, to have an outright
but for longer
his made, it

is and=
re closely
e'prhgram
e were both
ng public

program as a way to help the schools
get - their heads out or the sand.

To forget for awhile about contracts,
benefits, scheduling, public, relations,
paper clips, etc.--if not to,fo'rget
'about the mundane necessities _

affair with language, rather than
keeping it pent up in the confines
of respectable husbandiv-7it,daes
more than the work of the world,.
and poets, morp.than most artzsts,
know this; perhaps that is why-
their creative spirit is personified
as-feminine, although I'm not too

DeVoti knowS the, sure how this works with girkpoete.
painful and ,A Oeil.; things workeds ,alm'Ost

what ,he.set out
ated to

-everything we tried had'a magic touch
to it. There were-large audiences '

7G
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at the public readings; kids
were enchanted,in,the classrooms,
many entertaiined by language
and not vaud ville for perhaps the
first time Since they were
learning to speak. Many were
inspired and got into writing.
Some of the "intellectuals" began

. to come 'in touch once again with

their emotions; some of the kids
Who were pegged as "losers" began
to see the creative spirit within
themselves arid found talents that
were acceptable to the establishment-
but most of all to themselves;
they became produCtive, accomplished,
nd gratified. Even many from the

.-g eat average or center, I thin
got:aNglimpse of a poet who w n't-
a vfai "-as they "suspected- I/
poets mus be, and felt 1 guage
communicateAo feelings trapped . ,

,so deep within. John Baines
brought to theM some"of the Lone-
Ziness and- desolation and beauty
ofhis,experience of twenty years

. on the icy_Alaskan tundra. Galway
Kinnellbrought them to face the
terrible merging of Eros and
Thanatos that we all must face
eventually, though for most of its
in silence: Mark Van Doren showed,
how great it is to, Love and to
praise a/I things. Donald flail
brought to them a language Of the
subconbcious. ,Shirley Kaufman and
Kathleen Frazer exploded'the myth
of a generation gap. Pick Lourie
showed the relations4ip that often
exists between Music and words.
It's not-accurate to fragment the
experiences as I just have,
not, to imply hat profound, or'. .

V.

even measurable schangea occurred in
all whoarficipated one way or the
other. But there have been enough
examples of individual changes to
,indicate that something is happening
that hasnt happened as often as
before the program ernen poetry was
"taught" from books by teachers who
often were covert it qs a-"unit"
to be replaced after a Lapse of time
'by units on journalism, Propaganda,
grammar,' and how to write a.business._,_
letter.

-One thing tO' remember in a -

program such' as this one is.the
eternal element o f change. For-
the program to remain vital it,
like all' of us,3-must take advantage

of the natural rhythms of change.,
--Itneedh strongalMoSt dictatorial

eadership in the beginning if the
communal impulse 'is weak, 'but there
is a time when personal involvement:,
on the part of the components
becomes, more important than'the''
efficiency ora smooth-running
'system; after all, wasn't this the .

problem in 'the first place? Mark
Van Doren tPted to teZZ me 'this two
years ago, but I was too involf,ed;
in the "success" of the prog*M to be
aware of a deeper importance that
was necessary. What I see'now is
:that the organization must withdraw
and the individual schools must 'do
for theMselves. 'Without that kind
of responsibili44,.personal involvement,
piAl only be superficial. There
is much -more to be.gained by a total
involvement; as director for four
,years I learned that.

So, each- of-_the seven .schools

in the program is being encouraged

;85
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to continue with at least the
same funds aZZocated at each school
in the past. I've- encouraged them
to apply for grants:from the Arts
Commission on their own.. My own'

school has decided to triple the
funds allocated for this type of
program, and launch a poets and
artists type humanities program
to enrich the English elective
-program that we have.been using
..for the past two years. There
is a.great deal of enthusiasm'
about this program at Housatonic
Valley:Regional High Schooli,and
it's being planned by the entire
English department,' with hopes
of involving other departments too--
naturally social studies and art 0

_ and.music,fit easily into_this.'
Other problems?

administrators are notorious fbr
their aversions to'"WaVes". It

reminds me of the old joke about
the devil in a motorbbat and all- the
poor souls buried in shit up to
the bottom of their lower Zips.
IF YOU'qE IN THAT KIND OF SITUATION,
WAVES' ARE TROUBLE. As long as we
got good press and a happy (if

*=- hot apathetic) coMmunity, the
suspender pullers were behind us-
100%. When things got a little,
rough7-especislly when some people
discovered that,poets Sometimes use
as parts of thel,r'oems, in public,
the words we' all reserve for private-7,
they began to equivocate: olls,
Dick Lourie.obserVed after a fire
.driZZ occurred ,during his reading at
anearby:puklic school, ceold .the kids

in:the audid.hce somehow got
p '

'86.
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returned to the classrooms,
instead orthe reading, "You
can say KILL in public any day of

e week, but don't dale say
Fl ers Our own top brass was
more interested in placating the
'amusement of a few than in
'facing the issues squarely and .'

honestly as educators should,

They
the kids and the'teaqhers,did.,'

They were able to discuss honestly
the multiple implications of
the issue--there acts disagreement,
but little hypocrisy.

Got to quit now, Kathleen ....
I promised myself I would begin
going to poetry readings again for
pleasure, without havintg to worry
about the organization behind it.
There ia one in,NYC. tonightl,at

the Brooklyn Bridge; among ()titer

things Galway KinneZZ will be-2
reading Wtzitman's °Crossing
Brooklyn Perry", on a ferry boat
provided by the NYC & the Ac&demy
of American Pdets. I'm going'

Yours,

Bill ,

In a brief note afew days later
he wrote: "Enjoyment? A thrilling
one-time event, but after getting
home at,3:0CrAM and day-at
schoo.kand-Gerry Hausman (another
good readingrtonight of Berkshire,

ready:to drop. ,Lt was Worth

it to Wear Kinnell read''Ci.ossing
Brooklyn Ferry'."

`--"0-7



that helps make a good reading----
Other than ,the poet? or an exciting
cltssroom poetry session or,a
working workshop that is also fun?
The kind of support and open
enthusiasm 'poets' meet in DeVoti
makes them feel welcome; they can
relax and be themselveS. They
were invited because what they have
to give is wanted, whether or,
not like or dislike is the response.
Knowing it's O.K. with their teacher,
students are-ready to listen. ,
(Maybe .this isn't, the way it ought
to be but it's the way it is.)

'Arid why do students continue to
listen? Bill DeVoti _listens to -

them, what they talk 'about, what
'they Feel and think about the

He-invitet- poets students
can get "into," and that means
' a variety voi ces : young., old,

,----,,ci4,--wilderneSS-, men, women,; some
and play-music-y- 'all who

come: exchange worlds. And
Deoti., through controversy and
clEattant flux (and frustration).

:man to. keep thf doors, open, to
CH ow :the 'Changes to 'occur.

, t letter concerning the
continuation Of-the Salisbury
Schooll,s--rmembership in the
Northwest Poetry , the
school's/ Headmast , The Rev.

n N. War sai We honestly --
feel hat- this prOgram is one of ,the
most academic developments

s occurred within' this --
school in recent years. ,Stude.nts,
who previously were not involved in

. 1 or-who were .even hostile to "poetry,

e program,, ave. becoTe .

.-infe-reste in and even excited,-about

.;

A' c.
. 1.

--;
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reading and writing poetry
themselves. The opportunity to
hear established poets reading
their own works and then Zater to
sit down with than in informal,
conversation andin criticism of
the student ' s' own poetry is

invaluable. A secondary but
important benefit of the program
is that it has brought together --

faculty and students from schools
in the area which, otherwi'the have ,

aZZ too little contact with dile
another, . . . This cannot help- but
s engthen the overall educational
pro in this area in time:

And froin Housatonic Val ley
Regional High S-6h6o1,-Heall of the ;
English"departitient,-DOriald-G.'
Kobler, in a letter to the Connecticut
Comirtission on the Arts urging:
continuationiof the program and full
financial' support:, "I 'have found
the poett to be sdrp'risingly
sensitive and sympatheti c n 'their,
work with, high school -students:,
At the same; time, they have ,set'
high sta dards forstudents to
emulate n their own writing and
literar an'alytis-." He also
speak of the benefit to himself
'and t teachers: "I can
perso ally' testi fy that my khoyf-
ledge of contemporary poetry has
been tremendously expanded by the-
,program. In fact, the common
learning experiencec_which'the-,
prograth has provided among'

..teachershas servedo.to bring:them-
together in a new'and important

-,-rntellectual, bond."

87
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The list of" poets' coming to the'
'region over the past four years is;
indeed, impressive. Durifig its

first year, 5ome of the poets the

Project featured were Galway Kinnell,
W.D. Sondgrass, Edward Field,
Donald Hall, Diane Wakoski;
Shirley,Kaufman, Sissrnan, and
Mark Van Doren: The second
year Kathleen Fraser, Donald Jurikins
and William,Matthews were in the
',area at different-times for periods
of to five days; and Davtd Ignatow,
Kinnell and'William Meredith came
for-periodS of from two to four
(far. Last, year, for fi ;ve -day

periods the` Project
Shirley Kaufman', Donald,Junkins,
Clarence Major and Emmett Jarrett,
and for-One-to two- day =periods James-,
Wright, Michael-Harper, MiChael ,

.Norowitz,.Gerald Hausman,lialsey
Davis, Henry Taylor,- Mark Van
Doren, and Galway Ainnell,

. . In a letter to Anthony Keller,
Executive director -of She Arts

CommissionsconcerninOoney fi'om
the State Legislature'S_ApOopriationS
Committee for the Visiting Artists

-.--Pragram, BilybeVoti_wrote about
-his'eIperfe6c6as a c assroom
teacher -and-The r-y_Tkoject.

, . 'I've been'able to obsirW
whatliappens dfiterthe artist leaves.

,frty own-relationships with students,

have been strengthetted beyond' .

deScription by the .,enrichment

their' shared experiences in
communidation, Just one example:
a boy herevoit school who rids often ,

in troub typical "turned-off".
kid, a ertain drop-out, -nearly-
illite began showing up

.

'
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last year at poetry.' readings and
workshops. Gradually he became'
more and more involved'in writing
himself: . Within a year he .has
pro'gressed to not a "model" student--'
we have enough of those - -but

a diversified thinkerrwho has
discovered a t0ent acceptable'to
the school, and'more importantly,
to himself,. He nod writei good,
sometimes startling poetry; his
attitude has improved in all'
classes, and'he is staying in
school because there is something
here for him. He wil2 never make
the dean "s Zist; but he May become
a poet; he certainly has gained
self-respect ezrough success in a
previously alien environment, and
has channeled his hostilities
into an acceptably creative form.

However, "making the dean's
list" and innumerable' other m asures,
of traditioria/ education ,

importantito parents.' I
prbblems with .school administrations
are as persistent as crab grass
in a suburban lawn,_often they aiv
signs of pressure ,from the' community.
The rapid changes in our society
.and consequent struggles cannot be °,

smoothed over by energetic denials:
What became known as,-the "Battle- ,,

of_Housatonic Valley"-began with fear.
ofeducattonal change and suspicibn
'of,the,artis't as culprit. On',
FebruitY 17 1972, Clarence Major,

. a noted YOutig black poet, read at
Housatonic-VaTley Reg ional.High
School. His peq,tis an honest
sometimes brutal tApression'of
'what life is. like f9r a-block.

American.' Although Richard Hayward,

:'
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in The Lakeville Journal wrote
positively about Clarence Major's
ability, an indignant parent was
angry over the use of "'dirty"
words. She complained in the
Journal,: "I sat with my fourteen
yeqr-old son and. listened to . .

,,' unpublished' poems being read to
an audience of an assortment of..
ages, and was thoroughly
disgusted 'and shocked by what I
was hearing. The filthy language
yeas abliorr ... Shouldn't this
and e y other program be
scr ened by some authority?"

. Bi 11 DeVot -answered in the same
newspaper No one can blame
Mrs. Joh on far not having .0own
up a lack,' gh\qtto, or for:
having o face the hwnetn-indigniti:es

o that erge from fiuch social
catas rophes, but is she being fair
to, young adults by denying them the

,

opsgrtunity to consider and perhaps
,b fgin to understand' the outrage- of,

an 'experiencein the languagfi
of .the experience-,and,perhaps_

even to feel the uplift when-that
wonderful thing sometimei. happens
"a significant experience, intrin

-tally human . . " emerges?...
if some, obscene thatter'.-Shouid slip

.

by us, is our children's moral abPet
so flimsy tflat they would be ome
so es s ly corrupted? .b think we are
al damaged much mare, b' the things

have not heard.

But Ithe contrave sy 1SPread
teachers, more pare ts, studens;-
there, were meeyin reports and ani-

.editoriaT-in T akeville Journal,
vihich stated ttlat the parents', wish-,

I

o.

8.9

to shield their children-'''...frOm
sordid or unpleasant situations..."
Was "exaggerated," and that ,"if
anything is to be done effectively
to counteract such evi is' (as slums)
torroding our, society, it wall be
partly because today's young

,people know and care."
A sophomore at HouSatonic Valley,

Laura Berland, joined the .conflict
with her letter-: "Most parents
want their children to grow up
and act in a mature, responsible,
way by the time they reach high'
schoOl, yet,'atithe same time they
try to shelter them from the real
world and keep them like infants."'
the Poetry Prbject had telcped her
and other students from remaining

froni the outside, worTiV
and.provi'neial in pur attitudes.",

April , twoKmOnths after
Clarerice Major's re.ading; parents
and'school board' members .m to -
discuss'.the incident. Mar Van.
Doren 'attended and was re orted in
the Waterbury.Republlean s
d- hdi'ng' the poet; sayi q: "1
ove di rty words ,myself I 1 oved ,

;them all m'y life: I think theyfre "
- wonderful ... NA self-respecting -

poet will evercome here again, on
the assumption he' screened:
Apparently the meeting, ended- ami
bly., It was suggested that Dey,oti
not. hive the sole responsibi y
choOsing poets. He pain out
that he hd..toen tryi-ng to secure
ass4stance'in administering the
'program for two years., .and:thatbe.

( would welco' help.
IQ a re nt letter;to.'Kathleen,

and Richa expanded, on his_ .

, r-
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idea of member 'schools taking.

initiative iiisecuring funds for
themselvesjh continuing their
poetry programs to include the
notion of the ,classroom teacher
being directly inVolved: If
anyone is concerned,about the
dynamics of effective education
not necessarily a system that is
smooth-running and efficient,. that

gets the books collected on time,
wand the reports properly filed,
and the right things in the local

* newspapers; hitt the kind of
education that will snap minds to
'attention, mouse `curiosity,,'

demand honest questioning of the
true natur'e 'of things = if anyone,
is concerno,d about- this anymore;

it, is the classYoom teacher
especiallyfthose.who ;Lye:
resisted 'the "glorY"'Ofp:tomotion
up and out.: I thinlc,,enough,of

them do care so'that if you mak

c
these programs availab,Pe, th
will fight to keep'Aem ng;
and the students Oill.upPort
theM and so Will.t -enli tened,

.portion of any munity.*That

0

doesnJt.mea hat every program'
,will b- success, or that
e y contilov'ersy.will have a -

satisfactkiv outcome, but
the process of losing-out

the up-tight, we'll end up with
bettereducation. :In fact,
think.I.'ll'rm=ember than as a.

definitibn of true education --
. 'the proce0 of losing out to the

' up-tight: ,

'";
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CONNECTICUT {POETRY CIRCUIT"

et

- At 'the request of. the. Acaliemy,
of -American Poets, Holly Steveq,
daughter of the poet, Wallace
Stevens; organized the New England.
Poetry. Ci'r6u-it in 1963. By 19'68

..,, the number of schools participattng
had grown too large to-be managed

. conveniently: so the Cir4i-t
split in two, and with the-en-
couragement of the connecticut
Caroni ss-i on on -tire Alts; the
Connec

NorthernN
4Itire-y4it we
Miss Stev
Blirney
State tol
Director
Circuit
of Wes
's Di

-7
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-Stevens, and Richard wi lb4r..
The Director notifies the-various! .

`,- .`school representatives of the po'ets
' selected, sets- up the.-ilioeraries

for the poets, and 'distrib.utes
appropriate ,publ ici ty material.` A

grantfrom the Arts Commission pays
for .frayel expenses, which enables
the Cirtuit to bring poets from'
far_ sections of the countrly".
also pays for office expenses,
inVolved in running. the' Circuit.
Since 19:64 the fol3owing distinguished
poets have toured: A. R. rrinon, s

Irving Feldman, Jean Garrlgue, Thom
Gunn, Michael Harper, Anthony- Hecht,
Dary1-4Hine, Richard Howard,
BarbteraAowesliDayi4 -Igna tow,

-:Donald Justice, X. J. Kennedy,`
Galway 'Kinnel 1, William Meredi
James Merrill, Bink .Nol ,
Adrierm4 Ricti,James Stully, Louis
Simpson, Mark Strand; Robert .
Sward, May Swenson, and Derek
Wa I cat.

From 1968 -1973 the following.
_

- schools have .participated in the
tircuit: Central 'Connecti cut ;-
State ,College, Connecticut College,-
Greater.itarflord Congunity-,College,,
The Gunnery, Housatonic Community .
colle ManChester Community'
Qllege, Mis§ Porter's School,

Quinnip3 c College, Southern
Co ut .State, College, Trinity

lege, Uniiersity of Bridgeport,

t Poetry Circuit_and the-
En,gland Poetry

e established.
s', rement, i 1 1 i am.
ntral ,Connecti cut,

ege was named Acting
thee Connecticut_ Poetry -

n T968--70.' Jean Maynard
yan UniverSity has ,served

ctor since that time
.-The plirpose of the circuit is

,.to organize colleges in the state so-
a. poet can travel conveniently from
one to anther giving readings from
-his/her works'. 'This arrangement
brings f`inanci,al

-.by booking a n
for.him with n
period .of t
it possibl
a poet

ain to the poet
et- of readings

a concentrated .

It also makes .
for a college to engage

les.s expense than :

d incur if it iritedfilm.,
or her orf. its own.

-''Three,poetry Programs are
offered by the Circuit, each .

year, one in November, one -in
*February,- and one in April. The. %,
pbets are selected by the 'CircUit's
selectibn comittee: John Malcolm.
Brinnin, Louis' Coxe,--itichard,
Eberhart David Ferry-s s

.....Meredith,-Jarhes Merrill, Holly- 8

versity of Connecticut,
versity of kiartford, Yale

Un versity, Wes.leyanAniversity,
We tern Connecticut -State College,

fledge.- School.,
,

'.
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der William Burney'
direct p the' first tour
by FdarConnecti cut Student,
Poets was _organized infebruary.,
1970. Each year-since that time
colleges in the. state are invited
to select undergraduate student
poets to try for a place on the
February tour. Manuscripts by
the students are received'in the
fall.. They are coded and sent to
th41nembers of the Circuit's

/. selection committee, who choose the
'filial- four. While on tour, the
sdents enjoy the same opportunity
oFfered. to professionals and divide'
the$100 honorarium among themselves.
In the past four.years 16 students
have -i-kfoyed this. 'unique 'experience.
The fine quality of student, verse
is illustrated in the folloWing

poem by Frank- Levering, clags
of 1974, Wesleyan University, .

who .toured in February, 1973..

fl

God; lost God; Vwalk no -othcer.way.
No time to hesitate.
No timeto wait
and .see.

time at all.
The .knife is what, I
The edge is my thin pats.

-.'No time or space at all.

Where are you, now that t9i
I wake to-walk the 'day.
I Stop to go. 1

I- walk sofast, I'm slows
My balance .doesn' Vknovi , .
a destination:.

'It lacksla steady rIerve.
1.8 it.

.

God, lost God, someone,
be present. if I -swerve'
find me if I fall..

4

-- Frank Leo

.
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During the four months of

field work for the poetry program
report I w8.in high schools and .

'colleges, talked'witi, students
and teachers", met with adminis-,
trators, and became acquainted with
poets., What, I saw happening was. a
revision of tangUage_as--ar-t--ikritirrg --

, .and pOetry becoming events more-
people might enjoy. The . ..-
language of poetry. ins concerned
withwith what,words do fOr human beings.
Since words' are inseparable from
our feeling., how we use words

is te3ls us whatis,happening to us.
Our language_ can trap as'well, as
liberate us. But with new-insight
we know better who we are, what
we-need 'and hOw -t-O7SPeakour need,
how to ,give it the shape of our
voice in shaping or rearranging the
world.

,.The p thet coming into the classroousually
believes in student, pupil-

centered v,alue. S/he does not have
an answer for -the y: what do
you want me to do? P.upi ls have.. been trained to ask-'1*at .question
rather than ask: what do' I want?",
Results are not alwaxs what is'
expected by the schools. Many

. s tr a fors , teachers and others',

a

insti onal structures . Working
r change, is not eas.y. If the

''arts volts._ to, the .detriment of
-.the studen s then sthe is not

fully 'in touch with the wholeness
of a learning revolution,
! The poet sometimes was seen as
celebrityorreceived-with resent-
.vent. In both cases, important
aspects' of the program- are jeopard-

-. ized: .the demystification of
poetry and the poet experienced'
'as a human be-ing.

Going back .to what I said about
the effects of 'a pert'Orral voice, f;,
I want to speak about the importance
of increasing our awareness of the
SeXuatoppression _in_rour _language',

_impossible to firid, ath6r
. than in articles within the past

two years,* a women's existence
given credence on the printed page
or in people's speech:, the male .

pronoun stands for all the human
race, for .3111 creatures and sod.
What is the effect on her -.
feminine psyche when every time-
she picks up a book she reads
hundreds of pages. of him, his,
himself, he, men,*manlind; man?
We can.only benefit froth recognizing

e=the feminine part of ourselves,.
tended .to measure the Success of whether we are male or-.female. Anythe poetry program by ,the smooth- oppression of-another, is a.ness of,its pperatiori. There was denial, of our whole self.; t-4,ittle on-going trust inlprocess The radicalization of our,
and mudirkanxiety.alSckut the results;

'as a .ctinsequence , :the pupil's and tion, of how we *re led to. imaginesttldent teachers.often were lost ourselves and why. .T.o do th'iswesight of -in "these conflicts. need access'to oen imaginations and_The poets also could -be.' our honest feelings. We need new:impatient With the invent.
0

3

cons6iousness requires a- recogni,t,

'\*

images.- All of us:-in the poetry
t
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prograwf particularly the pdets,
can work through our language fo
reversal of the accepted supremac
of any creature or 'aspect of nature
over another.

The cooperative nature of this
'report is what I Want to stress and
the- help+, ved -fromt-hOse

,

ti

involved in the program's venture.

During the preparation' and writing,
Richard Place provided important
=insights and encouragements. I

'am grateful for his patient discussions
and. the- conscience he brought. to

bear on controversial views. It -

was his gentle ,and Tenient manner

= which madeDit possible -ft\r me. to

with .greate_fneedom,and: .

for a constant reassessing of my
:observations and pxperiences.
` Theidomissiot on the Artt
expressly wanted to present
."what _is" within each. chapter. -If .

I have been able to record and bring,
together some of the how and-why of
what happened in the poetry program
I think this is p2tentially n''
unusual ly helpfulreport. The

4, candor tof many of the people in the

poetry progr,am is, hope, Ultimately
what we hear .o.

.1

8
.



PROJECT III RECTOR' S SUMMARY

I

6 I would Me to .suggest a

few conditions under which improve-
ments might be made in future
.student teacher programs involving
poets. Because these efforts
bring together individuals with
a diversity of interests, capa-'

i-es-a-nd-pn-ints of-viewv-there
is a- need for the following:

Greater understanding of poet's -

role as artist-teacher; his/her
needs in this role, and acasinisira-

-tor's-understanding, respect, and
acceptance of defined responsibilities
and needs.

,

Greater_commitment_on the-- -part of

administrators to formulate methods
through which innovative programming

ern 'become part of the teacher
.

training-strueture%

Greater clarity as to purposes'and.
objectives-pfa program once_
placed in a cooperating school.

(It seems that.if.student teachePS'
cooperatiq teachers, and poets
'e not provided wi,:th absolute

clarity as to role responsibilities,
once faced with a class of pupils,
o4ly exceptiorially well adjusted
adults qan work, smoothly with
each othdr.) / ,

:
.

GrcaterchOi6es and alternatives
for student teachers with respect
to the3.29 znvolvementaiosth

.

visiting Oet(s). With the
preSsures'on:Student teachers
to produce, coupled:with-the'r

extremely 4iPerse.abi.kities:to.
6 so, a prOgram such as this,.

,

.4.

ti

if ;igAly struAred, leads to
either/or situations which lack
the dimension needed to approach

. the core of the problem.

Great patience on the part of.
administrators to discover
observable changes in student
teacher and pupil awareness.
Present attitudes undermine -

thoughtful reflection Which Leads
to wisdom. These should be changed
if administrators are to develop
modern, flexible and wise-teacher
training situations.

Greater patience ,on the -part of

poets attempting-to encour
changes in attitudes cif a _ar.- 4-

trators, supervisors and cooperating ,

tergahers: Poets (all artists) -

must remember that their choice
to live an anomalous life

cannot be easily understood by.
those who chodSe not to do'sa.

.

Americans,_ influenced to react
aggressive.ly to a threatening

situation, often tack the ability
to unai-,stand the artist., The
pOet must understand. his/her own.
personal part in this often
aggressive reactioe/action/reqction
,chain.

These observations stem.froM
..my reading the ...journals of student-.

.

tepchers.t.who p4rticipate4-in -the
programs at Central and Soust!tern

Connecticut State 'Colleges.. Some
of .the student ,teachers' were - .

saugH late'S"their training with
a ffikhtening thOught: Hag do

e-the poet's'tetho's of.

-

0
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teaching poetry in the schools
with the 'vastly different techniques
I have learned from my methods teacher,
and others who have taught me,
during the course of my training to
become an English teacher? Such a
dilemma involving a number of-
serisitive choices (affecting
loyalties, job recommendations and
perforthance eva'uation) coming late
in one's education can and did
cause serious hardships for many
student teachers. These hardships'
often appear to be the result of
ideological conflicts between poets
and college pei-sonnel with respect
to' the teaching of poetry in the

.1schools.--If the, student-teachers'-

s'condition,
future programm g:should make
hardlhipsarisertli

re

plans to'confrontiand resolve these
conflicts before a program begin's
working with student teachers.
Many of the specific,problems facing

, this program are, of course, indi-
cative of larger issues facing

".

. Americin Education, which cannot
be quickly worked out: This
presents us with a long, dIffi-
cult journey, which can only -be
made one step at ktime.

In my capacity as project
'director, I develoRed strong
personal feelings with respect
to the interactions I Observed -

7between poets, -methods teachers,
.supervi$orti Administrators;
-cooperating teachers and student
teachers. ,Consistently; these
feelings led me tti, angry out-

bursts, pointed critiCisths'and .

bitter conclusions.? .rzatt6h

..felt as though I" -Was th.the'
a .

0
_

re

..

2

r

middle of a cold war, caught in
the crossfire of sharp glances,
painful looks, anguished expressions
and-Sad stares, .

Unfortunately, artists and
educators are still (for the most
part)abrlds apart in their
under§tandings-Of each Other.
While working with the program,
I heard much complaining on the,
.part of both artists and educators
with respect to this fact; and,
deSpite the openness and honesty .-

of the complaints, a serious ,

personal and professional separation .

still existed between most .of the ,
poets aneeducators whey the year

-.---was-over: 'This-separation-cannot

'continue if We'are to edtcate truly
creative individuals prepared to
direct their lives with puFpose,.
imagination apd self-awareness.,.

--9
.
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EVALUATION: POETRY PROGRAMS'...:---

CENTRAL-AND SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGES

A PREAMBLE

r

This is ,a-report on a small but imporitant effort in the long and often
fruitless battle to carve out a placefpr the experience of poetry in
school curriculum.

Ye do not here address the question of whether a society can lon exist
numb to poetry. Ours is the smaller question: tan the schools reins to

*try- as a, mad -ekperi-ence in the -life of-more young people This- to -4

ask whether schoolteachers can learn to treat poetry at once as experience,
(2) examined experience, and (3) the creation.of poetry. There s' no need

. to, document the fact that poetry as it is taught in the schools ten ,.,'
the victim of 'its best-friends: the teachers of English. ,0)

. , The question then arises as towhether poetry can be restored in the
schools, and if so, who-ran 'do it and how? The Poets in the .Colleges 'project

Ts one answer _to that question. It proposes to test the simple assumptions. ;
that teachers,are not often poets, .that poets are not often teachers, and
thatetharefore future teachers must in part be taught how to teach poetry.

,__by _pets.' A final_questi on remains _to te_answered:__ _Can poetry- -be- -- --.!-- ------ ,--
taught in the schools without the help of poets who on occasion come to teach
poetry and to join in partnership with the teachers of English? Is not -

this guestionthe same as the one that asiS,whether nfusic in the scho i must ,
I5e taught by musicians, mathematicsby _mathematicians, and aot by artist ?' N.)

THE 'STRATEGY OF DIE REPORT

-. . .,
,

,.

.This report; on th inPoets n the Colleges Prpgranrattempts to''examine the
program as:it fiinctioned in 1972-73 at two institutions: Central CbruiectiCut
State-College anci Southern Connecticut State college. - The principal strategy,, .
of the report will be to establish'- the -objectives of the program and then to

.. 4

,comment on th.perceptions and impressions of the. people most closely involved .in it: -(1) the. high school and junior high school pupils Who*were taught by
poets and student teactiers froM the...two, colleges, (2) the student teachers,.

,,('3).thd college-imper-4sors of student' teaching, who also were involved iri .
, -. offerIngthe course in methods bf.te6ching English-,-in 'which the poets were °

fp particlUte (4) the,poets themselves, and (5) the, cooperating teachers.
The data,,for 'VAS potion 'of the,report were secured by way of",questionnaires;'

''. - .jdu:rrals,, iFrtatiews, and ivittenstatefnenti from selected participants.
AV O. After the710,esentation, of these, findings the report will, -taus on (1) an

.. ...

1 s'i-s of thee factors relating to the &tropes of the _program and (2), recormien- .

dat? nd suggestio0-i, for:the dkration of'the program.
t7 'Th report will c1eal separately With each of the two.colleges, sinre.ihe,

program, at each site yak essentially self-contained; each with i% own student
ratiteachers, college--sypervsiiors, poet, and coopeng _public schools. ..,- ,:..

,-.. ,Al
- -''' --.---:----e----. --7-- ---7---,T- . .
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THE OBJECTIVES. OF E PROGRAM -,-

.
,

The poetry proj ct fices two problems becauCe it sets out two interrelated
objectives: (1) to improve the collegiate courses in which future teachers,
are instructed in tie.teaching of poetry, and (2) to improve the actual in-class,,
c etence -of these student teachers when they enter the classroom to
te. ,oet y.- 4

1

hP Ty at e-cti are spelled out rn greater, defaT1 in the
vo uMe ant rtilsts' i__, -___t Classroom (Connecticut Commission on the
Arts, 1973 :

_ . ,.
. .

"01/C School prog Os are more concerned with. the development of '
, , Sensitivities than with the development of skills" '(p- 13). --

I I

"The essence of the process' is the exploration of the senses throLigh
artistic media and the guidance of practicing artists" (p. 1J): -

, s
Dr. Diane Shugert (Central Connecticut State College -supervisor of
stude_nt teaching) .'suggests that_Ositing_ poets- 'know-that this-program
concenttates not on teaching, high school' students but rather,on teaching
Studensst--teachers to teach- highschool studegits4"- -(p. 113). This view is
furthen amp3ified: ",...the best use of a visiting poet's talents would appear
to ,be in developin'g,the :collaborative and, personal writing skills of, the

,

college. students" (p.113).
, "

,(he objectives 'at-. Policies set out above should.be.kept in Mind ,

in the levaluation of the program, since the role of the poet in the
, schooleooin turns out' to -be a Major source of ambiguity, in. the entire -

,project. Some other views about the role ofthe :artist in the school ...

must also to noted,as in the paragraphs below.)
.

fhe,,areists and poets Work 'as-paraprofessionals in the classroom" (p; 10)--
(QueStioh: Does a "paraprofession-all" .1acti?) "... the afti5t Is in no
way a subStitute .." They do .not ollter the school as

, teacherv:.,"
, ,(pp.,.1,?--1,4)1-.-- - -..

(It may `be °note here that the' emphas i s. on the poet," s,..Aot :being . .--4'

a teacher. lis, not .compleMented by. an operational definition of what .
,a "bparaprcifessional" does do in the cl assrooM. ) , ..

"The Commission's primaryTill in project,was to encourage student ,,.
teachers to arrive at new attitudes...I'M-le teaching of writing and litera-ture'
in the public schools. Through workshops at the colleges and practice -:' ,

% , teaching, in 's.econdary -s.chools,---student teachers we'r --Supposed, to be 4helped by
the,,,peetg toexplor.'e new. ways of motivating children .to.-write and think- !"- -.

-..q&eatiVely"-_, Jp. 98).' ..._' , ,...2 7 ,
it :

5,..
.
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In any_ event, we have indicated (1) what the objectives of the poet's,:
program are, (2) what the poet should'be: a paraprofessional in the
schoolroom, and a teacher or co-teacher of student - teachers in the college
course ommethods-of teaching English,, and (3) that neither of the poet's
`roles is clearly set forth-.

--THE -OBJECTIVES- RUMS IDERED

If we reexamine the objectives of thd program as established by the
: Commission, we come-face, to face with 'a thorny problem: :What convincing
evidence,shall we seek concerning the competences of. the student teachers'
to motivate Children "to write and think creatively" about poetry? Tie
'answer is that there are two kinds of criterion measures for the competence
of teachers. The first is the.professionaljudgMents of,,individuals-
competent in the teaching. of.poetry. The second'is evidence that the
pupils taught by, the student teachers have to some satisfactory degree
.increased -their competences-in-thinking creatively about poetry and to
writing poetry. The:firstskind of criterion, 'the judgments of experts,
does not tap directly into what ils have learned. The second, the

.,ac Ual performance and views orthe iupils themselves, comes closer to the
.

o jectivelof the- Commistion, but t ir views'are uneducated and judgments
1)1:jilt their work are extremely al ible. -These.weaknesses in criterion

measures are multiplie,d,by the ct'th
, the actual teaching, perhaps

,

/ contrary to the

some kind of partnership ith the student teacher§, ,.We are

the design' of the Comilliss n, appears to have,been done by
the pOets

.

therefore unable to isolate the 'contribution made by ,either of'the partners.
alone.

'Our-solution-to the dilemma is simply to present two major categories _of
evidence:'. (1).that provided by the pupils concerning their experience in the
p etry peogram.as a whole, and (2),the views of student teachers about ,

their experience in the' methods_ courses taught by thep-Oets and about their
actual 'experiences in theAtigh school and junior high-schools where they
taught. It seems likely that the observations ofcompetent judges-,--callege
supervisors, and cooperating teachers, were not intense enough to provide a'
°firm basis'for'final judgments, although their views will also be presented.

We hasten'to.add that.al the idnds'of evidence we shall-,considei here
are inadequate to .the' burden welhall'place.upon:them, 'WephaVe, at best,
only a'weak basis for_ final judgments,. Our only apology far thjs;apOogr.
is that.the evidence Presented is the best we have been able-to'gather under
-the complex Conditions of the pqpt's program as ft evolved in the' college
methods courses and in the classrouWwhere the poets and,student teachers

""
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taught, and where the aid of some,cooperatihg teachers undbubtedly contri-
buted much to both what the pupils and student teachers learned, and to the
complexity of the'peoblem of evaluating the prograT.

This'report will therefore present first the data provided by'the pupils,
then the data provided by the student teachers, and finally the eduttted
opinions of the college supervisor, the poet, and some few cooperating
'teachers. Our own views will also, of course, be visible in the'report.

SOURCES OF DATA

Defin4tions: /

Control group': Those pupils not slated to participate
poet sjrogram.

1

Experimental group: pupils'i oupi or classesgscheduled 6
_participate in the -poet -s- ogram., ---- -:----- ----i --------,-----

Pretest group: ils replying to quest nnaire, including those
Ip participate in the program,and those who were not.

...,

in the

,,

.Post-test grOup: pupils actually, ariti'cipating 'in the:experimental
I

program. (AssumedAa berpracticall
, ..the dpils replytm to .

the Oretest.vestiohnare-and deli aced as " e experimental,
:group.." This,is,:however, only an untested-7'a sumption) .p.,-.....-

9.

Sites:,

Central ConnectiiCut°.State Co4Jege

Southern COrinecticut State College
-,;

Number of Schools reporting:

Central: 3 secondary schools
' 'Southern: 3 secondary tchobls

Total:______. 6

Na f classes reporting on retest:
;

.

Central:-: 10 tclgsses

/ Southern: 7 classes

9
104* ..,
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Number of 'classes in poetry program:

Central: .

.Southern:
5 classes (or. groups)
5 classes (or groypq

0

*Some small groups (3 to 5 pupils) were emitted .,
from the tabulations of.response, as were two control classes.

Approximate number of.pupils reporting on pretest:

t, Central: .195`. ......

Southern: 84 R r ,

Total.:*- 279

, .
ApprOximate number of pupils in pretest - experimental group:

--- Central:-- 112- .
Southern:. 59

a ,

Total: 1,71 ,

,
Approximate number of .puki 1 s in pretest-control group:

,,4.--- --Central :; 83
.Souttiern: . 25'

, Total. -., . 108 ,
, .

,

t, 4 . ..s , o`

.

Approximate number of otipfls- reporting in post-program classes:
. - .

Central : .' Y02-
' Southern, : 54

Total , ,
, .

'155 , ,,... op'
. ---

- RESPONSES FROM ;RUPILS-

.

Two questionmatres .provide the data designecilo assess the high, school and
junior high schootpupi.lsf responses to selegtO aspects of the'poetry program.

r The "pritest", ojuestfonnaires were administered -prict, to the initiationyot the:,
programT ) to 1a sal', le-of pupils.-not schedule, partici,pate

. , ,..

le%

i
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s

"control" group), and (2) to the pupils scheduled to Work With the pbetand--,
student teachers from the two colleges. The "post-test" questionnaires were
admipistered,to the high sdhool and junior high school pupils after completiii

...
of the poetry program, and polled only participants in it.:

. .

,-

., AlthoUgh some tec nidal, research terms .are used'in this .report, they
Should be viewed simp y as handy designations.' They do not indi6ate that '",
the data Collected wt 1 be treated as though representing a rigorous research

\ design or intent. On 'the conyary, the conditions for collection of themdata
(and thetreatment-of the data. itself) represenfonly a fairly loose, ' .

informal effort tq'get some relevant-information from the pupils'. These
/,:- data are prim,arily designed to evoke questions, although on some occasions

a-fevt-guesses about- implications of the data ire ventarIK. / ..

The pPetest or `pre- program questionnaire,is composed'of two parts, as
follows: '.-- -/.._

- -.
,,.Part I In oi. nion is a'sectioh designed to secure

,/

from pupils,
their free 'flitter) responses to.open-lended question's like

. "Inpmy. inidn, mast poets..." . ,.,.. _

. . 4

Part II: Likes - Dislikes is .a sectiOn,designed to tap jnf6rmation on;

die-pupi1S'' likes,and dislikes concerrifh5 inclast-and out-of-class .

.......,

.activities relating to poetry. Responses:were bynumbers: .

% 1.' Like very.much; 2,, dike' somewhat; 3...Neither liicelnor dislike;
4., Dislike somewhat; 5. Dislike very:much. Two examples of items
are: Witifig poetry in-class" and "Reading obe-trY ih my free time.",

, The post-test or postLprogramIqUestionhafrecis composed of four parts,
as'follows! .

.

.

1

,
Part J: Identical' with . ?art I of restest;

Part II:. ,Identcal with.-Rart II-of the' pretest.' '-'. .

Part. III./ Interests; ca set of questions designed to ,tap pupils'
'dpinions, about the effects of the'poetry lirogram on (1), their future,

.

interest in activities,related to poetry, and (2),their'learnings'inl

_ .
the program itself., . - "

r , .Part IV: Ine.instrction:, a.,list 'of adjectives
. (

to be-checked only
,

' if the OUpils believe that.they.apPly;t6 their poet-teacher. e.g., ,

successful;,unsuccessful;:well informed about poetry; poorly informed
- ,-

about paetrt. -

(SiMpar idFdrmatim relatingto.the'student teachers was- collected
but is not reported, here.)

.,.

,,

. . .
.

RESPONSES'FROMSCH. OOLS IN THE CENTRAL SITE
,/

In my opinion \ ,

0

0
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1. most poets

,

'(Feiee [W,rittenT responses* were coded simply as 'favorable or-positive" 2---;.
opinions about poets/ "unfavorable or negative' responses, and "nonclass-W-
fiable' inthete categories. ExampleVof responses:' Favorable:, Poets.

.s eXpress feelings well; Unfavorable: They rot; Unclassifiable: Never ''

. knew any.)
, _

, .

In the Central graup the total pre-program responses were 94 (57%)
;favorable' to 71 (43%) unfavorable for the pupils that responded to the
question: , The replies bf pupils74.hot slated to take the poetry program -,
-were 60% favorable and 40% unfavoTaEie to.poets." Those pupils slated
to participate in the.poetry program were aboUt equally,Ovided (50% to

. , .. ,,

'I

-50%) between like and dislike on this. item.,_
4t., the completion of the progrartreSpontes were V% favorable to au -,-

unfavorable, indicating that the experiences of the,program may, have'improved ,

the opinions -of the participants'su6stantially concerning,Poets'in gertera:
(or, pos5ibly;.concerning theRoe't,working at Cehtrarl:

=

It flay' be that; -ln the fj.nal analysis, tfie most'meaningfui .data could.
'be'that secured f,om classes or grbOps.

; Pro- Program Score Popt-Program Scare
CZass .

, Positive Negative Positive' ',Negative

Seventh grade
o /

Honors-8th.g. rcide

.

'Above average 9th .grado.

Low th grad,
- '

e crative.'writing ,12

t

4

6 12
, .

6 ,*

10

15 4

b
V

° .. ! r.' " ,,q
.,, '''' C, /

, ,
*Scores for this 'section entitle'd "Inpy*in u,

r.PPre$ ntthe timber of,
retponsesnot the nuMber:of pupils. Some)pU not reply, atall,.othdr.s,

'. may
,have wrttten,tevl,respons'eS. (,H,:,,,:sera

,
,

I'
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It appears that the views of the eventift and the ninth grade groups

about poets unproved substantially in the .course of the program. Those of

the eighth grade and the tenth grade roups seem to have deteriorated. The

data about the twelfth grade group se ms'"too attenuated by attrition in
numbers of responses to' sUpport inter retation.

. ,. .

..I.
,

, In my opinion

2. the poetry I've read in school

Pre est rou

Contliol'g,rou

Post-test group e'

Fit,voable
. I

61 (37%)

191 (29%)

'(41%)

Unfavorable

1.5 (63%)

46 (71%1

5R (59%)

.1. 'The poetry. 'read in school is genera y not very favorably ,perceived,
by the pretest pupils: 63% find i not to their taste. ,

2. The control group-is even- more un avorably disiioSed...
3. ThOse 14n took the poetry progra (post-test group)' stilfted.

-little to a favorable view -in chool However, an omi sqi on° in the
wording of this item may have m de, the'interpretationofreeed here,
untenable. The 'Item in the .os -test should have read: "In,my.

opinidn the poetry I've. read i school during the poetry progeam.:."
Our assumption, nevertheless h s been that -the pupils in the poetry

program probably did in-deed r fer the question to the poetry they 1.1.4d

'read during the program. *

'I. In my.-6pincon

, ; '3. woricin6 with a 'poet in writing poetry
Y

0 I..
1 , . I 4. . I

Even, before the peogeam had..begun',1thde idea of working with a poetin :
t

.

writing poetry Seems to have heTd a strong -attraction foe- the Tunis in the

Central group:. Seventy percent of all. votes were favorable to the ,prpsect.,
. . , Diat..is, one might say thati-a the.Central Sitethe Poet and the poet s

peogram: -st8od a good chance'of, succeeding4-cOnditions were propitiou.'" In

. ., .1-4: .,*.truth, the, ohances were even higher than the gross count on'thit item Wade-

it appear. In the control group (those tat, slated -to participate), 60 percent
...-., ,, - . A
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iiewed the prospect favbrably, whereas the experimert.til group were about
78 percent favorably, whereas the experimental group were about 78, percent
favorably predisposed to the experience.

As it turned out the pre-prograescores were so favorable that post-
prkgram scores right Well have been "bumping uo against the ceiling.' In
any event, the post-program scores on working with the poet to write poetry
showed a probably non-signif4cant improvement, moving up from 78 ta-80

17.

;,:k

..
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t 4percent. On the other hand,,the high anticipatory score was clearly not \-
eroded by the actual experiences of working with the poet and writing poetry,
among a group of pupils strongly predisposed to -view it favorably to start.

it seems.permissable to speculate that the idea of working with a
real live poet in writing poetry appeals in prospect to a surprisingly.
large number of pupils, and that 'the pupils at the Central schbols were not

disappointed in their high expectatIons,
One possible reversal of this finding may have occurred in one class.,

but the pre-post data for this class are'perhaps too dubious to support -this interpretation: only 14 pupils reported on this item in the pre-test
(9 favorable, 5 unfavorable), whereas 21 Pupils reported in' the post-test
9 favorable, 12 unfavorable). It is additibnally worth noting that this
class is characterized as being among the ;11okacademic achievers, in
contrast to the other classes and group; which ardescribeti as "above
.average," "honors" or "creative writing" classe

kfiote: itp the interpretation of pretest aria post-test-results throughout
this report on responses from pupils, an unverifieciaisAtmption is made

'tlia-Lthe membership of the pretest experimental group was substantially
the sarrie as that of tfie group that eventually took the plogearkwith the
poet. It is possible, however , that at both the Central and the-Southern
sites--the classes may.haveflost some of the pupils who were most
strongly alienated fiftm` the program. Suchattrition might have a
powerful effect on the scores observed among the Pupils inn the, program.

,
I. In my opinion

4. poetry
1-In this item an attempt was made to sound out the pupils' attitudes

.toward poetry generaTly, in contrast to thd poetry studied in school Nee
item 2).

In the- pretest group the responses.were surprisingly favorable. They
certainly were mote favorable than our own.stereotypical expectations. Of
144 responses, 100 were favorable.sThecontrol .group was 67% favorable; the
experimental group.was 71% favorable.

At the end of the program the experimental group's score was 65%
favorable. Y- Thew, "low academic" group reversed .it's scores from 11 favorable

' 109
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and 5 unfavorable in the pretest to 8 favorable and 11 unfavorable in the
_post:test. The evidence seems to support a hunch that the "low academic".
group may have' had a "bad trip." _ .

It is both interesting and saddening to speculate that pdetry read
during these Pupils' school careers is rated lower than poetry in general.
Poetry read. in school was rated favorably by 29% of the control group and 15y
41% of the experimental group (see item 2). In the item reported here,
noetry inrgerieral was rated favorably by 67% of the control group and 71% pf
'the experimental group.

. II. tike Dislike
4. studying poetry in class
For' the entiee,pretest group, "studying poetry in class" was generally-

viewe d with distaste. Of 181,respopses, 79 (44%) were--"like", to 102
(56%) "dislike"" The control grotto scored 23 (32%) like to 49 (68%)

votes. The experimental group scored 56 (56%) like votes to'44
(44%) dislike. The reversals between control and experimental'oroups here
emphasize strongly the favorable "bias" of the pupils destined to participate
in the program at the Central site.

1The post-program scores of the experimental group on this item were 53
(63%) like to 31 (37%) dislike.

One might entertain the hunch that the experiences of the poetry program
'increased the pupils' enjoyment ofthe study of poetry in school. If so, the
program might be considered to have dorfe fairly well in achieving one of the
ultimate criteria of the experimental program.

II. Like Dislike
2. reading poetry silently in class .

The pupils taking the. pretest registered- 77 (48%) "like" scores to 85
(52%) "dislike" for reading poetry silently in class. On this item the
control group registered 24 (38%) like to.39.(62%) 'dislike votes. The

experimental group recorded 53 (54%) likes to 46 (46%) dislikes. Neither
group could be termed enthusiastic about sitting in class and reading poetry
silently.

II. Like Dislike
3:-. reading poetry aloud in class

It seems fair to guess that the pupils' liking for reading poetry aloud
i class would improve in-a program featuring readings by,the poet, pupils,

-and others. The like-dislike scores are set out below: :

10
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3`o ixl pre-r,rog4w.rt scores

1Like\ Dislike

-(experimental amd control gyouhs) 40 60.

Pee-program experimental group' 45 .55

Pre-program contr'K group '' 33 67

Post-program scores of experimental group 48 52

,,-

,heascores on reading aloud in class seem hot to have changed very much
for 'the experimental,group, up from 45% to AS%, .

II. Like-Di sl i ke

. 4. listenin,l, to _poetry-in class

O

The .p pereeqages on like - dislike for listening to poetry in
class ar listed below:

Total p,e-program scores

Pre-program experimentaiTgroUP

Pre - program control. group

Like % Dislike

6 ,t

66 34

54

The scores of the experimental group did not improve substantially. ,

.Post program scores of 4,erimental group.!

. -
IL, Like- Dislike.

5".' Discussing poetry in class
-.)

The total pretest group evidenced a. strong dislike for "discussing poetry
in class:"- Of 160 responses, 35% recorded like votes, to 65% who recorded '-
dislike. Forty-five percent of the experimental group voted "like" on the
pretest. After the completion of the poetry program their scores changed
only,--slightly to 48% "like " ,--

,-

vo'

,A- , '''.

In' Like-Dislike /
6. 'writing poetry in class

1, //a 40

1
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Perhaps the most salient characteristic of the poetry program,was Its
emphasis on the writing of original poetry by pupils. The pretest
like-dislike scores are more informative if viewed by classes than by
agglomerates. For example, only two groups voted "1 i ke".more frequently
than dislike: 12 to 7 in a seventh grade "above average" class and 18 to 5
in a creative writing (elective) class. Eight other classeS- registered
like-dislike scores of 9-to 10, 5 to 6, 8 to 11, 3 to 7, 6 to 10, 4 to 19,
3-to 17, and 6 -t0.7.. The'4.to 19 scores, were registered by a "low academic"
group in the experimental group, whereas the' 3 to 17 score came from an
"above average" class in the control group.

The experimental group as a whole voted 50% to,50% like-dislike ,in the
pretest. The post-program scores for this group were 61% "Like", e
substantial increase that may speak well for the program at Central.

II. Like-Dislike
7-11. studying, reading, writing, listening to, and discussing oetry

in my free time

Five items. were designed to assess the "before anafter" ,responses of
the experimental and cpqtrol pupils in' tAeprogram,-in relation to.studying,
reading, writing, listening to, and discuel,ing poetry in their free time,- ''.

These items 'attempt to ascertain the pupils' l44Le-dis 1 i ke . scores fqr self-
. initated activities related to.poetf4y, to answer'7f question of--nether

rpoef y is alive and we 1 irrlAe mind and heart- of ,pupi tit} sChool is
'when poetry. is, t luilred. ..-

.,... lAtidying poetry ap cussing,pe6try rie'.i-free:.--e-seerr-to-lie".7_
,

fairly unpopular pasti s. . 3
.

,

Readipg _poetry in- pupils' , fi.et me showed no change
tice*tott, -an' reading and=1,efing',-in:fref, f:Tiile:yl 1 i the change -TIT- -___

-::Si-..,--- .;,- --, .
.,-,,

.

-. ,../, All 'control qxoupiNspyrs :on 'a five items are, lower than 'all other 't.:- .

sares, underlining the les favorable orientation of the Control group's
sc-Ores'50 ,almoi al items.

It Will be in: sting to weigh the thanges in pre- and post program
Nikes and dislikes:, epecially in relation to-the pupils' 'rating of their
oet-teacher, repTbrted later' under the rubric of 'The-Instruction."

f 1 1 .:, Ifiterest's (Post-program:students only.;
-the items repoirted in -this Alection.were designed to assess the impact of

thy! poet ' s-programupon thegp4ils'A6estirriatesof--their present and future
)interest in matttr perOinIng to poetry:- ,,,...,

1. About '7141-e the gropiltakittt the poetry Or2grain found it, interesting.
2. Sixty-ei-Ot percent reported that-givin the opportunity, they

would,take more course work in poetry. (Because of a defect in, the wording
t

the-pd4tzp'fogram

I
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of the item, the reference to course work in poetry was left out, but we
have assumed that the reference to poetry was so clear that,we may risk the
guess that the pupils interpreted the item as intended.)

. 3. Fifty-two (54%) of the 97 pupils responding to an item on the
effect of the experiences of, the poetry program bn their interest in
creative writing other than poetry indicated an increase in such interest.
Eighteen (19'.) reported a decrease, and 27 (28',1 scored no influence one
way orthe other. Such a response, ever in view of the marked predisposition
of the experimental ,roup for.the experimental program, seems to speak well
for their experiences in it..

4. Fifty-one (55%) of 91 students ,responding to a question about the
effects of the poetry program upon their future.self-initiated reading of
poetry reported a likely, increase in such reading. Forty pupils (44%)
reported the likelihood of a decrease.'

.5. A key question on whether the pupils in the prggram wrote poetry on
their own as a result of their work elicited the information 'that 52 out
of 100 pupils did.so. The number seems to us to be larger than expectation,
even-in view of the pupils.1 favorable predisposition toward such activities.
But such a,view may be too optimistic,, and the data here are much too
inadequate 'to support a very defensible conclusion.

6. A large majority of pupils (76 of 98) in the program indicated that
they had learned a great deal or a moderate amount about writingrpoetry,
in contrast to 22 who considered they had not learned very much at all.
Only the Class characterized as ofa "low academic ability" reversed this
finding: 5 to 13.

It_seems fair to conclude that about 75% Of the pupils, reporting on this
_;..itemsreported substantial' learning about the actual processes of writing

loetry, certainly no small accomplishment for the program.
7. Results very similar to those reported for the preceding item were

reported about 4 questiOn concerning increases in the pupils' ability to
understand poetry,

8. . An item asking whether pupils;in the poetry prdgram improved their
ability to-express themselves orally reverses the data of items 5, 6, and
7 above. Thirty -Fight pupils,said )/es; 60 said no.

Perhaps one might note that here (as elsewhere, the pupils made fairly
fine dischminations in their_replies rather than responding in uniform and
undiscriminating fashion either positively or.negatively.

It appears very likely to us that gains in ability to express oneself
orally might not be a salient outcome of a short program on poetry.

9. Replies to a question about pupils' improvement in their ability to
express themselves 'in written form reveal that'63 felt they had indeed
improved, in contrast to 33 who thought they had not. In this' respect it
appears that about two-thirds of the pupils who answered-the post-program
questionnairelthought they had improved theselves in a competecte highly
prized--at least in- school.'



10. The responses reported on this item may be both interesting and
important for educators. 'The item asked the pupils to complete the following
phrase: "Irlimy opinion the rules for-conductthe social climate--in
the poetry 'class..." In order to interpret the pupils' answers we must
first note that in the judgment of almost all the adults and pupil's involved
in the program, the rules for conduct in the poet's dasses could be charac-
terized as open, free, much less formal and,mdch less restricting than the
rules4of conduct customarily enforced in crass.' As a matter of fact, some
adults and pupils felt that the "freedofn" of the poet's classes 'approached
anarchy. 4'

AgainstAhis background we, may note that 41 pupils found the rules for
conduct in the poetry class congenial, while 19 viewed them with disfavor.
We may also add that the class that consistently deprecated their experiences
in the poetry class crossed the line here to register 8 favorable votes to
5 unfavorable. Both sides appear to feel very strongly about their views.
The item tended to polarize the pupils' responses. Comments on both the
"rules" of the school and the "rules" in the poet's classes ranged
from golden positives to _expressions like "stinks," "rots," and an occasional
obscenity. T

We were struck both by th sincerity and depth of many of the pupils'
pleas for more freedom in sc ool and by the passion in their dislike of a
rigid system that they fel reduced them as human beings by enforcing
puerile and unreasonable rules for conduct that demaned the school's verbal
adherences to freedom. The dis-illusionment of many pupils with the quality
of life in their schools was deeply felt and deeply expressed. So too were
the minority's dislike for the excessive freedom they felt they were
accorded in the poet's classes.

IV. The Instruction

An effort was made to determihe how pupils in the poetry program viewed
their poet-teacher. They were therefore asked at the end of the program, to
check a list of polar characteristics that might provide some clues about
their perceptions of the poet as teacher. Their responses are presented
below as the sum of all the pupils' replies at the Central site.

Characteristic

Successful
Unsuccessful
Friendly
Unfriendly
Enthusiastic

1O
114

No. students phecking item

-61

98

77

25-
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Characteristic
.0

Ur enthusiastic
,00P-Pat-,,ent

impatient.
Well inormed about poetry
Poorlyinformed about poefry,
Encourages us to write
2iscourages us from writing
Fair
Unfair
Warts us to learn

Dbesn't care whether we learn'
7ependable
Undependable
Kind

Unkind

We -may note.

(50),.andthe hi
. here may...be to

We'haaVe arb

the four highe
'scores, as f' 1

No. of students checking item

! .

17
59

83

82 .

-76

76

50

83

/

.

7.

ZZ

Z7'

Z8

8.

/4 ,, ..;
- ,.

.. .
)1at the lowe'st,obsitive ratingkvas-cecorded tor- dependable" .,*

hest negative i1;104 f6r."undependible: (32),t:The refelencftt
he poet's tardiness and7or,absence during.the pray-am., -;
trarily divided the positive scores intb,three groups:
:s-ceres, the thre miacae'sCore,aathe °three. loWest

rt

... ..

owes:.

est-, . .0 ...Middle

Friendly 98 Nthysiastic _

Wetl informed
.

.

p

.

about poetry, ,' .8J " , Fair ; . , _ 76
Kind , ._ 83 ' . WantS us to .learn 76

-, Encourages us ti9"' .

write

°

77

82

.

Loweri:

Sucqessful ,'°
Patient 59

Dependable 50

It seems that the pupils are trying to say that the poet may rate
extremely high on seven characteristics and still hot.be viewed as an
outstandinglysuccesVul teacher. It may also be noted that the negative
scores are aligned inversely with iKe positive scores, the highest,positives
scores being coupled with the lowest negative scores.and vice versa.

WO:'caoh.ly guess that the pupils are extremely discriminating and in
'strong agreem6nt in their judgments'abeut ie pOet as teacher. They
apparently do not eq*# 'Successful teaching with friendliness, command
of subject matter,:klidneAs, and. encouragement to write poetry. Wte shall

ll5
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not risk any further-surmises about these matters, leaving them rather to
those readers disposed to analysis.

A FEW OBSERVATIONS ABOUT PURILS',RESPONSES AT THE CENTRAL SITE

1. Many of the pupils who expressed a dislike of poetry noted that
they had experienced difficulties in understanding poetry-- understanding, it
cognitively) and denotatiyely. That is, they seemed to be lodking for a

,message, a story, something that could be apprehended quickly and clearly,
as they might apprehend a news article or a chapter!in a science text. If,

this hunch comes close, to reality, thee it Might follow (a) that some
pupils should be indUcted into the enjoyment.of.poetry by way of poetry that-
,tells a simple story simply,,ando(b) that they should gradually be helped
to comprehend the processes of connotation and affective response to language.

2. Reading poetry silently in class appears to polarize the pupils
strongly: they either like it or dislike it (both heartily). Few respond
in neutral terms. It might' therefore be advisable for teachers to encourage
silent reading principally for selected pupils who,are likely to relish it.
For the others, silent reading may simply harden a distaste fOr poetry.

k3. It may be useful to restate one of the eternal verities about the
diverse responses of different human beings to-the'same event. That is to
say thaOthe diversity of pupils' opinions about the same poet remain
strikingly and refreshingly different. In a single class the pupils wrote
the following replies to-an open-ended question about the poet; and poetry:

He was nice 'Dislike him very much
It was fun A waste of time with him teaching if
A good idea _I hate it a

Interesting , Wasn't very educational
Different'

4. Most pupils tried hard to respond carefully and in complex terms in
,the replies to items on the qwestiohnaire. For example, some judged the poet
to be both kind and unkind, diffiCult and easy to understand, as he might
at different times have been. .

.THE.STUDENT TEACHERS AT CENTRAL,CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE

The Pre-TqaChing Questionnaire The five student,teattwrs scheduled to work'
in the poetry program at Central Connecticut State College completed a

l76
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questionnaire designed to ascertain their views about the experimental
teaching program ly4ng ahead of them, and about their own interests fn
poetry. 'A summary of their response's may serve the purpose tf establishing
their attitudes, interests, and objectives prior to the experimental
program, thusyroviding a baseline for the developments to follow in the
program.

Z.
, .

Their objectives in the program no, of Responses

To learn how
creately
To .learn how

learn how

.to stimulate pupils to write

to help pupi . enjoy poetry
to teach poetry

To-find out how pupils feel about poetry
To stimulate pupils to think creatively

2. Their own interest in poetry at this.time

4

3

3

t

. no. of Responses
0

Interested, excited, enthusiastiC
flow working with and writing poetry 3
WelcOme anything different

3. Interes tn learning to teach poetry ' no. of Responses.

--PerLnai reactions
711elping,pupild

/,/ A challenge,. great, looking forward to it
.

7n working with pupils

To find out hal) they react to poetry
To help them to write poetry 1

3

3

Outreaches of poetry.

, Is a basis for creative writing.
In conjunction with music

1

4. Most important objectives in teaching poetry no. of Responses

To stimulate creativity, feeling response
To increase understandi.ng
To increase enjoyment

117
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, To show relation of poetry to other kinds of writing 1

-o overcome fear of "the blank page" l

Collegiate preparation for teaching poetry no. of Responses

Courses in methods of teaching 4
Courses in poetry 3
Literature for young adults
Philosophy of educatiln

6. Ayticirations for the experimental program no. pf Responses

Enthusiastic, interested hopeful 9
Relieved
Anxious

7. Student teachers' criteria for judging pupils'
original poetry no. oP Responses

Will the pupil try? 3
Improvement in writing poetry
Quality of pupil's expression

8. Understanding of guidelines for working with poet no. of Responses

To be cooperatively determined by student teacher,
poet, and Cooperating teacher 3

None provided 3
Do my best

Use poet's and cooperating teacher's help 1

9. Understanding of own responsibilities

To help pupils
To help poet
To follow poet's guidelines

10. T'xpectations about pupils' responses to
traditionaTteachin? off' poetry school

Dread, disgust, displeasure
Lack of understanding
Unresponsive 1.0

118

no. of Responses

8

1

i
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ZZ. Expectations about pupil's responses to the
experimental program

Favorable 4
Unfavorable
Do not know

Most student teachers appeared to be looking forward with pleasure to
the experimental program; in spite of the fact that they anticipated that
the pupils would have been "turned off" by traditional teaching. Possibly
the most disturbing aspect of the student teachers' responses was their
eVident lack of knowledge about how the program was to be conducted.
Perhaps the best presage of success for the program is their strong
enthusiasm and optimistism concerning the success that awaits them in
their student teaching in the experimental program.

STUDENT TEACHERS' RESPONSES AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The Methods Course at they kege (Central)

.

The methbds had origi!hall been planned as a joint venture-7a sort of
team teaching essay by the college instrudtor and the poet. In actual
operation, however; internal/stresses quickly split the partnership. As .

a consequence, the insiruct r offered-hen_customary course in methods of
,

teaching EngTish,so Tepoet arranged to make himself available,
also solo,. to sma _group of student teachers.

It should b noted at the student teachers enrolled in the methods
course inclu d all th e preparing to do student teaching in Englist..A,e
Of this g up,'only fie were to be involved in the poetry program. One'
of the left the pr ram and was replaced by.a substitute. The report-
fro his poitit forty rd will be concerned only with the five student teachers

o ultimately participated in the poetry project.
The views of the five student' teachers concerning their methods course-

with the College instructor are stron negative-4 m-phenomen very often

4observed abOut many collegiate methods courses. /tine student teacher felt
that she had Aearned a eat deal from the Course, The others saw the course
as weakened by an overemphWs on construction of a 106g-unit, lacking
structurie, and deficient in useful teaching techniques. The tack of
careful planning for the. student teaching experience was also noted - -a
theme 'that_ recurs over and over:

/
22,9
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The Methods Course With the Poet

*MY

The major deficiencies of the methods course offered by the poet were
again a lack of organization and careful planning, plus a lack of varied
teachthg techniques. Some found the cadrse too short to be useful, others
complained of the excessive emphasis on the poet* poetry, and still
others regretted the lack of constructive criticism and feedback,about their
own teaching.

On the positive side of the ledger, however, the credits were impressive:
The work with the poet himself was the best part of the methods course.
Small -group work was excellent, useful, and enjoyable.
The Poet was always available from 4 to 9.
I learned how to write poetry.
The poet's exercises were superb--the best part of the'tourse,
-fantastic,

The most - valuable course I've ever taken.
I wrote poetry on, my own.
Such a course is 'a necessity
I want to teach poetry, etc.

Most college teacherwould be pleased with suc4alance as th
teachers cast between weaknesses and strengths.

The Student -Teaching Experiences

From the student teachers' point of view their student teaching
experiences were in some respecti very baC and, in a few others, nretty
good. On the debit side,.of the ledger was a unaniiins opinion that the
poet's irregular appearances in and absence from class were very bad.' The
student teachers were equally dissatisfied with thelatk oforganization,
planning, and communication in the. project. Three of five student teachers
also noted some stress and strain because of what they saw as the cooperating
teachers' disapproval of certain aspects Of the poetry program.

Other dissatisfactions were noted, but the list, is fairly long: ''the

poet taught is nothing"; he favoreTa few of the pupils; the program was
viewed by three' student teachers as a failure in their schools; and one,
student teacher was,"caught in the'middle" of-differences betWeen the poet
and the-cookrating teacher.

On the credit side.of the ledger, three student teachers" called.
attention first of all to the fact thatthe freedoms offered to pUpils,by'
the poet and his untonditional 4cceptanceof each pupil, constituted major
strengths of the teachingsprogramand were a majOr contribution to the
student teachers' own learnings in thp,Project. Another strength of the
program citeasby the studentteachers'was that the poet's'teathing hadan

1 0 c.)
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impact on the pupils, it was "influential." Two student teachers volunteehed.
that-their cooperating teachers cooperated well and added strength to the
instruction. Perhaps the fines colade was offered by-one student teacher
who claimed to have learned to eac tke poetry program "by myself." Another
student teacher, however, found hers- f at the other pole, and stated her
belief that the program was impossibl ithout the poet.

The Student Teachers' View of Their Pupils

In response to a query about the junior and senior high school pupils'
reactions to their experience ta-the poetry-program, the student teachers-
appeared to us to give carefully considered and percePtive answers. The
pupils

were at first hesitant to write poetry, butIrarmed uo rapidly '

enjoyed the poetry 0
.wrote well

-,mfssed the pdetwhen'he,didn't core
enthusi tie

_accepted the t immediately
lost some,in t after three weeks
wrote some pre bad poetry
saw rio purpose the program
didn't know what was going on

The Student Teachers' Views About the Program

The opinions of the student teachers abOut the organization, a s, planning,
and administration of the program at the Central site were uniform dismal:

unclarified poorly planned
vague poorly communicated

1C0
- confused disorganized
too brief

The College Contributions to the Student Teaching Experiences
.

The breakdown between the general methods course and the poet's methods
course at the college--carried over into the student teaching experiences--
generated an unrelieved bitterness among the student teachers. They felt
that .t.he contributions of the college were nil:

10 ti
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The college did nothing.
One college supervisor made one visit--or none.
The regular methods course contributed nothing to our work in
poetry in the schools.

Some student teachers noted bitterly that the college evaluation of their
Work in the schools was made on the basis of an inadequate number of
observations. By far the saddest complaint of some student teachers related
to the fact that the college evaluators ignored the extremely difficult
circumstances of the experiment program' especially amid the conflicting
expectations and the animosities generated among college supervisors, the
poet, and some cooperating teachers.. As a consequence, these student
teachers felt, they received unmerited low grades for their student teaching
--grades that might cause severe and permanent damage to their careers as-
teachers.

The Course in Methods of Teaching _

What follows here represents the view of Prof. Shugert, the.cdllege
supervisor and instructor who attempted to conduct the methods course in
partnership,with the poet. in her view the attempt was a complete fiasco
in terms of:,both the course and its effects upon the future student'
teachers.

From the,outset of the course, differences arose that immediately became
irreconcilable. 'lei there the poet nor the instructor would or could teach

\ at the other:wanted tateach in the'other's way. The two differed
, radically on hOw to-conduct-the course, and these differences wele never ".

Hr solved, For example, Prof.' Shuger,Wanted to, set a limit to the time

/llotted,to readings of the student teachers' original poetry. ,The Poet
aingreed. The instructor wanted to mirk with the student teachers as a
group; the poet feliIhe cOu14 'woo; only with small groups. Each wanted,
to pursue his own objectives and methods, and the competition for class

. time could not be relolved. The instructor ihsisted that the student
teachers attendAhe methods course; the poet refused to make ,attendance

'compulsory. 7he 'Student teachers becameaccustOmed to "blanket" reassurances
from tt4 poet, didn't .get,theM..frOk the instructor, apA§o_an-.

'Perhaps hapPiY, the /.,:wro,areed to go theirsseoarate ways. As Prof
Shugertsaid, shezfelt,the'had,better teach the methods course, and did.

n
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The Instructor's View of the Poet

In her analysis of the situation, the instructor noted that the poet
expected everyone to adopt his values, interests, goals,. and methods of
teaching. Further, the poet would not work with all the student teachers and
refused to work with one who seemed to him to demand too much structure in
the 4)1 anni ng and teaching. Nor di d the ns trucl.a.r share the poet's view
that poetry was the most important thing to teach.)

Another differeoce arose between the two, when the poet failed to adhere
. to agreements about the time he was to spend at the, cellege and later at

the schools serving as student teaching sites. As Prof. Shugert noted with
some dismay, the ooet even wa 1 k,ecLAutof --one school. a week ahead of time and
cancelled his s pi a%s ins another.

In Prof. ShIgert's view;.possibl,y;ihe most d#trimentar consequence of
"the poe.trsWork'itas that hp managed to attract the student teachers so
strong 1y th4-,they beZdMe'ialienate4 from 'their 'College instructors and super,
visors. .A.s.sNe, obstrveci-, life.student teachers became so 'accustomed to
unconditional i3raisettliiett anyone who pointed out a defect was ''a back- guy."

The Ins tructdr. Ail; a Suoe04,iior Rev' iew the Program
A

Gi venTaVother Pro '.-.Shugert would probably not participate
If is her ()Onion that -13cle.tiy,-ti importramt enough .to, warrant separate

!azid special treatment. tior is -she at.,all ire that just getting pupils to
write poetry j worth the priCe"that:the program extracts.

Another eellege,Supetv4or, .Roger 4f4ger, faulted the poet .for refusing
to soak with large r+o,Cios of \studegt .teachers- It was crear, say:
/lege, thr the *Get did riot fit Into.:the ructure of 6e schools." -He
seemed toqack organi zation and the abi t

'

plan with the' student teacher -
and the coopferatingteache As.,01;esu1:t., t rine student 'teachers were simpTy
"-thrown: i n to the program :a -0 4.fi to ter 1 -

, a,....
Mr. -2i eger joins Prof ! Xeft i n finding . fauT t with the poet' s

Uncondttitnal posti va -acceptance: 11f the ,student teachers' poetry, which-;
they maintairr depri*d the s ttideo leisgetie rs of cp,i4cfsm they 'badly needed.

He furthe.n, noteoi tint trte studeptlieachers' Close il114hce with the poet
occasional ,y, alienated, the; cooperatilitg' teac*r.s. ,,, -.

. 0In sum, the- collegepi n's t ri.ic too r - 41pery i.s"qr4n,d the 'second supervisor saw,
little vl rtue.41...tbis yvt'sprbgrain,at the Central Site. 4/. P :,

THE POAr'SVIE4.'tieTHE PROGRAM AT .THE.41i1141,-; Slci7.: ..___,. -.I

' .,

problems7that rO,' to,the:abanidphiSt -of .0*, Oilinal plan for hith and Prof.
rerald ifius:mant. ,the tppet i,n', ihe pr4914ir .41;46-41 ,reports on the

ShUgert'to offer'the coUrase flii met410--bfj a6019 ,together. -(It is his view
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that some of the problems he encountered were unfOrtunate holdovers
from last year's program.)

As his work in the methods,Course with Prof. Shugert unfolded, the
division of labor became a matter of concern to him: "She did most of
the lecturing and I would interject occasionally." In consequence, the
student teachers did not come to know the poet, nor did they know what he
expected of them. Beyond this, the student teachers were'not sure-who would
grade them in the ambiguous situation created by the presence of a co-
,teacher whose role was never clarified.

3tri-s lack of clarification was never remedied, and the situation of
the co-instructors deteriorated rapidly, especially when the poet clearly
ditzgreed with the professor's objectives and methods in the course. The
met expressed a desire %work with small groups Of student teachers,
a deslre made eves,PlOre poignant because He felt that he was not getttng to
know his stu4ent-teachers nor theyliim. The splitting of the methods course
intotwo was a natural comOklence Of such'a state of-affairs and occurred
after aboyt two weeks' :'

The made hioself available4rom ten in the morning until four in
the afternoon.' He; reports thrit he est)iished good rapport with twenty

student teachers and-t-about.twelve attended his sessions regularly and
"wrote great poems." HA'Sman 'stressed se4f-expression, openness,-a9d
freeoomin his -class'; and found hls teaching gratifying.- He prepared and
.distributed to his student teachers a set of procedures entitled- "Twenty
Ideas for a Poetry Workshop," which he judged were very well received.

It is clear,4116,wever,' that not all of the thorny problems that resulted
in the division of instructionfor the Methods course were resolved. Prof.
Shilgert did:op,t Partizipfte in the-poet owurse, but requested written

' reportiHf the Specific outcomes .that were being achieved in the poet's
course. Since,OeViewed himse)fias dealing principally with the'writing
and reading of-poetry, both .powerful but non-specific activities, he found.

tnpfeasant tope asked to specify what "was being concretely
achieved' n his classes.

No resolution'of the tensions generated by the events that occurred in
the methods course was ever achieved, and-the entire matter continued and
continues to rankle.

A& The Student Teaching Experience

Whet' the scene shifted from the college to the schools in which the poet
"andthe ktudent teachers were to put into practice what had been taught in
the methods 'course, the difficulties multiplied. And no wonder. In the
schools the teaching was "for keeps," and it involved not only the poet,
the college'superOsort, the student teachers, and the high school nupils,
but also the cooperating tiaqhers, department heads, and school principals.

48.
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Once again the failure of of,ganizatin,and communication comes uri, into
high relief.' In some schools the teachers thought the poet was a special
student taking a degree at Central. Teacher,and principals often were'ignorant
of the fact that Hausman was a poet, that he was teaching because,hepted
it and wanted to make a living out of it.

To make matters worse, the poet felt that some of the studentteachers
and cooperating teachers feared to carry out his ideas because they might
be viewed as too radical' by the authorities. In addition, the college
supervisors gftewould not participate in the instruction, but simply came
to observe. The serious threat of a poor grade in student teaching emerged
to haunt some ofVie student teachers who felt they might not beable to
meet the diverse and conflicting expectations of the poet, the cooperating

,teacher, the pupils, and above all, the collegesupervisors, [And in the
issue it turned out that Some Of-their worst fears were realized.]

The poetesppit'Critically.of the college supervisors to the student
teachers: H also found the cooperating teachers almost unifo'rmly negative.
Perhapt- one Sad reason for tire complexities that are barely, intimated here
becomes visible in thepoet's. own words: "I didn't want [the student'
teachers to'teach the class]. I wanted a more direct relationship with those,
kids [the high school pupils]." He goes on to add: "I antagonized the
_school'in my own way and they_antagonized me_ "r. He,eouldn't stand th6 grading
systems that were Woven into the fabric of the school and the college. Nor
could he tolerate the parade of.college 'supervisors, photographers, public
relations men, and others through.his classrooms. He felt torn by 'conflicting,
impossible demands:- "I went crazy trying to fulfill everyone's expecta
tions." "They wanted me to fulfill. tFje tasks-of twentyp-oets," So hp
decided that he was ".going to teadt a few kids to 4 rite. And I did!"

The poet, to add to his troubles, showed a short motion picture that
was barred from exhibition in the school after a preview performer-ce: "I

came to the end of my rope when that film was censored." When he did encounter
a teacher who really wanted him-to come to his class to teach pastry, tie
said, "'The hell with everything,/. and ' sat doWn and read my poems fto those
pupils]for two daysrand.that was the first tithe they really related to me."

The Communication 4oblem

The poet also felt keenly his isolation from and lack of communication ,,
with representativAs of the Commission: "If I could have just called someone
up and got into a good discussion about the program."

. .

In conversations and, interviews with the iaoet--as perhaps Ilso'in these;
Pages-- one is able to note with great 'clerfty the evolution.of the poets
ultimate loneliness in his program. Almost everyone falls ;away or drops
out: the Commission adF-astrators,,scme ofthe cooperating\teachers, and
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some of the high school pupils. Of-thOse who remained, thexhigh school pupils
who "found tAemselves" in the poetry program rewarded the poet with'poetry.
Several of the student teachers, on the other hand, nossibly because they
identified to closely with the poet's views and his, teaching techniques.
paid a very high price-for their adherence--a price thatmay continue to
be extracted throughout their teaching career.

Note: A final section entitled "Analysis and Recommendations," follows
the report on the Southern project.

RESPONSES FROWSCHOOLS IN SOUTHERN SITE

I. In my opinion

1. most poets

-retest responses Favorable UY:flv.orable

Tct2l pretest 4,rcup 5/ (79%) 14 (21 %)

Experimental group 32 (73 %) if (27%)
Con.t,rol group (-907) f (10)

Ff,,.t-testeresponses 27 f59V 19 (41U

Seventy-nine percent (51) of the pupils in the )t6tal pretest group w
initially favorably disposed toward most poets. ,

Examples of responses' ,

Favortblei ,"are very intelligent and hide their feelings in iife
and bring them, in 'poems." i

,,1

1
, Unfavorable: "are stupid asses." t

In the pOst-test group 59% of the classifiable responses were favorable.
Exposure to the poet in person appears to have dimmed the pupils' bSight views
from 72% to 59% favorable.

It may be worth noting that poets as people may in.general be viewed by
pupils more favortbly than poetry itself in general.

Note: The control grdup included only about 22 pupils. For almost every,
on the questionnaire this small grOup' voted much more favorably

than the experimental group. They seemed solidly-and possibly indis-
criminatingly strongly predisposed -thward- the study of poetry. 'Because

s-
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of the pattern of consistently-high favorable scores and the fact that
there were only 22,puRils in the group, their scores ar1e omitted in the
report that follows.

I. In mpopinioh
2. the poetry I've read.in 'school

We _should note here that the intent of this item is.to help define the
Rupils' views about the poetry generally studied.in school, not about the
poetry read in the course of the program.

?avorable Unfavorable

_re::est responses 27 (53%) 24 (47%)
responses 28 (62%) Z7 (38%)

The pretest scores show a fairly favorable response to the poetry the
pupils have studied in school. Even so, the post-test responses indicate
that the pupils' experiences in the poetry program may have improved
their opinions somewhat about poetry in general.

I'. in my opinion'
3. working with a poet in writing poetry

-This item seeks te identify the pupils' pre - ogram and post program
views about working with -a poet.

7a-Jorable Unfavorable

`retest responses 32 (73%) Z2 (270)

Post -test responses 38 (76%) Z2 (24%)

The idea of working with a poet seems to exert a very strong attraction
for the pupils. The (too small) control group seems almost avid, and the
strong preference expressed by the experimental group before the progrui may
even have been slightly improved by the program experiences themselves.

One might venture to say that on the basis of only the responses to the
first three questionnaire items, the poet and the poetry program at the
Southern site should thrive.

. In ry opinion
4. 'poetry
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The pupils' respOnses to the idea of poetry per se may clarify the effe
of the poetry program'as it developed at the schO(7 the Southern site.

?retest responses.
Pow -test responses

Favorable Unfavorable

39'(83%) 8 (17%)
35 (7,5%4-- 13 (27%)

The experimental group may have suffered a bit ofa reality shock in
the program: their score dropped from 81t to 73%. Nevertheless, most
secondary school teachers of poetry might be very happy indeed to receive
a "favorable" rating from 73% of their pupils.

II. Like-Dislike

1. studying poetry in class

This item is designed to pick up differences between a generalized
like-dislike of poetry in schocil and studying Poetry in. school.

Like _DisZike _

-
Pretest responses 40 (76%) Z3 (21%)
Post -test responses 39 (72%)-. 15 (28%)

In these classes the ;liking for studying poetry seems Quite pronounced,
though perhaps more moderate than their preferences for working with the poet
and for poetry in general. The post-test responses for the experimental
group seem dok just a little after the reality oh-the program, but still
quite high.

II. Like - Dislike

2. reading poetry silently in class

One test of a pupil's commitment to poetry might well be his response
to the prospect of reading.poetry siliently in class-before and after the
poetry program.

Pretest responses
Post-test responses

11 tj
528

Like Dislike

32 (67%) 16 (33%)
43 (74%) is (26%)
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The experimental group seemed by the.end of their program to have
increased their liking lor silent reading in'class.,- from 67% to 74%.

II. Like-Dislike

3. reading Poetry aloud in class

N
"retest' responses
Post -test responses,.

Dislike

26 (53%) v23 (47%)
28 ',,(64%) Z6 (36%)

Reeding poetry aloud in class clearly seems to be less well liked than
many other activities connected with the study of poetry in school. It is
worth ndting that the score of the experimental group after the completion

. of thEsir,program rose to 64%, from a pre-program score of 53%. This may well
represent substantial increment to be credited perhaps to the program.

II. Like-Dislike,

, 4. listening to pbetry in class,

Like Dislike

Pretest response 27 (67%) 13 (33%)
Post-test responses 3Z (72%) Z2 (28%)

A small rise in liking for listening to poetry in class isregistered at
completion of the program, from 67% to 72%.

II. Like-Dislike "I

5. discussing poetry in- class'

Pretest responses
Post-test responses

Like Dislike

22 (55 %) Z8 (45%)

29 (66%) 15 (34%)

Tie experiences of the poetry progr'am still appear to be operating
the sdore for "discussing poetry in class" improves by 11 percentage points--

. up fro455% to 66%.

r.
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II. Like - Dislike

6. writing poetry in class

Like Dislike .

Pre?test responses 21.(44%) 27 (56%)
Post -zest responses 32 (70%) Z4 (30%)

,

oaf

Writing poetry in class was not very highly prized bythe experimental `
group before the poetry program. Given the emphasis accorded in the program
to original poetry,the increase in the "like" score from 44% to 70% ,

speaks highly for the success of the poet and the student' teachers and for,
the pupils' response to their experimental class.

j

LI. Like-Dislike--

I

7. studying poetry in my free time

How many pupils like to read poetry during_their free tithe, on their
Own? Does it appear likely th-at a relatively short program involving a poet
could make a difference in the numbers who do?

Like" Dislike

'1,Pretest responses Z9 (49%) 20 (51%)

.,:Post-test responses - 22 (42%) 31 (58%)

The answer among the experimental classes at the Southern site seems to
.be No The "like" scores drop from 49% to 42%.

II. Lqe-Dislike

8. 'treading poetry inmy free time

How$d the-experimental program influence the readingof poetry in
their fret time among the pupils-in the group?

1 Like

fkoltest responses 34 (78%) Z6 (32%)
Fait-test responses- 28 (CZ%) Z8 (39%)

Z30
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Fewer pdiiils in the experimental group appear to like reading in-their free
time after the program (61%) than before (78%).

If

9. writing poetry in my free time

' Since a major activity of the poetry program has been the writing of
original poetry by pupils, it may be interesting to find out whether their
liking for this activity appear's to have phanged at the end of their work,
in the poetry progrlm.

Like .Dislike

retest responses 28 (72%) ZZ (28 %)
Post-test responses 28 (58%) 20 (42%)

The experimental group exhibits a decrease in their liking for writing
poetry -on their 'owrk.tima,_, (72% to 58%), although the percent of pupils
,expresSing a liki-rig for'Such an activity remains surprisingly high in,a
country and/at aime when poetry might be expected to fare even worse than
less."exotic" studies, How many pupils like to work at pr- oblems in mathe-
matics on their own free time?

o'

II..L 4c - Dislike e

10. listening_to poetry in my free time

Pretest responses,
Post-test responses

Like Dislike

% 22 (51%) 2Z (49%),
19. (49%) 20 (SZ %)

, Surprisingly enough, the decrease noted in the experimental grbup's
responses td questions about their lik,ingfor self-initiated activities,
after the poetry program, does not appear here. The percentage remains about
the same for the ITE-t*Eftlnd post-test scores.

II. Like - Dislike

11. Discussinq_poetry in my free time

11



Like Dislike

Pretest responses /7 (43%) 23 (57%)
Post-test responses 20 (47%) 2.3 (53%)

The control group evinces a very slight increase in their post-program
"like" score for discussing poetry intheir free time.

* * *

Some observations about the pupils" responses on the'"Like-Dislike
segment of the questionnaire may be in order:

1. Priort6 the inception of the experimental program, pupils slated
to participate in it seemed to evince a very strong liking for
activities related.to,poetry.. This may account for some of the
slight "dampening" effects that appear in a few items after the
conclusion of the program.

2, The scores for pupils' self-initiated activities in their free
time are lower than their scores for in-school activities.

III. Interests (after. CoOletibn of the poetry program)

1. Interest in the program

The pupils' interests iWthe pram appear to be strong. Forty -three
pupils (79%) expressed interest, asTompared with 10 (21%) ,who expressed
disinterest. TheexPressitin of interest 'in the programMay bespeak a
genuine arousal of"interest among the pupils who participated.

III. Interests (after completion of the poetry,program)

2. Future course work in 'poetry_

If given an opportunity in the future to take more course work inpoetry,
42 pupils (81%) reported they would elect oneor more courses, as compared with
10 (19%) who would take none. This represents a strikingly:large percentage'
of pupils who would-of-their own free will take more course work in poetry.

1 1.,2,
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Interests (after completion of the poetry program)

,3. Interest in other types of creative writing

Twer4y-four pupils (50%) report that as a consequence of their experiences
in the poetry program their interest,in other types of creative writitig/as
increased; 17 (35%) repOrted'a dedrease,-and, 7 (15%) reported no change.

(

III, Interests (after completion of the poetry. program)

/-
' 4. Reading poetry in free time

Twenty-eight pupils (56%) report-that as a result of their experiences in
the poetry program they read poetry on their own occasionally, often, or
very often. Twenty-two, (44%) .do rarely: or never:

III. Interests (after eoMpletion of the poetry program)

5.- Writing poetry in free time

Twenty-three pupils (48%) write poetry on their own initiative
-occasionally, often, or very often. Twenty -five (52%) Ao so very rarely
or .never.

IIJ. IntereSt (after completion of the poetry program.)

6. L ngs about poetry

.

.Thirty -ergot pupils (7,1%) indicate_that ey learned much or very much
aboutwriting poetry. FoUrteen (27%) Teel trey learned little or nothing
about it. ,

Interests (aTief completiOn of the poetry program)

7: Improvement in understanding poetry

.

Forty-three pupils (78%) believe they, aVe improved their abilityy to
understand poetry,, in contrast to 12 t22%) who report very little-improvement....

.
, 4 e

III. Interests (after completion,,of-the pbetry program) , . -

. . .
.

8:: Improvement in oral self-expression
. _

12,
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The pupils do not indiscriminatingly attribute all good things to
the poetry program. For example, about half of them believe they have
improved their ability to express tnemselves.when they speak, while the
other half report little or no improvement tn this respect.

These results are valuable principally because they seem' to give
evidence that the pupils did not - simply give a strong positive reply to
every-question about their poetry program, the possibiTity of a "halo
effect" fore does not appear to be great, even though so many post-
program response orded in this section of the questionnaire by the pupils'
are--at the very least-- ill laudatory.

*
III. Interests (after corn etion of the poetry prograir--7----

9. Improvement in writ en self-expression

Thirty-two pupils (62%) report improvement in their ability to e
rthemselves when they write. Twenty (38%) report little or no impro emerst.

iir__ Interests (after completion of the poetry program)

10. The social climate in the poetry class

In this item the pupils were asked to complete 'the .11owing phrase:
"In my opinion the rules for conduct--the social cli e--in the poetry class..."
The replies of the pupils in the,Southern schools cluded the following
descriptive phrases about the rules for. conduct the poetry class:

4.
was good because it was informal
It wasn't like a class but more or less like k rap'session.-
is pretty good because people can. just say and-feel as they do
no harsh rules or formal conduct a
is boring and uncomfortable '-
is not there

IV. The instruction

. An effort was made to determine how the pOils in the poetry program
at"the schools in the Southern site viewed their poet-teacher. They were-
therefore asked at the end of the program to check a list'of,polar characteristics
that might provide someclUes about thetr perceptions of the poet as teacher.
Their responses are presented below as the sum of all the pupils' replies
at the Soutllern,site.

1.34
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No. cif rultils checking item

5:40,,essfu!

:insuccessf;,,Z

r'»ierGL

37

49

49

z.
Eat,ient

% 1,7-tt:ert
_44

7

WeL: t-,oetr? , 48
-,toetre 4

Encourages u.z tc Trite 42

Lisccurage.3.us =roT 7

Fa-:r 59
S

Z

War.ts'us to learn
7

41
2cesn't care ,.*eter 'Learn, 4

fereifc:a2-,Ze '39 ,

Un,de;eniaLle 0
44

junk r 2

lb We Must first note again the pupils' efforts to discriminate in their

judgments. Th4 characteristics of the poet are rated extremely high, with
. positive scores ranging from a high of 56 for fairness to a low of 39
fbe dependability. But all of these scores are in fact high, especially in
view of the fact that negative views were very low. On the other hand,:thq
pupils recorded the lowest number of positive scores for "successful".
That is, 37.1Upils dged the poet successful, fewer votes than on any
other pesitive char teristic, In addition, the 12 negative votes for
"unsuccessful" was v y substantially greater than all other negative votes,
which were distribut ,as follows: one C; one 2;- three 3's; two It's; one 5.

ayr abiding i = ession concerning this set of data is that the poet was .

successful as te cher and verrsuccessful, indeed as person.

THE STUDENT TEACHERS Ai/SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATf COLLEGE COMMITMENT TO POETRY.':
\1%,

Seventeen student teachers at Southern Connecticut State College were
enrolled in the course- in thTteaching of poetry offered, there ear/y-fri
1973 by the guest poet. Among them were the student Leachers' scheduled to'
do _their student teaching. All the 'ttudent teachers filled out a pre- and

12
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post course questionnaire that may provide some indications of the success
of.

items-are
the course as seen by them. "Before" and "After" results for selected

shown below:

Ee'-fr=" A=tca,

-.= I .f..ame acrcss a ..-;cer, in a'rragaz-,ne cr

nolispdper : ....1c-...1d read it. t

V,^ Nc

r
,

Ye..

Z6 Z6,

2. := a pcPt ...,ero g::v-_:ng a free reaang

c= 'nis ..00rks, I would go. ,': Z2 . Z4

3 :ii. a teacker-ass-::gne poetry to he
,-

studied, I do ti-.easoiyrJ-,ent. 4 17 0 16
4. :f an ass!:gnmentallows.free reading, .

....loulal choose etr?.
. ,,

7 1^ 3 13
5. I write poetry, on mu ()v.:. 5% 10 4 12
6. : feel a poeir can be of some

interest or value .to me; :.

. .

0 : i7 3 -13
7. I ?h7culd like to Afogb, more about poems. Z7 Z 14

No sharp-increase or decrease in commitment to poetry seems to have
occurred, perhaps because most student teachers were Oketty strongly . .

committed-to start. On the other hAnd, almost no erosion of their commitment
is evident, and in a few, instances thetxperiences in the course seemed to
have a slight positive-effect; as in the.items numbered (2) attendavice at
a free reading by .a poet; .(4) selectio'n of poetry for a free 'reading
assignment; (5) writing poetry "on _my min . "

The Pfe-teaching Questionnaire

Six student teachers "scheduled to work at Southern Connecticut State
College completed a questionnaire designed to ascertain their views about
the-experimental teaching programlying:ahead of them, and about their own
interests in poetry. -Ther responWmay PrOvide.ataseline,for tMe-develop
rents. to follow in theft- student 'teaching.

1. Their objectiyes.fn the program
, -

)- Some stude4t-teackers hopid to help their pupils tOexperience pdetry:
vividly anu vitally, tosee it as a-different way of using.language, arid to '.

become interested.jn it, involved in. it. Others gave first priority -to
'..hilying'their pupils write .poetry.

.

-
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2. Their own interest in poetry at this tine

The student tealnerS characterized their own interest in aoetry at this
time as "great," "much greater," and "immense." Others viewed poetry as a
source of personal enjoyment and wanted to write.

3. Interest in learning to teach poetry`

.This item evoked the following responses: 'reat; paramount--as a-
way of getting a job.; to mere poetry meaningful to their: pupils; and to lead
pupils to Wrrjte-pOetry..

4. Reactions tothe experimental program-so'far:

"Terrific" favorably dispos "fantastic!" andugi-eat, great!"

Collegiate: preparation fo teachingbpetrx

4 The responses noted two majo sources of pi`eparation,for,teaching
poetry,: collegiate` courses in poetry and the teaching of'English and_th4

,
cour,se with the poet.

. .
. t

6. Anticfpations for the experimental program.

Replies tothis,iwery included the following: terrifit, OK, fantastic, --
great, and enthusiastic.

7. Studentliachers' criteria for judging DUP, /s' oridtna poetry

..1*e replies included criteria like simply writing poetry, imagination,
. sincerity:, artistie use of language,,the puOs' .own feelings about their

writing! _ -

2. U tanding.of guidelines for.workiim with poet

_Tht foll ing represent the student teachers' understandings-about how.
they were _work with the potti to-help him; he helps us;-plan with poet-_:

and try_own.techniqueS; and "Rot, sure 1,1

out X,helftiplls'-responSts to thelraditional-
t SchOo

;

...
--

.

... The stild6nttta0 OtAiOated that trr pOpils. would% havereacted- to :-. , : '' A

traditional teaching 0. ry#iitft.bored0C, as'being "irreleiiant," and 4f. '-. _.

being principally'conterned.witlilvOtions about rhyme and meter. . .

, .

e
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10. Expectations about the pupils' resoon.set to,the experimental program

Them student teachers predicted that their oWn pupils wriuld -be enthililartiq14- --
immensely impressed with thg poet;-responsive to the novelty and freedom' of
the course, and .interested.,'

In sum, the augliry for thecurse, in the view of the-student teachers,
was very 'fayorable. Their predictions may be compared with the student
teachers' Views at the conclusion ofthe'program, set out- in some of .the
.items listed below.

*

STEIDENT TEACHERS' RESPONgS AT THE CONCLUOON OF THE'EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
---

_The MtthOds Course at the College (Southern)
.

. - . .

Five out of six of the student teachers volunteered that the.exerciseS
.develo.pea by the poet werci. "superb,* "the bestpart_otthe course,", t

"insveluable"._ Scene relished their exposure to current poetry.- ,The- ,. -_

"Simul,ated teaching exercises" were thought_ to 'be tellafyl?:-,The Course_ was
alio charactertzed as being "themost valuable English course f've=ever-

____
taken" and "a,neceS'sity for.teac4,ing.poetry."

_
.

--. On the negative sidethe distiktisfaqions were related to errors Of,
omissjcm_rather than'tommi *:- Thi course was too short, somvimportant

--Wills 'wer'e- Ovitted, lesson pla ing was 'not taught. Other weaknesses, cited ..

poororganizationand.spme torktraint felt by one student teacher about
.. _.,

expressing'him tself n class. ., .. .

.

.,
On balance, the methods course-seemed to be rated as very successful- and

.,-

evl

The'Student Teaching Experiences
,.

The 'student teachers noted-the following Strengths of the poetry-course:
3: The pupilsee-reamazed, pleased, and looked fOilvard to "poetry day."
.2. \They._ felt tharthey had written belutiful poems:
,3. Three-classeSs all girrs-I-were enthralled, enthusiastic. In one, 'the

. ,;,ptin'iling on -The poet, every work_ and the pupils' noetry was .

_"MagOacent.",
41 The poetwts.supportive (i'F)n,helprul_to the pupils. .

;(--5-: Three student teacherS attested their enjoyment of-the'classand
one took great satisfaction in -a fr dship tha developed with the

,

The weakneSses of the program in Some instances were,very marked.'
classes were reporteeas regretting that they had volunteered for the course.



In another class-mariy pupils "cut" the elective poetry program to
attend a class making a motion picture film. si

Other weaknesses..cited _included a lack of structure in the class, poor
:continuity because the classes met with poet'only once a week,-And too little
constructive feedback for the student teachers.

".Special Class and a.Spetial Note

Gnek of the classes involved in the poetry program was a class' far- .%

perceOtually handicapped pupil; 104di Seemed taexpqrterice especially
traumatic stresses in the cour

As reported by the student,te,a0er,.the first class went very veil.
After_that-,- however', things went rapitdly down hill. Organization and structure
were lacking, and,the-leVel pt demand, upon the pupth was :too low.' As
a result of these and other faCtors,' the freedom of the Class often

.;turned into bedlam. On occasion half the class left the room when the Poet
appeared. _Thepuoils disliked their work anethey got "no direction from
the poet." -The student teather',cnncludddAhat for these pupils the poetry
-cla'ss_cras a waste of time. -He-also adds,-somewhat marvelously, that he

_- wants to teach poetry.' 1

-,--It_iS-jnihi-s-renort end, insome of the others from the student
at the 5oUthern site that animportant:an imple fact becomes

salient: the poetry program wasl,a marvel for some, oils and a poor
experience for others. -- 5

THE INSTRUCTOR'S OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

Professpr-Betty Hahn4 Chairman 9f the.Department of English at Southern
,..Connecticut State College, states her-views of the poetry program succinctly,

in terms of strengths and weaknesses:.

e

-Strong points in the program'

1: The college student teachers" contact with a practtcing writer
'provided a opportunity- for writing, criticism and development of
teaching skil . at they developed an honestana sensitive
respAse to anything I -fantastic. Theigained confidence and

. /Flexibility. In additiop, Many,iunior'And senior high school
pupils "found their own voice" in petry.)

The fact thatthe poet was in residence, imcontrast to a
visiting poet, meant that student teachers, had opportunities for
,conferences and informal contacts.

.13'9
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3., The provision for continuation of the poetry workshops in the
nigh schools meant that student teachers had the opportunity to
translate theory into practice.
4. The college community had the opportunity to hear four well-
known poets read their works and to meet with then informally.
5. The high school.pupils responded favorably to the program, as
evidence in their writing.

Weak points in the program

1. Implementation of the program in high schools requires a great
amount of time and supervision. Once-a-week visits require careful
planning and implementation--elements not always appreciated by
the poet.
2.- The poet's course in methods of teaching emphasized'only
contemporary poetry. Student teachers are expected to handle
poetry of many periods in,the schools.
3. Cooperating teachers in the high schools were not always
free to participate in the instruction.
4. Administrators in the high schools were not always clear
about the purposes of the program.

5.-The poetry program requires complete _responsibility, tact and
sensitivity on the part of all. These qualities were not always
evident, especially in the poet as the program continued; creating
strain in some schools-and in the'college.

THE POET'S,VIEW OF THE PROGRAM AT THE SOUTHERN S.ITE
44,

The Methods Course

Ross Talarico, the poet-in-residenceat the Southern site, has set out
six major objectives for thg methods course he offered to the student
teachers at Southern Connecticut State College. -They constitute a useful
introduction to this portion of the report:

Poet's objectives in the methods course

1. To get.-student teachers to know how to read _a _poem: for them to
be able to*knoW "why" they like or dislike-a poem.
2. To teach student teachers how to conduct writingexercises (and
to know how exertisestend to free the imagination and stimulate
a new awareness oflanguage).

1 2
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3. To enable student teachers to talk about poems and poetry with
general confidence rather than with terms that tend to avoid the more
crucial elements of the initial understanding of poetry--emphasizing
voice, imagery, and subconsciousness rather than idology, philo-
sophy, or social concerns.
4. To inspire: to make the student teachers want to read poems,
and to make them want to experience the writing of poems both'
themselves and with their pupils.
5. To take, in the teaching of high school pupils, the distorted'
sense of "seriousness" out of the idea of poetry; and at the same
time to begin to make a distinction between word-games and
poetry.
6. To encourage, in the silences of the classroom, the desire to
sleep backwards, burn a book, fall in love a half-dozen times in
a month, distrust the poet who preaches, and to love and hate the ,

same poem or person that comes into a life just when the decision
has been made to live withdut it dr him.

Talarico feels-that the methods course at the college was successful:
"I feel good'about the student teachers'who were Involved." He goes on to
add that at least half the student teacher's volunteered that his course was
the best they,had had at college.

One of the principal objectives sought by the poet was that his student
teachers should recognize in their own-teaching the 'value of "an open_ and
free atmosphere." This theme was also stressed by Hausman, as well ity
some poets in the 1972 program.

It is Talarico's judment that his student teachers enjoyed the writing
exercises most and that they were stimulated to want to teach poetry in a
more professional, literary fashion. He adds that the student .teachers learned
to view a poem through-the writer's eyes, If this latter estimate is sound,
the student teachers gained an undeniably important competen-Ce

It may be important to note that Talarico made no mention of any
problems of grading student teachers nor of a lack of cooperation from the
college instructor-supervisor, nor of other-difficulties a poet might have
encountered in offering the methods course.

The Student Teachinct. Experience

Talarico, like some other poets who have worked in the public schools,
found that the principals and teachers were misinformed about what his
responsibilities and functions weresto,be. Most important, they did not
know that in his own list of priorities the student teachers took precedence

,over the pupils. As he notes, such views were not likely to be popular among
school administrators'and cooperating, teachers.

141
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Nevertheless, the student teachers appear to have had, at least, a
fairly satisfactory experience during their work in the schools.

The Problem of Communication

The poet found that the college supervisor, Prof. Betty Hahn, was helpful
at every stage of the program. Communication lines with her were good. It
is with the college administrators that Talarico finds most to criticize.

He notes that no one ever clarified what his duties at the college were. No
one from the college ever inquired about how his work was going. 06 the

. other hand, some college administrators noted with strong disfavor the fact
that he had no telephone. The irony of such behavior from people who showed
no interest in communicating with him did not escape the poet's eye.

On the other hand, the only time the,college administrators'initiated a
corrtact with Talarico occurred in reference to.what he bitterly terMett-"a

.

twenty-six dollar foul-up" -- apparently some sort of confusionfabout
expense money for a visiting poet.

The poet's abiding question about the college administrators, however,
went deeper: He had serious questions 'about the genuiness of the adminis-
trators' commitment to the program. He sums up his views by observing that,'

,

the student teachers and most of the high school pupils learned a great deal,
but that the college administrators appear to have learned very Tittle.

VIEWS OF ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS AT THE SOUTHERN SITE

The principal at one high school was interested enough in the 'prograM to
fill out a fairly lengthy questionnaire at the end of the poetry" program. . He
notes the following:

1. 'The administrative arrangements made by the college were excellent,
well executed.
2. At his, school the administration of the program was carried out .

through total involvement of school and departmental-administrators.
3. No-sighificant impact of the program on the teaching of Poetry in
the.school was obseTVed.
4. The English Department did not appear to be impressed with the
program.

5.- The program should focus more on inservice thanonspreervice
ed'ucatioli of teachers.

6. a He would not welcome the poetry program as'a permanent parrof.the
English curriculum because of the way the members of thffl English Department
reacted. 1

=
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7. He would welcome other arts programs, but with reservation. .-

8. He believes that a useful model for the utifization of artists, in
the school did emerge.. He adds, however; that the nature of the program
should be determined'more by the school thiahB? the college.

- The principal concludes by calling attention to the fact that most of his
views derive from comments Made to him by members of the English Department.

'A second principal judged that the initial contact and the written
materials outlining the programprior to its initiation were excellent.
The lack of follow-up, however,'caused some confusion. He did not set up
special administrative procedures for the program, nor did he have any
direct contact with at.

He is of the opipion that the program will not have any great impact on
the English curriculum at his school. Several members of his faculty
requested permission to observe the poet in action and registered no strong
reactions pro or co . T

He states that useful model for the utilization of artists in the school.
'did emerge, and that e would- welcome the appearance of dancers, novelists,
painters, musicians in the arts program.

At another'school the Chairman ofthe English Department considers that
the entire "arts" idea is both valuable and The department was
delighted at the prospect of having the poetry program in the school.

At the beginning, the program was well received. The students were eager
and interested. A damper was put on this enthusiasm, however, when the poet
left the program before its conclusion.

The Chairman recommends that the poet evaluate the pupils' work more
critically and suggest revisions -of it.

.

The following criticisms of the poetry program were excerpted from the
iou n. II.- ...- , tes that she-was not inforhed in
advance that the pupils would be taken outside the school on an assignment
to write a poem about spring. She writes:

There was no reason why I could not be informed in advance. [Her
italics.] This was the culmination of the entire two weeks before this...
I will never get involved irrany program like it again. I am tired of
being a third wheel to a prog''am with missing spokes.... All members
should have many more meetings and be willing to'bend a bit 'more than
they are.

I did not realize my role was to take care of discipline problems
the poet can't handle.

Z43
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Another cooperating teacher recalled that the pupils at first were very
excited about the prOgram. They read some of the pOet's. work before his
.arrival,.' When-he appeared, he was "a dynamo," an exciting personality.
The pupils were "eating out of his hand" and writing poetry on their own.

Later on, the enthusiasm abated,because the poet paid no attention to
some pu311§ who wanted criticilsm and help. Nevertheless, her account
concludes with the recommendation that the program should -not be given up. -

Four cooperating teachers filled out a questionnaire about the program.
Some oftheir responses are summarized below:

1. , Their most important learnings were:
To motivate pupils.

. To "loosen the structure" of the class.
That having.pupils write poetry is a most excellent'way to
teach poetry. ,

.

Th4t pupils learned the discipline of words.
2. Their principal responsibilities in the'program should be*:

To know the pupils.
To cooperate with the poet.
To take an-active role in class.
To individualize the instruction.

To help the student teacher carry on the work when the post
is not present. = . 0-,

3; Their Major satisfactions in the program were:
Seeing thepupils catch, fire.
Seeing the pupils' satisfactions with,success.
Seeing "non-creative" pupils doing some great work.

4. Thei major dissatisfactions in the program were:
Lac of direction and organization.

of follow -bpon the program. '
Latk of encouragement to pupils ,to improve'the structure of
their poems. . -

The fact that the pdet often-put some ,pupils in an 'awkward position.
4 Uo discussion of poet's rationale, methods, materials Was ever heard.'

5. The student teachers seemed to"them;
To be capable, intere940, CooPerative.
To be hurt by the program.
To work well with the poet.

6: The administration of the- program: .

Should bring all pep4e involved in tke-program togeth er prior
to its start.
Should reorganize the program as a voTuhtary activity.
Was a bit sketchy. .

Z44 -
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Showed a lack of communication, of role definition, and of
clear defi4ition of the objectives.

7.. The behaVior'of the pupils- in class:
Waialways good.
Was exZeilent, lively, intelligent.
Was unresponsive to the concepfef TreedOm without responsibility.

8. The pupils' own writing was:
Ten percent superior, publishable; 50% passable; 40% awkward and
shallow.

Devoid of significance; accepted without discrimination.
From fair to excellent; good to excellent prevailed:54
Not exceptional for them.

9. The work of the poet in the program was
Excellent at the beglnning-
Unsatisf.actory.

. Not impressive.

Exciting at times. .

Disappointing when he left.

,::VIEWS OF COWERATING TEACHERS AT THE SOUTHERN SITE

f

%-eOopo.rating teacher felt that her own role-in the poetry progi.am was
never thoroughly explained to her. Nevertheless, the work of the.poet ,

himself' apparently was successful,. She testified to the,fact that the pupils
responded very well indeed to the poet and to his teaching. She made
special mention of two factors important in his success:- his ability to be
one with the pupils and his relaxed, low-preisure approach, to the teaching
of poetry. . : : .

A second teacher noted her Own . early'enthusiasm for the program and adds'
that "the student teacher faded rapidly-;_t As reasons-for this downhill,slide,;:
she mentions the administration's failure to clarify her role and that of the
.poet, the Slack of detailed pi anning;.and the.manner in which the .pNazated
the student teacher. She remarked that the.poet on occasion embarra the ,

student teacher in her work with 'the class. 'Early in the program there' '_

appeared to be a genuine conflict as to whether, the student teacher or- the
,poet was in charge, but this situation improved as-the tprogram developed.

The cooperating teacher-herself always felt, hoWeAr, that she was the
outsider. . .

, . .

A third cooperating, teacher seemed to have hads a much .better experience
He took an active part in the work. and got along _well with bah the poet and
the student teacher. He affirmed that he was Oleased with the 'program, that
some pupils who had been formerly 'relatively disengaged in class responded
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well to the
a

new experience', and that he himself profited a,great,de'al
from it. .

The three cooperating teachers mentioned above also responded to a
'questionnaire on their experiences in the progran: Some of their
observation's are paraphrased below: -4,

1. Their most important learrlings

The game-like ,actiyities in the'progr4m.
Certain techniques to stimulate creativity.

'2. Their,principal respgnsibilities

,: To encourage pupils to respond to the plans made by tlite, poet
and the student teacher. ,

-,

To create a receptive atmosphere. , ,4

. To explain the nature, of the program to the pupils. ,

To provide feedback to the poet and the student teacher. ,,F4,'

3, Their major satisfactions
.

--.,None. ,
.

. , ,

Learning,"gimicksth to encourage the writing of p6etry and,'

--
, heariogthe poet describe his approach. ..

Seeing pupils, some previouslrunresponSive, responding'to
poetry.

4. Their major diss*sfactions

The "ch iness" of only one day of pottry a week.
'Frustra" at the way the poet dealt with her and the pupils.

5. Reactions of the student, teachers .

EnthuSiastic "until*Lthe poetj,stepped.into the classroom,
...,_

usurped power,-and sometimes bored the pupils."
They enjoyed-it. ,

.- ,._
,

They became sensitive to language and imagery. The student'
teacher bedame the "expert" in my class. ,, .

..

6.. The Otipils' writings .-' , --/

Were surprisingly good. -AtfrtOing.

40
Improved steadily. - ,

A '
Demonstrated a high degree of sensitivity: -- ,

7. The interpersonal climate orthe classroom --' 4- '''"

Was,awful-most of the time; Was-good only Aen:the poet'
responded honestly to-the pupils:' Poetry. , .

Was'relaxed, spontaneous. .

Was warm, Open, acceptiqg. ; ''

-ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. FOR "-POETS IN'THE COLLEGES"

1. The poet,as "paraprofessional"

.134
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The concept that the poet would teach the student teachers at the college
how to teach poetry -and then assist them as paraprofessional aides in the
schoolroom collapsed because.of its inner contradictions: the poet had..a
unique and Rpwerful contribution to make in both col leTe and schoolroom and
he could make it only as,teacher, so he taught, fortunately.'

2. The experimental teaching of poetry

Since the poetry programiji avowedly in its first experibental sta e, the
student teacher's entire pro§Tam in the school should not be devoted o
poetry. The task is too complex and the criteria too ambiguous- rce or
ask the student teacher to risk his student teaching grade Land le rpings)
on one throw. With an admixturc_of wore familiar topics to tea , the
student-tiacher'S gra'de could be based more equitably on his pe ormance in
an array of diverse tasks rather than on his work in poetry a1% e. If
indeed there are good reasons to fpcus the student teaching slely on poetry,
then it follows that the supervision and grading should-be ssne,by experts sin
the problems of teaching creative poetry.

3. of time and the teaching of poetrf

Tk

The teaching of poetry and of how to teacb poetry takes time. It
therefore follows that a substantial amount of time should be allocated to
.the poet for instruction, in the college amettlods and in the schools. The
program appeared to us to 'be ow occasion more a product.of happenstance and
accident than a planned cumulation of inputs.

*'

1-

4, The writing of, poetry

One recommendation appears regularly in the data of our study, in
theme sounded by college supervisors, cooperating teachers, and some
`student teachers. They riacortmend that the poet criticize the, original
poetry he receives, suggest revisions, etc. This recommendation seems to us
to ignore a phenomenonnthat emerges saliently in the data: The readiness
to write Poetry it/.elass 5 often dependent ,upon the pupil's conviction

that. he may expect.a mire and uncritical acceptance of his deeply felt perional
revelatioN,..that premature criticism may cut the response off at birth.
The poets in-the program seem to have-understood this completely. ,As a
result, they were ready with the proper response to their pupils' first
writings:. an unconditional positive acceptance of whatever they wrote.:

. The poets. rEttogrlized that didactic, analytic, and` critical responses
:.*offered prematurely are too often treath to young people's poetry.

°. ,
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5. The slow-down in the poetry program 6

4
A-substantial number of. participants and observers noted that after

:perhaps three weeks or so the instruction in the poetry program began to
slow down, cool off, limp a little. It is our guess that this phenomenon
may have resulted from lack of OVelopmental planning by, the poets and
student teachers. loo often there seemed no place to go after the first
excited response to 'the pdet's presence .and to the.fact that the-pt pAils,owld_
write real lire poetry.

It seems to us advisable to ask the poets and English teacheri to plan
for developmental sequences beyond what was visible in the 1973 program.
The experience Of poetry should be viewed as an integral part of the,
Englishkurriculum in all §rades. In each grade the pupils and teachers
should build the poets' visits into their annual,plaas; so that the
arrival of the poet becomes an integral part of longer sequences 'that start

A beforehand and continue after his departure, and continue also from year
to year. --

6. Poets as people who a6. "different"

s-as-teachers are kilten significantly different from teachers in-
Os and colleges. T

xplored with and explai
the poet. Some of the cliff

the following:
a. Poets sometimes permi

than most teachers.
he lets "the oW3dren

b. Poets sometimes' use a

c. Poets sometimes are m
aggresston-,- sorrow, a

d. Pciets sometimes treat
4nd manners-much more

Arid this list could be extend
everyone who.interacts with t
should be informed,about the 1
institutional manners', custom

attention should be given to
poet and the poetry program.
touching ,worn it should be dt
limits'of his institutional
agreements should be clearly

nature ef-ttfese differences should therefore be
d-to, all the TndivAUals who will interact gith
ences that became evident in atAr data inelude

1 -eater relaxation of rules of conduct
or example, Kenneth Koch has written that
make a good deal of vise."
vocabulary-unusual for the'cl4sroom.
e open about love, sex, morality,
d joy than are most teachers.
institutional schedules, procedures, mores,_
avalierly than do teachers.

d. What needs to be said, however, is that
e p t or who works in the same institution
ike zme of these_ dpartbres from
; and behavior. That is, a great cal of
clear delineation of expectations about the

The roles of everyone in the program or
Cussed. In addition, the poet's-role and the
avior should be claritled with him, and

pecified before he is offered a contract.
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We can only:hope_tha the precautions suggested here are not put into
practice so narrowly stringently that the poets and their poetry will be
stifled in precisely' those places'where they should enjoy thei -r greatest
freedoms.,

7. The clarification and,rationalizatiOn of objectives

The objectives of the poetry program exhibit certain internal inconsistencies
--as noted for example in the specification of the poet's:,role'as "parapro-
.fessionalm when his major function' ti as co-teacher or even as principal
teacher. The program could therefore probably profit now from,,a penetrating.
critical Teexamination and reformulation. Such a reformulation would
constitute a useful frame of reference for the spectfication of roles,
functions; and communications needed for the improvement of the program.
If left in its present condition, the program is likely tO wear out its
welcome and waste its substance by, moving one site tb another without
making a lasting impact. The evidence td support this statement seems
to us to be clearly visible in our data.

8. The need for communication'

If the poetry program is reformulated and improved, if it overcomes its
weaknesses and maximizes its strengths, it.will still fail to achieve its
full impact unless the communication necessary to create a favorable situation
for it is also imprbyed. If the poet's work is to be given a fair \ctaFice -for
success, the objectives of the program and -the special circumstances'surrounding
it must be communicated clearly and persuasively to those individuals who
are involved -in it or mho 'may have power over it: parents, pupils.,
administrators, teachers (all teachers, not just the. cooperating teachers),
poets,'Commission and staff, college personnel, and the public and news
medico).

-,The tasks suggested here pose problems that are difficult and delicate.
But if the reconceptualized program is not honestly and persuasively

communicated, then misunderstandings and minor but "unavoidable mishaps and
embarrassments will certainly arise to destroy it or starvejt to death.
Goes not the evidence presented in this -report indicate that such outcomes
are likely? Can we in good conscience allow student teachers, pupils, School
and college facuities to pay again the price that some paid this year? And
can we in good conscience fail to protect and 'enhance the-sebstantial and
often marvelous outcomes of this year's program?

9. The student teachers in the shredder
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The student-teachers are reiativalyPowerless in the midst of the forces ,

that surround them,' Can they and should they be called upon to meet the
often conflicti-ng demands of the poet, college instructors, college
sube ry i sons and the -Cooper ati,n teache-rsl- -the- ;answer i-sW -as----4-t -must

be, then the processeS by whicti thestudent teachers are selectedinstructed,
fulfill their student teaching respopsibl,lities, and receive their grades
must te entirely reconstrUcted. They are'payIng the.steepest,orIce for the
:rogram, and tney have the least och.,er in it: It therefore follows that in

justice, their interests must be most zealdusly,oroteCted.
The:polAij and procedures by which this could be accomplished are not

to diffiGolt to develop. For.example, the college'student teachers anduld,.
elect to join the program after it has been fully described to'them.
They should also have the option of withdrawing from the program after its
first week; without penalty. The grades for student teachlng might perhaps
be awarded on the basis of their performance in both the poetry class and
other.less 'demanding and' less difficult topics. The criteria for grading

should be clearly set put. Other procedures might be established for the'
participation of student teachers; cooperating teachers, supervisors, and
visitigq exPert observers in the -award of grades. Other and better procedures
would undoubtedly emerge if a partitipatpry group were formed to develop
grading policies for the special circumstances of the p#etry program.

10., The high school pupils in the program

Some high school pupils responded veky well to .their experiences in the

poetry Program. Others were turned off, revolted, cut classes, etc. Such

fthavior, we would guesg, is as much ,a product of the pupils' previous ex-
periences with poetry as of the program itself. Nevertheless, since the
program ,at present can* be-offered to all pupils, right it not be advisable
to offer it for a time only to those who volunteer for it? Sucha procedure
would mprove the probability of success--of course--but it also might
accomplish a more important objective. A successful program would become

known in the school as such. The,chances,then\might be improved that more
pupils would elect it and thatatsore later time, it might be made even
more widely available--and with better Chances of success.

11: The poet asproblem

The poet must recognize that he is
\
not working alone in the progradi. He

is working in two institutions whose functions are broader than his own in

the education of teachers. He should not, of course, become a bureaucrat

io a bureaucracy, but he Must recognize his responsibilities to support the
school and'college--within the reasonable limits Of a free and flexible

1.50. .
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reconstituted'program. He cannot and shOuld not acceptian appointment and then
undercut it--the gods forfend--in rhythmic language:

The poet must sustain the program as_it must sustain him,
-In addition, if the poet is of the opinion that he can do his best work

only when his classes are small, then arrangements should be made to organize
small classes or the poet should not be engaged.

A FINAL 'WORD

The principal objective of the poetry program is to prepare teachers who
will do a better job of teaching, who will rise above the generally,pedestrian
level of instruction and make the eoerience.of poetry a moving and signi-
ficant part of their pupils' lives. The process of preparing the teachers'
who will do this is presently conceptualized in the f011owing fashion: (1) a
successful poet will -come to a college where he will teach a coUrse in the
methods of teaching poetry; (2) upon completion of this course he will.
accompany his student teachers into the schools where he will help them to
teach what may be called "the appreciation and writing of poetry"; (3) at
the concluston of these experiences the student teachers will have gained
enough elementary competences to teach poetry better when they face their
own classes as responsible, Certified teachers.

The data that we have examined in the course of,our study lead us to
question these assumptions. One message that comes through loud and clear, is
that the poets do teach the high school pupils. One-oT the.poets-says in
unequivocal-terms.that it:is the pupils to who he is ,rirawn , -the pupils Who
are most responsiv . The second observation we derive from our data is that
it is the poet who energizes the, pupils. They see him as a strange, exciting
human being who charges them up, who polarizes them. Some pupils resonate
fully to the poet:-more fully perhaps than to any other school experience.
Others are repelled by him--driven even further away from the experience
of poetry than they were before meeting him. Only a few remain untouched or
uncaring. But whatever the pupils' mixed reactions to the poet, many of
them (and many of the student teachers) write poetry; poetry"that is as we
might expect, often cliche and trivial, but poetry that is also occasionally
illuminated, inspired and beautiful. Furthermore, a significant number of.
pupils begin to read poetry and respond to it in heightened fashion. All
of these outcomes are very rarely observed in the traditional teaching of
poetry. Furthermore-, it is our guess that even the most apt of the student
teachers in the program--with the exception of those who may be poets-- will
not achieve the kinds of response from the pupils. that the poets do.

Our hunch is; therefore, that poetry usually cannot be taught in a way
that causes pupils,to respond deeply to poetry and to write poetry unless a
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poet teaches them to do so: Most"English ,teachers are not poets and they
do not (and, we believe, cannot) often evoke a creative response to poetry
nor stimulate their pupils to write. It seems to us, therefore, useful
to conceptualize the teaching of poetry as a function of both teacher and
poet, perhaps as follows:

For objectives of Knowledge: the teacher alone

For emotional response to poetry; the teacher, with occasional
contributions of the poet.

for the writing of original poetry: the poet, with the teacher
as an aide if he 'needs this collaboration.

With such an analysis it becomes relatively simple to structure the
complementary roles of student teachers and cooperating teachers.

To recapitulate, it does not seem to us that the teacher can be taught
"to do what the poet .does, unless, the teacher is also a poet. To this-
conclusion we add an observation derived from the data of this study:
The contribution of the poet as person and the poet as teacher- -in:the
college methods course and in the schoolroom--is an irreplaceable component
that energizes both knowledge about poetry and a fuller emotional response
to poetry.

It seems to us, therefore, useful to repeat that the poet should be
built intt the curriculum of poetry as occasional. teacher from kindergarten
throUgh high school and college. The-strategy, for teaching poetry then
demands (1) a continuing curriculum in poetry, and (2) the planned partici-
pation of poets in both the education of pupils and the education of future
teachers of English.

In/brief, if poetry is necessary in the schoo15,.then so too is the
poet. Perhaps we can make the program a success if we follow John Berryman's
invitation to Saul Bellow: "Let's join forces, large and small..." And
let's do it for the sake of pupils like the seventh grader who wrote at the
end of his questionnaire: °I think this was,a good program and I think you
should continue it because I never read or write poetry until the program."
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